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The fascination with artifi cial life goes back to antiq-
uity. Homer, in the 8th century BC, mentioned me-
chanically driven creatures. His story of Icarus fl ying 

with artifi cial wings has survived to the present day. The 
advancement of mechanics, in particular of the mechani-
cal clock during the Renaissance, brought the creativity in 
simulating life to a new level. 

Beginning in 1548, automata gained a new group of wealthy 
admirers from the Ottoman Empire. This was the fi rst year 
of the annual “Tribute to the Sublime Gate” by the Holy Ro-
man Emperor to avoid Turkish invasion. The tribute was 
given in the form of gold, money and luxury goods, includ-
ing clocks and automata, which became one of the favorites 
of the rich Ottoman customers, with whom many of them 
ended up.

The Germans were masters of the art of automata. Peter 
Ramus (1515-1572) wrote a poetical story about a fl ying 
wooden eagle and an iron fl y constructed in the laboratories 
of Nuremberg by the famous mathematician Regiomonta-
nus to greet the Emperor. 

The automated dogs, doves, lions, and horse riders in this 
collection are built in the same spirit, to impress emperors, 
princes and a few wealthy elite. They are the beginnings of 
modern mechanization, the fi rst steps on our way to creat-
ing a perfect robot.

They are very rare, with no more than perhaps a hundred of 
them still in existence, mostly in museums.

This clock was formerly in the Wuppertal Historisches 
Uhrenmuseum, which houses one of the largest collections 
of German clocks.

We know of eleven reclining dog clocks and one sitting dog 
clock:
1.    Adler Planetarium
2.    This one
3.    Lot No. 3 in this sale
4.  Formerly in the Time Museum, with later rectangular base
5.    Flagg Collection
6.    Another one in the Flagg Collection
7.    Dresden Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon
8.    Herzog-Anton Ulrich Museum, Braunschweig
9.    Private California Collection 
10.  Italian Collection, exhibited 
  at La Misura del Tempo as N° 126
11.   Formerly in the Vicomte Charles 
  de Noailles Collection, Paris 
12.  Sitting dog, escapement converted to pendulum 
  (formerly in a German private collection).

LOT 1
THE DOG 
Augsburg, circa 1625

An important and rare gilt brass on ebony 
Dog Automaton fi gure clock from the
Wuppertal Historisches Uhrenmuseum, 
striking hours, with single hand.

Condition 
Case: very good, some restorations
Dial: good, possibly later
Hand: very good, possibly later
Movement: very good, some restorations

Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Back view showing fast/slow adjustment slot

Beginning of the sale at 2.30 p.m.



Provenance
Wuppertal Historisches Uhrenmuseum. 

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 121.

Published in
1. Klaus Maurice, Die Deutsche Räderuhr, Munich, 1976, 
Vol. II, page 52 and fig. 333.
2. La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 431.

Dimensions
Height 19 cm, width 28 cm, depth 15.5 cm. 

Functions
Eye and mouth movement, hour striking, hours.

Case
Gilt dog with moving eyes and mouth reclining on a gilt 
brass plate with crosshatched tile pattern, on an oblong 
octagonal wood base painted black, with gilt brass filigree 
ornaments on the sides and four wood feet; a curved slot 
for fast/slow adjustment is positioned behind the dog’s left 
front leg; the base is fitted with a later copper closing.

Dial
Solid silver, Roman hours from I to XII, inner 24-hour Arabic 
scale from 13 to 24, with Zs for the 2s.

Hand
Blued steel tulip.

Movement 
Rectangular (13.8 x 8.6 cm), solid brass plates with square 
steel pillars on each corner, brass trains, fusee and chain on the 
going train, continuous stop-work on the fusee, fixed barrel 
for the striking, verge escapement, three-arm brass balance, 
regulator of direct amplitude restriction, steel fly with spring 
tension, motion train directly from fusee with friction-fit 
“second” wheel on the cannon pinion. 

The striking is connected with the mouth movement. The 
cannon pinion lifts V-lever, which, via two pivoted levers, 
lifts striking steel gate on the other side of the movement. 
The hammer arbor has on the other side an L-shaped lever 
connected to the spring-loaded mouth lever via cord.

The eye movement functions via a lever connected to a pin 
in the balance (see diagram).

View of the front side of the movement

Diagram of eye movement mechanism View of the escapement



LOT 2 Jacob Wideman, Augsburg, circa 1640

Exceptionally rare and important, gilt brass 
four-train Grande Sonnerie horizontal 
striking table clock with hour re-strike.Renaissance clocks striking Grande Sonnerie, that is, 

along quarters striking corresponding hours, are very 
rare. They were rare even in later years, so much so 

that the English made an inventory of all known English 
Grande Sonnerie clocks. In addition, the clock has a rare fea-
ture of re-striking the hours at the full hour, emphasizing 
that it is the full hour. 

There is one other Wideman clock like this known, formerly 
in the Time Museum (inv. 2716); however, it does not have 
the re-strike feature.

The movement is decorated with wild strawberry motifs. 
During the Renaissance, wild strawberries were used in art 
to symbolize several very different concepts. In paintings of 
the Virgin Mary, the strawberry could represent a spiritual 
purity, righteousness, Christ (the “fruit” of Mary’s womb), 
or even Christ’s followers (who bring forth his fruits). 

The Swiss herbalist Johann Künzle (1857-1945) wrote that 
the strawberry’s three-part leaf was viewed during the Mid-
dle Ages as a symbol of the Holy Trinity, the red berries as 
the drops of blood of Christ, and the fi ve petals of the fl ower 
as His fi ve wounds. Wild strawberries appeared as border 
decorations for religious and some secular miniatures and 
illuminated manuscripts, and as a symbol of “perfect righ-
teousness” carved into the stones of medieval churches.

In sharp contrast, Hieronymus Bosch used the strawberry in 
his Garden of Earthly Delights (circa 1500-05) to represent 
“voluptuousness” and an indulgence in earthly pleasures. 
Bosch’s marked deviation from traditional strawberry ico-
nography may have been inspired by the popularity of cul-
tivated strawberries amongst royalty: for example, France’s 
Charles V was an early proponent of the strawberry, having 
his gardener plant some 1,200 strawberry plants in the Roy-
al Gardens of the Louvre in 1368, while in 1375 the Duke of 
Burgundy’s Chateau de Couvres boasted four garden blocks 
devoted to strawberries. Two centuries later, the strawberry 
was a popular garden fruit throughout Europe.

Condition 
Case: very good for its age
Dial: excellent for its age
Hands: very good
Movement: excellent for its age, balance upgraded 
with a spring
 
Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Signature on black plate

View of the back plate



Signed
Back plate

Maker’s Biography
Jacob Wideman (Widman, sometimes Widenmann) was the 
third generation of clockmakers/goldsmiths in his family. 
Tracing the family history back to his grandfather is very 
helpful in understanding the unusual character of this 
clock.

1.   Grandfather, James Wideman. A goldsmith and an iron 
worker, and a resident of Antwerp. In 1600 or 1601, he 
moved to Mantua to work at the court of the Duke of Man-
tua, where his daughter was one of the ladies-in-waiting. In 
1608, he was back in Antwerp, writing to the Duke about 
rubies worth “many millions of scudi” and three watches 
set in gold rings. Interestingly, in the Indianapolis Museum 
there is an Augsburg ring watch, circa 1600, punched “IW”, 
and another in the Schatzkammer der Residenz in Munich.

2.   Father, Jacob Wideman. Born in 1583 (Antwerp?), he 
eventually moved to Augsburg, where we have record of him 
in 1603, and soon after went to Mantua, where he worked 
as a goldsmith for the Duke. After a few years, he returned 
to Augsburg, where the archives record him as a goldsmith 
and iron-worker who had been taught by Masters Michael 
and Georg Metzger. In 1615, Jacob applied for citizenship. 
He married Anna Moll from Baldingen near Nordlinger, with 
whom he had two children, Jacob (see below) and Anna. 
Interestingly, his son, the maker of our clock, wrote that he 
learned watchmaking from his father. 

3.   Jacob Wideman, the Younger (1614-1664). Became a 
native of the city of Augsburg, married Elster Niestler, a 
pastor’s daughter, with whom he had two sons and seven 
daughters. He must have been an excellent clockmaker, for 
in 1662 he was chosen as an expert witness in a lawsuit 
brought by the guild against watchmaker Ludwig Kayser.

An exceptional hour-striking horizontal alarm clock by Ja-
cob Wideman was featured at the Brussels Exposition held 
between January 26 and April 7, 1984: the square ebony 
case was ornamented with ivory. The case was similar in 
shape, design and size to this clock, but in ebony. Another 
horizontal clock by Wideman is in the Museum of the His-
tory of Science in Oxford, and yet another in the Frederiks-
borg Museum, Hillerød.

Dimensions
Height 11.2 cm, width 18 cm, depth 18 cm (foot to foot).

View under the dial with grand sonnerie and re-strike count wheel

Functions
Hour striking, quarter striking, repeating hour striking, 
hours, minutes.

Case
Square, with winged cherub head feet positioned at each of 
the four corners; each side is fitted with an oval frame for 
glazing (glasses missing), and the top of the case is lightly 
decorated with an engraved wild strawberry pattern; the 
underside of the case is hinged and contains three bells 
(see movement description for bell function); the case and 
feet are gilt brass.

Dial
Gilt copper with applied silvered copper hour ring with cen-
ter champlevé Roman hours and half-hour divisions, outer 
sloped gilt copper ring with five-minute Arabic markers 
and Roman quarters, center engraved with wild strawberry 
flowers, as are the corners.

Hands
Gilt brass fancy tulip for hours, steel tulip for minutes.

Movement
Square (11.8 x 11.8 cm), fire-gilt brass plates, four balus-
ter steel pillars, four-train movement, three fixed striking 
barrels, fusee and gut for the going train, four-wheel go-
ing train, verge escapement, three-arm brass balance now 
with 2½-coil steel balance spring, Tompion-type regulator, 
irregular gilt brass single-foot screwed cock pierced and en-
graved with wild strawberry motifs, matching barrel ratch-
et-wheel click and quarter-indications plate, and the three 
hammers striking on three bells (one for quarters, one for 
hours and the third for re-striking hours); striking gates with 
pattern matching that of the cock, heavy solid-brass flies; 
a striking count wheel with 48 notches set under the dial, 
motion train driven by the “minute wheel” set on the exten-
sion of the fusee arbor in such a way as to make friction on 
the entire surface of the fusee wheel.

The design is such: quarters are activated by one of four 
arms of a star set over the cannon pinion. On the quarter 
cam, at the end of each striking segment, is a pin which, 
after the last quarter strike in given sequence, lifts the hour 
striking lever whose other end slides over the large division 
wheel until it falls into the next slot. The slots are arranged 
in equal distances during one hour, to make sure the hour 
striking at all quarters in a given hour are constant. The next 
hour has larger distances. At the end of all quarters, a pin 
mounted on the count wheel after the end of hour striking 
lifts the release lever of the hour-repeat train. The lifting le-
ver has spring loaded tip.



LOT 2 Jacob Wideman, Augsburg, circa 1640

Exceptionally rare and important, gilt brass 
four-train Grande Sonnerie horizontal 
striking table clock with hour re-strike.Renaissance clocks striking Grande Sonnerie, that is, 

along quarters striking corresponding hours, are very 
rare. They were rare even in later years, so much so 

that the English made an inventory of all known English 
Grande Sonnerie clocks. In addition, the clock has a rare fea-
ture of re-striking the hours at the full hour, emphasizing 
that it is the full hour. 

There is one other Wideman clock like this known, formerly 
in the Time Museum (inv. 2716); however, it does not have 
the re-strike feature.

The movement is decorated with wild strawberry motifs. 
During the Renaissance, wild strawberries were used in art 
to symbolize several very different concepts. In paintings of 
the Virgin Mary, the strawberry could represent a spiritual 
purity, righteousness, Christ (the “fruit” of Mary’s womb), 
or even Christ’s followers (who bring forth his fruits). 

The Swiss herbalist Johann Künzle (1857-1945) wrote that 
the strawberry’s three-part leaf was viewed during the Mid-
dle Ages as a symbol of the Holy Trinity, the red berries as 
the drops of blood of Christ, and the fi ve petals of the fl ower 
as His fi ve wounds. Wild strawberries appeared as border 
decorations for religious and some secular miniatures and 
illuminated manuscripts, and as a symbol of “perfect righ-
teousness” carved into the stones of medieval churches.

In sharp contrast, Hieronymus Bosch used the strawberry in 
his Garden of Earthly Delights (circa 1500-05) to represent 
“voluptuousness” and an indulgence in earthly pleasures. 
Bosch’s marked deviation from traditional strawberry ico-
nography may have been inspired by the popularity of cul-
tivated strawberries amongst royalty: for example, France’s 
Charles V was an early proponent of the strawberry, having 
his gardener plant some 1,200 strawberry plants in the Roy-
al Gardens of the Louvre in 1368, while in 1375 the Duke of 
Burgundy’s Chateau de Couvres boasted four garden blocks 
devoted to strawberries. Two centuries later, the strawberry 
was a popular garden fruit throughout Europe.

Condition 
Case: very good for its age
Dial: excellent for its age
Hands: very good
Movement: excellent for its age, balance upgraded 
with a spring
 
Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Signature on black plate

View of the back plate



Signed
Back plate

Maker’s Biography
Jacob Wideman (Widman, sometimes Widenmann) was the 
third generation of clockmakers/goldsmiths in his family. 
Tracing the family history back to his grandfather is very 
helpful in understanding the unusual character of this 
clock.

1.   Grandfather, James Wideman. A goldsmith and an iron 
worker, and a resident of Antwerp. In 1600 or 1601, he 
moved to Mantua to work at the court of the Duke of Man-
tua, where his daughter was one of the ladies-in-waiting. In 
1608, he was back in Antwerp, writing to the Duke about 
rubies worth “many millions of scudi” and three watches 
set in gold rings. Interestingly, in the Indianapolis Museum 
there is an Augsburg ring watch, circa 1600, punched “IW”, 
and another in the Schatzkammer der Residenz in Munich.

2.   Father, Jacob Wideman. Born in 1583 (Antwerp?), he 
eventually moved to Augsburg, where we have record of him 
in 1603, and soon after went to Mantua, where he worked 
as a goldsmith for the Duke. After a few years, he returned 
to Augsburg, where the archives record him as a goldsmith 
and iron-worker who had been taught by Masters Michael 
and Georg Metzger. In 1615, Jacob applied for citizenship. 
He married Anna Moll from Baldingen near Nordlinger, with 
whom he had two children, Jacob (see below) and Anna. 
Interestingly, his son, the maker of our clock, wrote that he 
learned watchmaking from his father. 

3.   Jacob Wideman, the Younger (1614-1664). Became a 
native of the city of Augsburg, married Elster Niestler, a 
pastor’s daughter, with whom he had two sons and seven 
daughters. He must have been an excellent clockmaker, for 
in 1662 he was chosen as an expert witness in a lawsuit 
brought by the guild against watchmaker Ludwig Kayser.

An exceptional hour-striking horizontal alarm clock by Ja-
cob Wideman was featured at the Brussels Exposition held 
between January 26 and April 7, 1984: the square ebony 
case was ornamented with ivory. The case was similar in 
shape, design and size to this clock, but in ebony. Another 
horizontal clock by Wideman is in the Museum of the His-
tory of Science in Oxford, and yet another in the Frederiks-
borg Museum, Hillerød.

Dimensions
Height 11.2 cm, width 18 cm, depth 18 cm (foot to foot).

View under the dial with grand sonnerie and re-strike count wheel

Functions
Hour striking, quarter striking, repeating hour striking, 
hours, minutes.

Case
Square, with winged cherub head feet positioned at each of 
the four corners; each side is fitted with an oval frame for 
glazing (glasses missing), and the top of the case is lightly 
decorated with an engraved wild strawberry pattern; the 
underside of the case is hinged and contains three bells 
(see movement description for bell function); the case and 
feet are gilt brass.

Dial
Gilt copper with applied silvered copper hour ring with cen-
ter champlevé Roman hours and half-hour divisions, outer 
sloped gilt copper ring with five-minute Arabic markers 
and Roman quarters, center engraved with wild strawberry 
flowers, as are the corners.

Hands
Gilt brass fancy tulip for hours, steel tulip for minutes.

Movement
Square (11.8 x 11.8 cm), fire-gilt brass plates, four balus-
ter steel pillars, four-train movement, three fixed striking 
barrels, fusee and gut for the going train, four-wheel go-
ing train, verge escapement, three-arm brass balance now 
with 2½-coil steel balance spring, Tompion-type regulator, 
irregular gilt brass single-foot screwed cock pierced and en-
graved with wild strawberry motifs, matching barrel ratch-
et-wheel click and quarter-indications plate, and the three 
hammers striking on three bells (one for quarters, one for 
hours and the third for re-striking hours); striking gates with 
pattern matching that of the cock, heavy solid-brass flies; 
a striking count wheel with 48 notches set under the dial, 
motion train driven by the “minute wheel” set on the exten-
sion of the fusee arbor in such a way as to make friction on 
the entire surface of the fusee wheel.

The design is such: quarters are activated by one of four 
arms of a star set over the cannon pinion. On the quarter 
cam, at the end of each striking segment, is a pin which, 
after the last quarter strike in given sequence, lifts the hour 
striking lever whose other end slides over the large division 
wheel until it falls into the next slot. The slots are arranged 
in equal distances during one hour, to make sure the hour 
striking at all quarters in a given hour are constant. The next 
hour has larger distances. At the end of all quarters, a pin 
mounted on the count wheel after the end of hour striking 
lifts the release lever of the hour-repeat train. The lifting le-
ver has spring loaded tip.



LOT 3 THE DOG
Augsburg, circa 1625

An important and rare, gilt brass 
and lapis lazuli on ebony, 
Dog Automaton fi gure clock, striking 
hours, with single hand.

The fascination with artifi cial life goes backs to an-
tiquity. Homer, in the 8th century BC, mentioned 
mechanically driven creatures. His story of Icarus 

fl ying with artifi cial wings survived to the present day. The 
advancement of mechanics, in particular of the mechani-
cal clock during the Renaissance, brought the creativity in 
simulating life to a new level. The Germans were masters 
of it. Peter Ramus (1515-1572) wrote a poetical story about 
a fl ying wooden eagle and an iron fl y constructed in the 
laboratories of Nuremberg by the famous mathematician 
Regiomontanus to greet the Emperor. 

The automated dogs, doves, lions, and horse riders in this 
collection are built in the same spirit, to impress emperors, 
princes and a few wealthy elite. They are the beginnings of 
modern mechanization, the fi rst steps on our way to creat-
ing a perfect robot.

They are very rare, no more than perhaps a hundred of them 
are still in existence, mostly in museums.

We know of eleven reclining dog clocks and one sitting dog 
clock:
1.     Adler Planetarium
2.    This one
3.    Formerly in the Wuppertal Historisches 
      Uhrenmuseum, lot no. 1 in this sale
4.    Formerly in the Time Museum, with later 
        rectangular base
5.    Flagg Collection
6.    Another one in the Flagg Collection
7.    Dresden Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon
8.    Herzog-Anton Ulrich Museum, Braunschweig
9.    Private California Collection 
10.  Italian Collection, exhibited at La Misura del Tempo  
 as No. 126
11.   Formerly in the Vicomte Charles de Noailles 
 Collection,  Paris 
12.   Sitting dog, escapement converted to pendulum 
      (formerly in a German private collection)

The automaton has a provision for a cord to extend outside 
the case for moving the dog’s mouth without activating the 
striking, possibly for children. The cord is not presently in-
stalled, but the provision is intact.

Condition 
Case:  very good for its age, all intact, 
some wear to the gilt, small repairs to the wood, 
mostly in the joint areas, missing back plate
Dial: very good, possibly later
Hand: good, possibly later
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000



Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 120.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 430.

Dimensions
Height 20 cm, width 27.5 cm, depth 16.5 cm. 

Functions
Eye and mouth movement, hour striking, hours.

Case
Gilt dog with moving eyes and mouth reclining on a gilt 
brass plate with crosshatched tile pattern, on an oblong 
octagonal wood base painted black, with ten lapis lazuli 
panels set in gilt frames on the sides, and four gilt bun feet.

Dial
Silver, Roman hours, inner quarter divisions, innermost 
24-hour scale from 13 to 24 with Zs for the 2s, center with 
engraved flowers.

Hand
Single steel ranseur.

Movement
Rectangular (14 x 7.24 cm), solid brass plates with square 
steel pillars at each corner, brass trains, fusee and gut for the 
four-wheel going train, fixed barrel for the five-wheel striking 
with count-wheel on the back plate, with correcting lever in 
the base, verge escapement, two-arm steel balance now with 
spring and rack-and-pinion regulator extending to the bottom 
plate with the scale, C-shaped gilt brass cock on the lower 
pivot with double-wedge cap pin, steel fly, motion train di-
rectly from fusee. 

The striking is connected to the mouth movement. 
A four-arm star-wheel, mounted on the extension of the fu-
see arbor, lifts a V-lever, which, via two pivoted levers, lifts 
a striking brass gate on the other side of the movement. 
The hammer arbor has, on the other side, an L-shaped lever 
connected to the mouth lever via a cord, and the mouth le-
ver is spring-loaded. The eye movement happens via a lever 
connected to a pin in the balance (see diagram).

Diagram of eye movement mechanism

View of the front of the movement
Detail of the dog



An almost identical clock was chosen for an offi cial 
portrait of young Cosimo de Medici, future Grand 
Duke of Tuscany, painted circa 1604 by Tiberio Titi.

The clock is unusual in that it is stackfreed equalized, has a 
double-anchor foliot instead of the more common circular 
type, and has a C-shaped double-adjustable bristle regula-
tor instead of the common straight one. 

In the Maximilian Museum in Augsburg there is a  tower-
form table clock from the end of the 1500s punched with 
very similar looking punches, both for the maker’s initials, 
as well as the town mark. The marks used to wear out and 
had to be replaced; thus it is common to fi nd slightly differ-
ent marks for the same maker. It is the only other clock we 
know of bearing the same marks.

This form of movement was used in Germany at the turn 
of the 16th and the 17th centuries. It was used either with 
fusee or stackfreed (ex., by master MB from Munich in the 
Time Museum, Inv. 2930).

The foliot, a pivoted rod with weights on the ends of each 
arm, has often been suggested as the device that was the 
fi rst to be employed as a controlling device for the escape-
ment. In fact, both foliot and balance were developed simul-
taneously. The earliest drawing of a clock that has survived, 
by Dondi, circa 1365, shows balance as a controlling ele-
ment. It appears they were used alternately, some makers 
preferring foliot, some balance.

LOT 4 Initials “MM” 
(attributed to Michael Müller), 
Augsburg, circa 1590

An important and extremely rare gilt brass 
tower-form alarm table clock striking hours, 
with single hand stackfreed steel movement 
with foliot.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, possibly later, re-blued
Movement: very good for age, clean, minimal rust pits, 
missing alarm hammer

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Cosimo de Medici, 1604, by Tiberio Titi

Detail of Cosimo de Medici portraitView of the front View of the striking dial



Signed
Punched with Augsburg mark and maker’s mark inside the 
right case panel.

Maker’s Biography
Abeler lists the MM mark as belonging to an unknown 
Augsburg master, with an example dating from the end of 
the 1500s in the Maximilian Museum, Augsburg. 

He lists Michael Müller as having been born in Breslau 
(now Wroclaw, Poland) in 1540, becoming independent on 
January 18, 1568, and dying in 1594. He is the only listed 
Augsburg clockmaker from the end of the 16th century with 
the initials “MM” working on small clocks.

Dimensions
Height 17 cm (with finial), base 12 cm x 12 cm, body 7.3 cm 
x 7.3 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Ornate gilt brass and gilt copper, covered in decorative 
arabesque engravings, with a pierced interlace patterned 
dome at the top covering the bell; a tall finial is positioned 
at the top of the dome, while slightly shorter matching fini-
als are positioned at each of the four corners surrounding 
the dome; rounded columns attached to each corner of 
the case are ornamented with acanthus leaves and masks; 
draping base engraved with a foliate pattern, unusual bayo-
net fixing of the dome to the body.

Dial
Applied gilt brass ring with Roman hours and half-hour star 
markers and inner quarter divisions, innermost 24-hour 
scale with German Zs for the 2s, outermost night touch 
knobs, 12-hour gilt brass alarm disk in the center with Ara-
bic numerals, correcting pin-hole for the striking at 10; strik-
ing dial on the back with Arabic numerals and night knobs, 
corrected through the pin-hole in the main dial.

Hand
Single steel ranseur. 

Movement 
Two-tier vertical four-post steel cage (10 x 6.1 x 6.1 cm), 
square posts, all steel except fixed barrels for striking as 
well as the going trains in gilt brass engraved with scroll-
ing and the brass striking fly, stackfreed for the going train, 
two-wheel verge-type alarm train with going barrel, set in 
the striking tier (missing hammer), verge escapement, fo-
liot with C-shaped weights, C-shaped hog’s bristle regula-
tor with two bristles, regulating arm extending to the right 
panel, S-shaped steel cock, hour wheel driven from four-
pin lantern pinion filed from the extension of the second 
wheel.

Side view 

Striking dial

Side view of movement

Top view of movement with foliot

Front view of movement with stackfreed

Augsburg punch mark

Maker’s mark



LOT 5

A very similar clock was in the possession of Cardi-
nal Richelieu, as portrayed in one of his portraits,        
Museum Condé in Chantilly (France). 

The maker was very skilled and versatile – in addition to 
clocks, he also made watches: his tambour watch with 
stackfreed, preserved in the British Museum, is one of the 
hundred earliest watches known to exist.

MB, Southern Germany, circa 1580

Important and rare gilt copper tower-form, 
hour striking, alarm table clock 
with a single hand steel movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, slight wear
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, re-blued
Movement: very good for the age, intact, clean, 
minimal rust pits

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Maker’s mark

Cardinal Richelieu, by Philippe de Champaigne (Musée Condé)

View of the front View of the striking dial

View of the left side

View of the right side



Signed
Punched with the maker’s mark on the alarm pillar.

Maker’s Biography
There are several German makers with initials “MB” from 
this period. A tambour watch bearing the same “MB” punch 
mark is in the British Museum. The Museum dates the 
watch from circa 1560. 

Dimensions 
Height 22 cm, base 14.8 cm x 14.8 cm, body 8.1 cm x 8.1 
cm. 

Functions 
Hour striking, alarm, hours, striking indication dial, night reading.

Case
Gilt case ornamented with chiseled arabesque patterns, a 
square pointed dome covering the bell at the top, with pierc-
ings for sound and scrolling ornaments at the corners; the 
sides with square columns at the corners, silvered inside; 
standing on a slightly concave sloping base; alarm shut-off 
lever located at the top of the dial panel, winding/setting 
apertures at the back.

Dial
Gilt copper, Roman hours with half-hour markers and inner 
quarter divisions, innermost 24-hour scale with German Zs 
for the 2s, 12-hour gilt brass alarm disk in the center with 
Arabic hours, outermost night touch knobs; striking dial on 
the back with Arabic hours, striking correction pin-hole at 
6 o’clock.

Hand
Blued steel.

Movement
Two-tier vertical steel cage with four square posts (10.9 x 
7.3 x 7.3 cm), all steel except the fusee cones and the bar-
rels, fusee and gut for going as well as the striking trains, 
two-wheel alarm train with fixed barrel, set in the going 
train tier, verge escapement with steel balance, hog’s bristle 
regulator with two bristles, regulating arm extending to the 
left panel, C-shaped steel cock, unusual alarm hammer ar-
rangement with long arbor and with the top plate acting as 
a loose bushing.

View of movement from the right side

View of movement with alarm pillar in foreground



The clock is an excellent and early example of a           
hexagonal horizontal table clock by a master of the 
craft. Müller’s ability as a clockmaker can be judged 

best by his Rampant Lion automaton clock, very similar 
to lot no. 43, now in the collection of the Metropolitan                         
Museum of Art. 

This type of a clock was chosen by Danzig’s Mayor, Con-
stantin Freder, as an accessory for his offi cial portrait (see 
photo).

Signed
Movement.

Maker’s Biography
Christoff Müller (circa 1620 - after 1651) was an Augsburg 
clockmaker who became an independent Master on Novem-
ber 8, 1643, having married earlier that same year. Abeler 
lists a variety of table clocks made by Müller that have ap-
peared at auction, including astronomical and Turkish, and 
a lion automaton clock at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
Müller is believed to have worked as late as 1680.

Dimensions
Width 12.5 (corner to corner), height 9 cm.

Functions
Hour striking, hours.

Case
Gilt brass, two-part, hexagonal shape with glazed sides, 
standing on six turned feet; the curved bezel is engraved 
with a wild strawberry design; the underside is hinged and 
holds the bell with a brass strap.

Dial
Applied silver disk with Roman hours and half-hour star 
markers, set on a gilt brass plate engraved with wild straw-
berry motifs.

Hand 
Single blued steel fl eur-de-lis.

Movement 
Hexagonal, gilt brass, four baluster pillars, fusee and chain 
for the going train, fi xed barrel for the striking, verge es-
capement, three-arm brass balance, now with two-coil bal-
ance spring, irregular cock pierced and engraved with wild 
strawberries matching the barrel ratchet wheel cover and 
the striking gate, gilt brass hammer engraved with wild 
boar’s head.

LOT 6 Christoff Müller, Augusta 
(Augsburg), circa 1650

Exceptionally fi ne and rare gilt brass 
hexagonal horizontal table clock striking hours, 
with single hand gilt brass movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, some wear to the gilt
Dial: very good
Hand: very good, possibly later, re-blued
Movement: very good, balance upgraded with spring, 
regulator added

Estimate
EUR 8.000 - 12.000 

Detail of Freder portrait
Constantin freder, mayor of Danzig

View of movement and boar’s head hammer



Swedish horology effectively began in the mid 1600s, 
just when this clock was made. Before 1650, there are 
only two clockmakers known to have worked in Swe-

den: a court clockmaker, Peter Grundel, active at the end 
of the 16th century and Gilius Von der Platz, active at the 
beginning of the 17th century. 

Swedish clocks from the middle of the 17th century are 
extremely rare; only a few exist. There is one other clock 
by Zurbin in existence, also a square horizontal, similar to 
ours, in Stockholm’s Nordic Museum. The Swedes import-
ed clocks mostly from Germany as well as from Poland. In 
Sweden, the horizontal table clock was often called a “Pol-
ish type”, as mentioned by the Nordic Museum, referring to 
the fact that Poland specialized in this type of clock during 
the 17th and 18th centuries.

It is worthwhile to point out certain characteristics of this 
clock which are different from German clocks. The move-
ment is of gilded brass, but the mainspring barrels are of 
steel. This ensures that the strong springs will not deform 
the barrels. The striking gate and steel pillars are also of 
steel, for rigidity. The brass dial ring, as opposed to the more 
usual silver or silvered in German clocks, is due probably to 
the limited availability of silver in Sweden. All the steel parts 
are very high quality. This is no surprise: in the 17th cen-
tury, all of Europe discovered that the best steel came from 
Swedish ore found north of Stockholm. 

Zurbin, who also made watches (see biography), clearly 
was a highly profi cient clockmaker. This clock is one of the 
earliest known Swedish timepieces. 

LOT 7 Casparus Zurbin in Stockholm,
circa 1650

Extremely important, one of the earliest 
known Swedish table clocks, gilt copper, 
square horizontal, striking quarters and 
hours.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good, balance upgraded 
with spring, regulator added

Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Detail of Maker’s signature on back plate

View of back plate and movement
49



Signed
Back plate.

References
Svenska Slöjdföreningens Tidskrift, 1905.

Maker’s Biography
Casparus Zurbin (Zurbun, sometimes Zurbon) worked in 
Stockholm from about 1640 to 1665. He came from Den-
mark and was listed in the Stockholm watchmaker register 
in 1655 with one apprentice. He was married three times 
and had three children, Casper, Maria, and Mathis. The 
Stockholm court records contain a note from 1662 concern-
ing a gun maker versus Zurbin. 

Very little of his work is known: in fact, we know of only 
one other clock by him in existence, a square horizontal, 
similar to ours, in Stockholm’s Nordic Museum. The muse-
um lists it as a “Polish type table clock”. In 1769, a Swedish 
watchmaker, Pehr Printz, stated that he had seen an early 
watch made by a Dane “Caspar Turbin”. No doubt he meant 
Zurbin.

Dimensions
Height 8 cm, width 13.5 cm, depth 13.5 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, quarter striking, hours, minutes.

Case
Square, two-part, gilt with smooth sides and a laurel-pat-
tern bezel, standing on four silver paw feet; the underside is 
hinged and holds two bells.

Dial
Brass ring with Roman hours and half-hour divisions, outer 
Arabic five-minute marks along with Roman quarter-hours, 
gilt copper dial plate engraved with rural scene in the cen-
ter, corners engraved with winged cherub heads.

Hand 
Single steel skeletonized tulip-and-poker.

Movement 
Square (3.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm), gilt brass full plate with steel 
baluster pillars, fusee and chain for the going train, fixed 
barrels for the striking, brass trains with steel for all three 
barrels, steel striking gate, verge escapement, three-arm 
steel balance, now with 1½-coil spring and Tompion-type 
regulator, heavy gilded brass balance cock pierced and 
engraved with foliate motif, ratchet wheel click with wild 
strawberry pattern, striking on two bells with two hammers 
formed as eagle heads.

Movement side view with steel barrels



A virtually identical clock was depicted in the 1650 paint-
ing The Knight’s Dream by Antonio de Pereda.

An almost identical clock, no doubt cast from the same 
mold, is in the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The museum 
attributes the clock to Nikolaus Schmidt, the elder. We will 
not argue with the museum. For a remarkable automaton 
clock by Schmidt, see Lot 42.

Maker’s Biography 
Nikolaus Schmidt, the elder, was born around 1550 at Wiltz 
in Luxembourg and later moved to Augsburg, where he be-
came a master on March 3, 1576, having married Katharina, a 
daughter of an established Augsburg’s clockmaker Hans Fron-
müller, on February 12 of that year. She died three years later. 

LOT 8
Attributed to Nikolaus Schmidt the 
Elder, Augsburg, circa 1600

Exceedingly rare elaborate gilt brass and gilt 
copper tower-form table clock striking hours, 
with alarm, early minute hand, and a brass 
movement.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good, possibly later
Hands: very good
Movement: very good, alarm mechanism, 
balance and bristle regulator reconstructed

Estimate 

Schmidt remarried to Susanne Gloninger, with whom he 
had three sons, all clockmakers: 
1.   Georg (1580-1630), became a master in 1608 and, in-
terestingly, the same year, married the widow of his father’s 
fi rst brother-in-law, Hans Fronmiller, the younger;

2.   Nikolaus the younger (ab. 1582 - ab. 1637) became a 
master on May 17, 1620. His son, Hans Ulrich (ab. 1622 - ab. 
1680) continued the family tradition and became a master 
clockmaker in 1648;

3.   Carl (ab. 1586-ab. 1635) became a master in 1614, six 
years before his older brother.

In 1586, a Nikolaus Smith the elder became foreman of the 
Augsburg Smiths’ Guild. He died circa 1625. Clocks made 
by Nikolaus Schmidt, include an elephant automaton clock, 
on loan to the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich; a ta-
ble clock in the Historisches Museum, Basel; an octagonal 
table clock in the Beyer Clock & Watch Museum, Zurich; a 
tower-form table clock in the Philadelphia Museum of Art; 
a tower-form clock in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York City; and a Madonna and Child fi gure clock, also 
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

The Knight’s Dream, 1650 by Antonio de Perrera         (Real Academia de San Fernando, Madrid) View of the front View of the striking dial



Clocks made by Nikolaus the younger include a Crucifix 
clock at the Musée d’horlogerie, Le Locle; a monstrance 
clock in the Musée National de la Renaissance, Chateau 
d’Ecouen; an automaton skull and crossbones table clock, 
in a private collection; and a ring watch in the Schlossmu-
seum, Gotha.

Dimensions
Height 32 cm, base 16.5 x 16.5 cm, body 8 x 8 cm 

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, minutes, striking indication 
dial.

Case
Gilt brass with decorative floral patterns, the side panels 
with arched glazing; Tuscan columns on ornate rectangular 
plinths stand at each corner; a balustrade runs along the 
top of the case, with finials in each corner, surrounding a 
two-story columnar pavilion that rises up to a large square 
obelisk finial; the bell is housed in the lower level of the pa-
vilion, visible through a flat colonnade; the second story of 
the pavilion features a silver floral bouquet; the case stands 
on four bun feet, with a formed ogee base bearing a chis-
eled floral pattern.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours and fleur-de-lis half-
hour markers, center with silver revolving alarm disk with 
Arabic numerals with Zs for the 2s, lower minute dial 
marked with Roman quarters, pin-hole for correcting the 
striking, back with champlevé enamel silver striking indica-
tion dial with Arabic hours.

Hand
Single steel ranseur.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post brass cage (9.8 x 6.3 x 6.3 cm), 
gilt brass square posts, fusee and chain for striking as well 
as the going trains, all wheels of brass, verge-type two-
wheel alarm train with open spring and steel escape wheel, 
set in the going train tier, verge escapement with two-arm 
steel balance, hog’s bristle regulator with two bristles with 
the regulating arm extending to the left panel, small brass 
cock.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dials: very good, hour dial possibly later
Hands: very good, later
Movement: very good, alarm mechanism, balance and 
bristle regulator reconstructed.

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

View of the right side of the movement View of the left side of the movement

Champleve silver
hour striking dial 



Very few of these clocks have survived. They are the 
continuation of the earliest horizontal clocks, with 
some refi nements, such as having some parts fi xed 

with screws instead of pins only, as was done in the earlier 
clocks. The construction looks like a two-tier movement; 
however, both trains are situated in the lower tier, while the 
upper is reserved for a large bell, ensuring that the alarm is 
loud enough to wake up the entire household. 

Signed
Illegible punch mark on the back plate by the square adjust-
ing the alarm’s wheel depth.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 90.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 404.

Related Biography 
Virgil Solis (1514-1562) was a prolifi c Nuremburg print-
maker and book illustrator who created popular images de-
rived from the works of German and Italian master artists. 
He produced ornamental and decorative designs that were 
used as models by furniture makers, jewelry designers and 
metalworkers, including clockmakers.

LOT 9 Illegible punch mark, decorations 
after Virgil Solis, Germany, 
circa 1560/80

Extremely rare and important, early gilt 
copper round horizontal table clock with 
alarm and single hand steel movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, minimal wear for its age
Dial: very good
Hand: very good, possibly later 
Movement: very good, minimal rust, clean, 
escape and contrate wheels possibly added later

Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Detail of The Seven Planets by Virgil Solis

Dial with alarm disk removed
notice the iron baseplate

Engraving from the side of the clock



Dimensions
12 cm Ø, height 8.5 cm.  

Functions
Alarm, hours, night reading.

Case
Two-part, tambour, sides engraved with seven personifi-
cations of the planets, including the sun and moon, after 
Virgil Solis, the top third of the sides pierced for sound in 
an alternating pattern, richly engraved friction fit base with 
a man’s bust in the center after Virgil Solis’ “Four Busts in 
Medallions”.

Dial
Gilt copper riveted to steel, Roman numerals, with half-hour 
star markers, inner Arabic 24-hour scale from 13 to 24, with 
German Zs for the 2s, outermost night touch knobs, center 
with revolving gilt copper alarm disk with Arabic numerals 
with the center engraved with 12-ray wind rose.

Hand
Single blued steel beetle.

Movement
Circular (11 cm Ø), entirely of steel, rectangular pillars with 
beveled and recessed edges, fusee and gut, ratchet-wheel 
set-up, four-wheel steel train, verge escapement, two-arm 
large but light steel balance with C-shaped screwed cock, 
going barrel two-wheel alarm driven from contrate wheel of 
the barrel, alarm stop via lever lifted by a pin on special plate 
on the hour wheel, large bell taking almost all the space be-
tween the dial and the pillar plate, anchor-type hammer.

Detail of The Seven Planets by Virgil Solis Detail of engraving on base

Angled view of the movement

View of the movement

Escapement and alarm-side view of the movement

Detail of engraving by Virgil Solis



A very well made clock, engraved on the sides of the 
base and back of the case. Voltaire owned an al-
most identical clock by Kasborer, according to the 

Musée de l’Horlogerie et du Décolletage in Cluses, which 
now owns the clock.

Signed
On the back plate

Maker’s Biography 
Johannes Kässbohrer (1650 – December 16, 1732) was an 
esteemed Ulm clockmaker, as was his brother, Mathias 
Kessborer (the family name was spelled several different 
ways). Johannes was married in 1673, and was a Senator 
in 1705. Johannes created several silver table clocks and 
at least one clock with a moon phase, listed by Abeler in 
a private collection. A horizontal table clock by Johannes 
Kessborer, formerly the property of Voltaire, as the legend 
goes,  is in the collection of the Musée de l’Horlogerie et du 
Décolletage in Cluses; a silver watch signed by him is in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum; and a skull watch by him was 
exhibited at the Folger Shakespeare Library’s “Time: The 
Greatest Innovator” 
(October 1986 to March 1987).

Johan Kasborer, Ulm, circa 1675

Extremely rare  and unusual gilt brass 
square horizontal table clock striking hours, 
with alarm and single hand.
Condition 
Case: very good, expected wear to the gilt
Dial: very good 
Hand: very good
Movement: very good, balance upgraded with spring

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

LOT 10

View of the back plate

Detail of the maker’s signature on the back plate



References
1. Kunst und Kunstgewerbe vom frühesten Mittelalter bis Ende 
des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts by Franz Trautmann, 1869
2. Jurgen Abeler, Meister de Uhrmacherkunst, Dusseldorf 
1977

Dimensions
Height 10.5 cm, width 13 cm, depth 13 cm. 

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours.

Case
Square, in two parts, gilt, with glazed sides for viewing the 
movement; standing on gilt and silver grotesque mask feet; 
bezel engraved with wild strawberry leaf pattern; base is 
hinged and contains the bell.

Dial
Applied silver ring, Roman hours, trapezoidal half-hour 
markers, center with revolving gilt brass alarm ring with Ar-
abic hours with German Zs for the 2s, winged cherub head 
in each corner.

Hand
Single steel beetle.

Movement
Square (9 x 9 cm), full plate gilt brass, gilt brass baluster pil-
lars, fusee and chain for the going train, fixed barrel for the 
striking, verge escapement, three-arm brass balance now 
with 1¼-coil spring, symmetrical gilt brass cock pierced 
and engraved with wild strawberry pattern, worm-gear and 
wheel set up, three-wheel brass alarm train.

View of the back plate and movement

View of the movement



There are several different punch marks “AS” found on 
German Renaissance clocks. Fortunately, the one on 
this clock is quite distinctive, with a small cross be-

low the initials. An identical mark is found on another clock 
from the same period, and that clock happens to have the 
Augsburg pinecone town punch. We went through all the 
Augsburg makers (thanks to the compilation assembled by 
Jürgen Abeler) with initials AS and found only one candi-
date: Andreas Stahel. There is one Abraham Schuster listed 
as active in the second half of the 16th century, but he is too 
early, and we do not know anything about him. The owner 
of this mark was so good that we defi nitely would know 
more about him—and we know plenty about Stahel. 

This is a very interesting and rare clock that was considered 
important enough to try, at some point in the past, to con-
vert it to a modern escapement, which can be converted 
back. The clock is important and was made by a very skill-
ful maker. The other clock we mentioned with the identical 
punch mark is a magnifi cent automaton clock with Cupid in 
a chariot pulled by two goats.

This clock features an aspect diagram – the small disk in the 
center of the dial. It was used by astrologers to determine if 
the relative positions of different planets (including the Sun 
and the Moon) were favorable. It has been believed for mil-
lennia that the planet confi gurations play a role in the affairs 
of people on Earth. 

Aspect is measured by the angle along the ecliptic. The most 
powerful aspect is Conjunction (a circle with a short bar to 
the upper right), then Opposition (two circles connected by 
a short bar), Trine (triangle) responsible for harmony, Sex-
tile (a star), and Square. It is an elaborate theory according 
to which couples planned when to conceive a child, kings 
decided when to have a battle, etc.

Signed
Punched with the maker’s mark “AS” with small cross be-
low, in a shield, on the back plate.

Andreas Stahel, Augsburg, circa 1600

Exceptionally rare gilt copper astronomical table 
clock striking hours and quarters, with date, 
phases of the moon and its age, diagram of 
planetary aspects, and early minute hand, on a 
wooden base.

Condition 
Case: very good, slight wear to the gilt
Dial: very good 
Hands: missing
Movement: the balance and escape wheel are miss-
ing, there are modifi cations and losses to the back 
plate, the striking train is intact with missing connec-
tion to the dial, and there is no hour bell

Estimate 
EUR 8.000 - 12.000

LOT 11

Maker’s mark on the back plate

View of the front View of the right side



Maker’s Biography 
Andreas Stahel (Stahl, Stachel), the son of Augsburg clock-
maker Bernhard Stahel (ab. 1535 – 1589), was himself an 
Augsburg clockmaker, born circa 1560 and died 1634/35. 
On January 11, 1589, he married Judith, daughter of clock-
maker David Haisermann, and became an independent 
master on July 2, 1589.
 
In 1605, he took on an apprentice, Georg Christoph Lutzen-
berger, who was born illegitimate, in exchange for a prom-
ise to marry Stahel’s daughter. In the end, Lutzenberger 
publicly refused to marry her. In 1615, Stahel is recorded as 
having two journeymen, one from Augsburg, the other from 
Breslau.

He specialized in striking crystal watches, of which he made 
several for the Duke August von Braunschweig. Stahel’s 
clocks include a table clock in the Württemberg Landes-
museum in Stuttgart, a Cupid figure clock in the Karlsruhe 
Landesmuseum, a miniature table clock in the Kunsthisto-
rische Museum in Vienna, similar in Paul-Dupuy Museum 
in Toulouse (with the same punch mark), and a monstrance 
clock in the Museumlandschaft Hessen in Kassel.

References
Klaus Maurice & Otto Mayr, eds., The Clockwork Universe, 
German Clocks and Automata, 1550-1650, Washington, DC, 
1980.

Dimensions
Height 30 cm (with finial), width 15.5 cm, depth 13.5 cm. 

Functions
Phases of the moon, age of the moon, planetary aspects, 
date, hour striking, quarter striking, hours, minutes, dtriking 
indication dial.

Case
Gilt with raised and engraved foliate patterns; oversized 
caryatid corner columns, sides with framed rectangular 
glazing, back with glazed hinged door, finials in each of the 
four corners; bell at top of case is housed inside an octago-
nal colonnaded pavilion, with sixteen miniature finials sur-
rounding a bulbous dome which supports the large topmost 
finial; case stands on paneled dark wood base, with urn-
shaped corner columns matching pavilion columns, and 
four gilt bun feet.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours, outer minute track, 
bezel with Roman quarters, gilt brass dial plate with aper-
ture for the phases of the moon and Arabic sector for its 
age with Zs for 2s, 30-day Arabic date scale with aspect 
diagram in the center, below on the base silver hour strik-
ing dial with Arabic hours, engraved with wild strawberries, 
back with small silver quarter striking dial.

Hand
Missing.

Movement
Rectangular (8.5 x 7 cm), brass, rectangular pillars, fusee 
and chain on going train as well as the quarter striking, in-
dependent hour striking train with fixed barrel mounted in 
the base with count wheel on the back plate; hour strik-
ing is activated from the quarter train after the quarters are 
struck; verge escapement originally in the balance; hour 
striking adjusted via pin hole below 7 o’clock, quarter strik-
ing adjusted via pin hole at 9:30.

View of the left side of the movement View of the back of the movement with silver quarter 
striking dial and count wheel

Detail of Caryatid



A good example of an early gilt brass horizontal square 
table clock by an excellent maker (see biography).

Signed
On back plate.

Maker’s Biography 
Jeremias Pfaff I (circa 1618-before 1677) was an Augsburg 
clockmaker who became an independent master on May 
29, 1639. He was succeeded by his son Jeremias II (1651-
1701), who became a master on July 25, 1677. 

Abeler notes that both father and son created numerous 
clocks, including turret clocks and a variety of table clocks, 
including at least one with Atlas, at the Württembergisches 
Landesmuseum in Stuttgart, and another with the Madon-
na, which appeared at auction in 1973. An early Pfaff Ma-
donna, signed and dated 1643, is in the Gershom Parking-
ton Memorial Collection in St. Edmundsbury, England.

Dimensions
Height 10.2 cm, width 10.6 cm, depth 10.6 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, hours, minutes.

Case
Square, gilt with glazed sides, engraved laurel pattern along 
curved bezel, hinged base holds bell with straps; standing 
on turned feet.

Dial
Applied silvered ring with Roman hours, outer inclined ring 
with minute divisions marked with Roman quarters, center 
engraved with a fl ower, corners with wild strawberry mo-
tifs.

Hand
Elaborate gilt brass hour, steel poker with asymmetrical 
leaves for the minutes.

Movement
Square, gilt solid brass plates, baluster pillars, fusee and 
chain for the going train, fi xed barrel for the striking, verge 
escapement, three-arm steel balance, now with short spring 
and regulator, gilt brass pierced and engraved cock with fl o-
ral pattern matching that of the set-up ratchet wheel click 
and striking gate, count wheel on the back plate, minute 
wheel with friction-fi t spring set on the extension of the fu-
see arbor.

Condition 
Case: very good, one screw for the bell’s bracket later
Dial: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: good, balance upgraded with spring 
which required raising the cock

Estimate
EUR 6.000 - 8.000

LOT 12 Jeremias Pfaff the elder, Augsburg, 
circa 1650

Very rare, early gilt brass horizontal 
square table clock striking hours, with a 
pre-balance spring movement.

View of the back plate

View of the movement

View of the dial



This clock has unusual quarter hour divisions, with 
alternating points over and under the base on the 

hours.

Dimensions
Height 21 cm, base 13.5 x 13.5 cm, body 7.5 x 7.5 cm 

Functions
Hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night reading.

Case
Gilt, on a sloped base with bottom edge shaped to match 
overall chiseled and engraved pattern; ornate corner col-
umns with Sphinx and acanthus decorations fi xed to the 
side panels; sides ornamented with fl owers growing out of a 
vase, front with matching decorations; fi nials at top corners 
and surmounting bell, with four decorative leaves draped 
over the bell.

Dial
Applied silvered ring with Roman hours and half-hour 
marks, inner quarter divisions, matted center, all on gilt 
copper chiseled plate, back with applied gilt brass striking 
checking dial with Arabic numerals with German Zs for the 
2s and outer night touch knobs with striking correction pin-
hole at 10.

Hand
Single blued steel arrow, blued steel beetle for striking.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, square steel corner posts, 
all parts steel except the barrel walls, fusee cones, contrate, 
escape wheels and striking train fl y, fusee and guts on both 
trains, verge escapement now with small pendulum.

LOT 13 Southern Germany, last quarter of
16th century

Very rare gilt copper tower-form clock 
striking hours with a single hand steel 
movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, small repairs
Dials: very good, one possibly later 
Hands: very good, possibly later 
Movement: very good, escapement upgraded to 
pendulum, alarm mechanism removed

Estimate
EUR 8.000 - 12.000

Gearing detaile

View of the side

View of the right side of the movement



The dove fl utters its tail every quarter for as many times as the 
quarter strikes; when the hour strikes, it fl aps its wings and 
opens and closes its beak as many times as the hour strikes. 

There is only one other clock with an automaton dove known, 
also made by Johann Ott Halleicher, included in the Smithsonian’s 
“German Clocks and Automata 1550-1650” exhibit in 1980. How-
ever, as Klaus Maurice noted in the exhibition catalogue, “The 
wooden case and the trains have been repaired several times and 
alterations have been made. For that reason it is not clear to what 
extent Hallaicher … devised the present form of the clock.” Our 
clock, which is virtually identical, with the exception of the horn 
columns (the other has wooden columns) and the direction in 
which the dove is positioned, and which is in remarkably original 
condition, resolves Mr. Maurice’s question. 

The dove is frequently depicted in art. In Christianity, it can sym-
bolize several things: the Holy Spirit; peace, often of a departed 
soul; or the hope of Resurrection. The symbolism is derived from 
the story of Noah and the Flood. After the fl ood waters receded, 
Noah sent out a dove to fi nd a sign of dry land. The dove returned 
carrying a fresh olive branch in her beak, letting Noah know that 
the deluge was over and life could begin again.

The Dove Automaton
Johann Ott Halleicher, Augsburg, 
circa 1640

Important, one of only two known, gilt brass, wood 
and horn, Dove automaton clock striking hours and 
quarters.

Condition 
Case: very good, a few cracks to the bone
Dial: very good
Hands: very good, possibly later
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

LOT 14

View of the maker’s signature



Signed
On back plate.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 123.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, pp. 432-33

Maker’s Biography 
Johann Ott Halleicher, a son of Augsburg pastor M. Tobias 
Hallaicher and his wife Katharine, née Kayser, was born 
on November 23, 1612. In 1636, or slightly before, he mar-
ried Regina, a daughter of a cutler named Matthaus Kistler. 
Through this marriage, he became a member of the Smiths’ 
Guild which, at the time, controlled clock making. On Octo-
ber 10, 1636, he became an independent master. 

From a court case of the Augsburg Smiths’ Guild versus 
Halleicher’s journeyman Hans Ferdinand Mehrer (discov-
ered by Eva Groiss), it is revealed that Halleicher, early in his 
career (1639-40), carried on an export trade to Italy, prob-
ably not only of his clocks but those of other clockmakers 
as well. Mehrer, as learned from the court papers, acquired 
finished and unfinished clocks from different clockmakers, 
transported them to Venice, finished them there, and then 
sold them.

Johann and Regina’s son, Matthaus (born 1641), also be-
came a clockmaker, a very proficient one, capable of making 
clocks with Bürgi’s cross-beat escapements. It appears that 
Regina died early, as Halleicher re-married in 1648 to Judith 
Braun, and for a third time in 1686 to Hanna Hermann. He 
enjoyed a long life: in 1673 he was elected a foreman of the 
Smiths’ Guild, and in 1689, at the age of 77, he is mentioned 
as a witness during the wedding of his son. 

Halleicher and his son were both excellent clockmakers and 
watchmakers. They created a variety of clocks, particularly 
astronomical, figural and automaton. An Augsburg griffin 
table clock signed by Hans Oth Halaicher, circa 1640, is in 
the collection of the Beyer Clock & Watch Museum. An au-
tomaton lion clock is in the Gershom Parkington Memorial 
Collection in St. Edmundsbury, England. 

Abeler and Baillie list their work in the collections of numer-
ous museums, including the Wuppertaler Uhrenmuseum, 
the British Museum, the M.P.S. Dresden and private collec-
tions. The Halleichers also created watches, two of which 
are in the collection of the British Museum.

Dimensions
Height 30 cm, width 25.5 cm, depth 19.2 cm (base) 

Functions
Wing, tail and beak movement, hour striking, quarter strik-
ing, hours, minutes.

Case
Gilt automaton bird standing on top of a stepped rectangu-
lar dark wood case; Tuscan attached corner columns carved 
from horn; back with hinged gilt door containing bell affixed 
with strap.

Dial
Applied gilt brass ring, Roman hours with half-hour divi-
sions, outer Arabic minute track along with Roman quarters, 
night touch knobs, innermost decorated with scrolls, all on 
gilt brass plate engraved with wild strawberry pattern.

Hand
Blued steel ranseur-and-poker.

Movement
Square (13 x 13 cm), gilt brass full plate, fusee and chain on 
the going train, fixed barrels for the striking, verge escape-
ment, two-arm steel balance, hog’s bristle regulator, large 
irregular gilt brass cock pierced and engraved with wild 
strawberry motif, large gilt brass ratchet set-up click with 
decorations matching those on the cock, count wheel on 
the back plate, tail movement via a cord tied to the lever 
moved by the quarter lifting wheel (in the same way as the 
hammer is lifted), wing and beak movement from the hour 
striking train.

View of back with bell

View of the left side of the movement View of the right side of the movement

View of the back plate



This is one of the three oldest Berlin clocks known. 
Berlin clock making, compared to that of southern 
Germany, started late. In practice, it did not truly be-

gin until the 17th century. However, during the 16th century, 
there were the Marquarts, father and son, who were clock-
makers, and there was a Dominican monk, Peter Reinicke, 
the fi rst whom Berliners called “uhrenmacher”, who died in 
1547. 

Berlin clock making was not as strictly guild-regulated as 
in southern Germany (consider, for example, that the fi rst 
recognized Berlin clockmaker was a Dominican monk). We 
do not know much about Valentin Gœdicke, except that he 
was the head of a Church choir. Quite likely he was also a 
monk, working in the tradition of Reinicke. He must have 
been proud to be “Kantor”, as he was referred to by his con-
temporaries, and put his title “Sangkmeister” (Singing Mas-
ter) alongside his name on the front of the clock.
The only other Berlin clocks known from this period are one 
by Marquart, and another by Gœdicke, which is very similar 
to this clock, but with an additional cupola over the bell. 
It was sold at Sotheby’s London on July 31, 1981 (lot 108).   

LOT 15
Valentin Gœdicke, Berlin, 1584

Highly important, one of the earliest Berlin 
clocks in existence; gilt bronze tower-form 
striking hours, with a single hand stackfreed 
steel movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dial: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good  

Estimate 
It is signed in an identical way, and with the same date. 
The clock differs in some details from its southern counter-
parts. It is with stackfreed, the barrel arbors are aligned in 
the same line, and the Arabic 2s are numeric.

A similar clock, slightly earlier, was chosen by Holy Roman 
Emperor, Charles V as an attribute to his offi cial painting by 
Rubens (see photo).

Valentin Gœdicke, Berlin, 1584

Highly important, one of the earliest Berlin 
clocks in existence; gilt bronze tower-form 
striking hours, with a single hand stackfreed 
steel movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, possibly later
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 12.000 - 16.000

Charles V and the Empress Isabella, by Rubens        (after a painting by Titian circa 1548, now lost) View of the striking dial View of the front with signature



Signed
“VALTIN GŒDICKE, SANGKMEISTER 1584” below the 
dial.

Maker’s Biography
Valentin Gœdicke (sometimes Gœdecke) was head of the 
church choir, first in Tangermünde, and, after 1579, in Cölln 
Cathedral on Spree (now a district of Berlin).

References
Regesten der Urkunden zur Geschichte der Stadt Berlin 1500 
bis 1815, by Gaby Huch, Berlin 2004, page 562.

Dimensions
Height 20 cm, width 9.5 cm, depth 9.5 cm (base)

Functions
Hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night reading.

Case
Gilt bronze, overall decorative flowering vine engravings, 
square corner columns, bulbous finials at corners, bulbous 
finial at top of bell with draping leaves, on base chiseled and 
engraved with wild strawberry motifs.

Dial
Gilt bronze, Roman hours, inner Arabic 24-hour scale from 
13 to 24 with numeric 2s, outermost night touch knobs, cen-
ter engraved with wind rose; back with striking dial, Arabic 
numerals with numeric 2s, center with wind rose (for wind 
rose see note to lot 22).

Hand
Steel beetle.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, all steel, square (in cross-
section) posts, fixed barrels, stackfreed on the going train, 
verge escapement, two-arm balance with hog bristle regu-
lator with lever protruding to the right, C-shaped pinned 
cock.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dial: very good
Hands: very good 
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 12.000 - 16.000

Detail of the stackfreed

View of the left side of the movement

View of the side 

View of the movement with the stackfreed



This clock is unusual in its construction and decora-
tion. The movement, with brass plates and iron 
works, is more in the French than German style; how-

ever, the French did not use Z for 2, as was done in some 
of the German-infl uenced territories. The 24-hour scale 
is mixed: it has some regular 2s and some Zs, indicating 
moderate German infl uence. The plate decoration, with di-
rect engraving on the plate, is also not German. There are 
more unusual characteristics, such as going barrel for the 
striking, versus fi xed barrel in most of the German clocks, 
pillars mounted via stepped nuts, and the shape of the set-
up click. Finally, noticing that the clock has six-hour strik-
ing, used predominately in Italy, we come to the conclusion 
that the clock probably was made near Italy, perhaps in the 
southwestern part of Switzerland or in the northern part of 
Italy, where some German clockmakers had settled during 
the 16th century and where other German makers fi nished 
and sold their products (for more on that see lot 14).

The decorations on the case depict Hercules hunting Di-
ana’s sacred deer. As one of his Twelve Labors, Hercules 
was challenged to capture a deer with golden antlers and 
bring it, alive, to Mycenae. After a long hunt, Hercules fi nal-
ly managed to wound his prey with an arrow. However, the 
stag was sacred to the goddess Diana, who appeared be-
fore Hercules full of wrath. The hero was able to persuade 
her that his cause was just, and she allowed him to leave 
with his prey.

Signed
Dated on the case, on the sacrifi ce panel, under the fi re.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 95.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 407.

Dimensions
Height 8.6 cm (with feet), width 14.8 cm, depth 14.5 cm 

Functions
Six-hour striking, alarm, hours night reading.

LOT 16 The Third Labor of Hercules,
Center Europe, dated 1575

Extremely important gilt brass horizontal 
alarm table clock with six-hour striking and 
a single hand.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good
Hand: very good 
Movement: very good, bell screw probably later

Estimate
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Detail of the engraving 
of the Third Labor of Hercules

View of the right side



Case
Square, two-part, gilt, side panels very skillfully engraved 
with mythological hunting scenes depicting the Third La-
bor of Hercules, two side panels with a circular geometric 
latticework opening for sound, bezel engraved with laurel 
leaves, detachable underside cover plate with four bun 
feet.

Dial
Gilt brass, Roman hours with half-hour star markers, inner 
Arabic 24-hour scale from 13 to 24 with German Zs for the 
2s in the upper part and regular 2s in the lower, outermost 
night touch knobs, center with revolving gilt brass alarm 
disk with Roman hours and engraved with wind star in the 
center, all on gilt brass dial plate engraved in the corners 
with allegorical figures, bayonet mounting.

Hand
Single steel beetle. 

Movement
Square, (12.7 x 12.7 cm), gilt brass solid plates, steel balus-
ter pillars, back plate engraved with dogs chasing rabbits 
and a floral pattern, fusee and gut for the going train, going 
barrels for the striking and alarm, steel trains (with excep-
tion of the fusee cone, barrel, striking barrel cylinder, and 
now escape wheel), two-train alarm with contrate wheel 
directly on the barrel with unusual vertical release mecha-
nism, verge escapement, two-arm steel balance, hog’s bris-
tle regulator, screwed S-shaped steel cock, count wheel on 
the back plate calibrated for two times six hours.

View of the movement

Six-hour count wheel

View of the back plate with count wheel, and detachable base



A virtually identical clock was chosen by Danzig’s 
Mayor, Constantin Freder, as an accessory for his of-
fi cial portrait (see photo). 

Królewiec (Königsberg) was an important silversmith and 
clock making center in the 17th and the 18th centuries. Its 
importance can be seen in the fact that, as a gift for the 
visiting Admiral Nelson, the Prussians asked a Królewiec 
craftsman, Abraham Tousend, to make a travelling clock; 
Tousend, with the cooperation of a Warsaw clockmaker, 
Gugemnus, fi nished the clock just in time to present it to 
the Admiral before his departure (for a photo of the clock 
see Crott, Nov. 15, 2008, lot 232).

Signed
Back plate.

Maker’s Biography
Christianus Caroll (Carolli, sometimes Caroli, or Caroly), 
listed by Abeler as being born in 1647, was a clockmaker 
in Königsberg (a stronghold of the Teutonic Knights from 
1255, part of Poland from 1525, Eastern Prussia from 1657, 
Russia from 1945) working during the second half of the 
seventeenth century. He specialized in table clocks. Inter-
estingly, fi ve of the six Caroll clocks known to us have silver 
winged feet. 

Caroll closely followed the German/Polish tradition in 
clock making. During the seventeenth century, square and 
hexagonal table clocks were the most popular horological 
product east of Dresden. Both Poles and Eastern Prussians 
favored them, because of the ease in moving them from one 
place to another, and because of their relatively robust con-
struction. Since they originally were always made with fi t-
ted leather boxes, they were easily transported. In fact, they 
were the fi rst travel clocks. While some were very compli-
cated, most were equipped with striking and repeating, and 
an alarm was often incorporated. 

It appears that Christianus Caroll came from a Polish clock 
making family from Wroclaw (Breslau). A Christopher Car-
oll, sometimes spelled Carll, was responsible for the city’s 
carillon public clock, which he built in 1580. 

Królewiec (Königsberg), which became a Polish fi ef in 1525 
following secularization of the Teutonic Knights, experi-
enced strong Polish immigration, especially among Polish 
Protestants. During the Polish-Swedish wars, Königsberg 
became dependent on Brandenburg, and in 1657 became 
completely independent from Poland. This triggered the 
emigration of the Polish population, and we fi nd G. Caroll, 
most likely Christianus’s son, in neighboring Danzig, work-
ing as a clockmaker. 

In another neighboring city, Riga, we fi nd Israel Caroli, a sil-
versmith, working at the end of 17th century.
Since Caroli is not a typical name for the region, it is quite 
likely that he also came from the same family.

LOT 17 Christianus Caroll, Königsberg 
(Królewiec), engraving after 
Antonio Tempesta, circa 1670

Very fi ne and extremely rare, gilt brass 
and silver, horizontal hexagonal table clock 
striking hours, with a pre-balance spring 
movement.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good
Hands: very good, re-blued, minute repaired 
Movement: very good, balance upgraded with spring

Estimate
EUR 8.000 - 12.000

Expulsion from the Garden of Eden, 
by Antonio Tempesta

Detail of the dial with engraving after Tempesta



The clocks known to have been made by Christianus 
Caroll:
1.     Magnificent horizontal table clock, signed Caroll, 
 formerly in the Bloch-Pimentel Collection 
 (now in an American collection);
2.    Hexagonal horizontal table clock (signed Coroli), dial 
       center engraved with Jacob’s dream and three winged 
       feet with female heads, sold by Sotheby’s, Amsterdam 
       (April 2, 1981, lot 255);
3.    This one;
4.    Lot 57;
5.     Horizontal table clock (signed Caroly) which appeared 
        on the German antiquarian market in 1963. It is possibly  
        the same as one sold by Antiquorum 
 (April 12, 2003, lot 1);
6.    In the same sale, there was another hexagonal 
 table clock  (lot 292), signed Caroly;

Related Biography
Antonio Tempesta (1555-1630) was an Italian painter and 
printmaker who trained in Florence before establishing him-
self in Rome, where he became known for his engravings 
of hunting scenes and battles. He created more than 1,400 
prints and is perhaps best known today for his perspective 
view map of Rome, created in 1593.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII secolo, 
Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. N° 
115.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 426.

Dimensions
Height 9.1 cm, width 13 cm, depth 13 cm (corner to corner) 

Functions
Hour striking, hours, minutes.

Case
Hexagonal, gilt brass and glazed sides with pewter frames 
around glazing, laurel pattern on frames and bezel, hinged 
base incorporating the bell, on four silvered pewter paw and 
acanthus feet.

Dial
Gilt copper with applied silvered ring with Roman hours, in-
ner quarter-hour track, center engraved with The Expulsion 
from the Garden of Eden, after Antonio Tempesta.

Hand
Blued steel fleur-de-lis and poker. 

Movement
Hexagonal, gilt brass full plate with circular pillars (fusee 
and striking barrel wheel of steel), fusee and chain with 
ratchet wheel set-up for the going train, pinned barrel cover, 
striking with a fixed barrel, verge escapement, steel balance 
now with a spring, gilt brass cock asymmetrically pierced 
and engraved with wild strawberry motif matching the dec-
oration of the ratchet click, barrel, and striking gate, count 
wheel set on the back plate.

View of the movement with engraved barrel

View of the hinged base and back plate with signature and count wheel

Constantin Freder, Mayor of Danzig

Detail of Freder portrait
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Dimensions
Height 26 cm, base 15 x 15 cm, body 8 x 8 cm.

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial.

Case
Rectangular, gilt bronze, statuette of an ancient Roman fi g-
ure standing on top of dome, square pointed dome housing 
the bell, with three arched openings for sound on each side, 
scrolling acanthus decorations on each corner of the dome; 
attached Corinthian corner columns on rectangular bases; 
standing on a large gilt molded base.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours and half-hour mark-
ers, inner quarter track, center with revolving silvered brass 
alarm disk; opposite with gilt brass striking dial with Arabic 
hours and Zs for 2s, striking correction pin-hole at 11.

Hand
Blued steel ranseur.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, all steel except barrels, fu-
see cones and now contrate and escape wheels,  square (in 
cross-section) posts, fusee and gut on both trains, verge es-
capement now with short pendulum, verge-type alarm with 
steel fi xed barrel and one wheel set in the going train tier.

Germany, circa 1580

Important early gilt bronze tower-form table 
clock striking hours, with a single hand steel 
movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, expected gilt wear, all intact 
except for the fi nial’s head, two dents on side panels
Dials: very good, alarm disk possibly replaced 
Hands: very good, re-blued
Movement: very good, escapement upgraded to 
pendulum

Estimate 
EUR 10.000 - 15.000

LOT 18

View of the left side of the movement

Detail of the movement View of the striking dial View of the front



Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria (1589–
1631) chose this type of clock to accompany her in 
an offi cial portrait, circa 1625, by Giusto Sustaer-

mans. 

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 102.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 413.

Dimensions
Height 17 cm, base 8 x 8 cm, body 5.8 x 5.8 cm. 

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading

Case
Rectangular, gilt; overall decorative engravings including Al-
legory of Vanity on front, Sol and Venus on the sides, after 
a Frieze of the Seven Planets by Virgil Solis, each standing 
above a Phoenix, and a fi gure in a landscape setting on the 
back; square attached corner columns, bell surmounted by 
fi nial and four draped leaves, and framed by four gilt straps; 
standing on a small splayed base.

Dial
Applied gilt silver with Roman hours and inner quarter track, 
outermost night touch knobs, center with gilt brass revolv-
ing alarm disk with Arabic hours with Zs for the 2s; reverse 
with striking dial with Arabic hours, center with wind rose 
and striking correction pin-hole at 10 o’clock.

Hand
Single steel tulip.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, all steel, square (in cross-
section) posts, fusee and guts on both trains, pinned bar-
rel covers, verge escapement, two-arm balance with hog’s 
bristle regulator protruding to the right, two-wheel verge-
type alarm set in the going train tier.

Germany, engravings after Virgil Solis, 
circa 1580

Important early gilt brass tower-form table clock 
striking hours, with alarm and a single hand steel 
movement.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dials: very good 
Hands: very good
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 10.000 - 15.000

LOT 19

Archduchess Maria Magdalena, circa 1625,
by Giusto Sustaermans

View of the side engraved 
with Sol and detail of Sol 
from the Seven Planets 
by Virgil Solis



View of the striking dial

View of the front

View of the side with the engraving of Sol

View of the side with the engraving 
of Venus after Virgil Solis

Detail of 
Venus 

from the 
Seven Planet 

by Virgil Solis

View of the right side of the movement

View of the left side of the movement



Among the approximately forty examples of Renais-
sance Crucifi x Clocks that are known to us, there 
is only one inspired by Rubens’ depiction: this one. 

The importance of the clock can be judged also by the fact 
that as soon as the balance spring was invented, the clock 
was upgraded with it.

Sometime around 1610, Rubens painted Christ on the Cross, 
depicting Christ not with his arms spread out wide but 
raised upwards in a gesture that has been interpreted as 
victorious, with the nails hammered through the wrists 
rather than the palms. The painting, now in the Collection of 
the Bob Jones University Museum, is believed to have been 
used as a modello for Rubens’ students to study and copy. 
Indeed, there are similar later paintings by other artists. 

The depiction of the subject on this clock is clearly and 
masterfully taken from Rubens’ painting. In fact, it was tak-
en from Rubens by Georg Petel, a famous German sculptor 
and his friend. We are including a mirror-image of Petel’s 
Crucifi xion, now in the Schatzkammer der Residenz in Mu-
nich. Interestingly, Petel was based in Augsburg, the me-
tropolis of German clock making.

The suggestion of victory in death and the originality of the 
composition mark this work as a seminal moment in the 
history of the subject’s depiction. This new iconography, in-
cluding the upraised arms, the nails through the wrists, the 
undulation of form, and the solitary presence of Christ, was 
embraced by the Counter Reformation. Following the 1563 
Council of Trent, convened in response to the Protestant 
Reformation, paintings of the solitary crucifi ed Christ were 
encouraged, to promote the Catholic orthodoxy, allowing a 
spiritual devotion between God and the viewer. Protestants, 
with the exception of the Lutherans, banned images of the 
Crucifi xion and all other devotional art.

The narrow positioning of the arms was favored by the Cath-
olic followers of Cornelius Jansen (1585-1638), the Bishop 
of Ypres in West Flanders, whose reform movement bore 
some similarities to the Protestant Calvinism. Jansenists 
believed in the concept of predestination, in which only 
those souls benefi ting from the grace of God would be 
saved. They saw this belief symbolized by the positioning 
of the arms of Christ in the upwards, narrow position on 
the cross, as opposed to the more inviting wide-open posi-
tion depicted in centuries past. Blaise Pascal (1623-1662), 
the famous French scientist and mathematician, converted 
to Jansenism in 1646. In 1656, some of the beliefs of his 
movement were declared heretical; the Jansenists were 
suppressed in France during the early years of the 18th cen-
tury, but continued to practice in the Netherlands, eventu-
ally becoming part of the Dutch Old Catholic Church.

LOT 20 Hans Neidtner, Hamburg
Christ probably by Georg Petel 
after Rubens, circa 1630

Highly important, exceptional, possibly 
unique, astronomical Crucifi x Clock 
(Crucifi xion after Rubens), with World Time, 
manual perpetual calendar, phases of the 
moon and its age, jump moon date, hour 
striking, early minute hand, and Zodiac 
indications, in a blackened fruitwood case.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dials: very good
Hand: very good, might be later 
Movement: very good, escapement upgraded circa 
1680 to spring, which is the case with most of the  
early exceptional clocks

Estimate
EUR 70.000 - 90.000

Crucifixion by Georg Petel 
(Schatzkammer der Residenz, Munich)

Crucifixion by Rubens



Signed
On back plate: “Hans Neidtner, Hamburg, Fecit”

Related Biography
Georg Petel (1601/02 - circa 1634) has been called the 
“German Michelangelo”, creating a tremendous body of 
work during his short life. Petel created sculptures in ivo-
ry, wood and bronze during the Counter Reformation. He 
studied in Munich, Paris, Rome and Genoa before settling in 
Augsburg. He also traveled to Antwerp several times, where 
he became friends with the famed painter Peter Paul Rubens 
(1577-1640). Petel created numerous three-dimensional in-
terpretations of Rubens’ painted images.
 
Rubens was the premiere painter in northern Europe dur-
ing the 17th century, receiving commissions from Marie de’ 
Medici, the Spanish Hapsburgs, and England’s King Charles 
I. His influence and reputation have continued unabated 
to the present day. His Massacre of the Innocents set a new 
auction record for Old Master paintings when it sold at So-
theby’s London for £49.5 million on July 10, 2002.

Dimensions
Height 101 cm (including crucifix), width 43 cm, depth 21 cm  
Functions
World time for 46 cities, manual perpetual calendar, phases 
of the moon and its age, date, hour striking, alarm, hour.

Case
Polished dark wood two-part case with a towering cross sur-
mounted by a gilt 24-hour sphere; the cast silver statuette 
of Christ masterfully captures the powerful, straining figure 
depicted by Rubens, and the Crucifixion scene is completed 
by the silver plaque at the top of the cross and the symbolic 
skull and crossbones at the base of the cross; lower half of 
the case in form of a Baroque altar with projecting and re-
ceding geometric forms, spiral columns on either side of the 
dial and large decorative scrolling elements on the sides; the 
back has a hinged brass door containing the bell and a slid-
ing drawer below the door.

Dial
From the center: brass disk with Arabic minutes, silver 
world time disk engraved with 46 world cities and with 
steel hour pointer, gilt brass 24-hour Roman chapter ring 
divided for the night and the day, silver 31-day date ring 
with Arabic numerals, Zodiac ring with date pointer, outer-
most annual month ring, all on a gilt copper dial plate with 
corners engraved with water lilies; Crucifix sphere, repre-
senting Moon, is marked with 29½ Arabic divisions; all 2s 
are numeric.

Hand
Steel tulip pointer, skeletonized tulip for the moon age.

Movement
Square (10.9 x 10.9 cm), gilt brass full plate with gilt brass 
baluster pillars, fusee with linear cone and chain for the 
going train, fixed barrel for the striking, four-wheel going 
train, verge escapement, now with three-arm brass balance 
with 1½-coil spring, irregular gilt brass cock pierced and en-
graved with wild strawberry motif, matching set-up click, 
count wheel on the back plate, transmission to the crucifix 
phases of the moon mechanism from an endless screw set 
on the cannon pinion via six-leaf arbor with thin leaves and 
jump spring acting on the wheel driving the crucifix shaft in 
jumping fashion.

View of the left side of the movement View of the right side of the movement

View of the hinged door with bell and back plate



Short Note on World Time
This clock is one of the oldest known with a World Time 
function—the indication of time in different cities around 
the world. 

One of the two most expensive timepieces ever sold (more 
than 6,603,500 CHF) had only one complication—the 
World Time indication. While not all World Time clocks and 
watches are so expensive, they are rare, especially those 
from the previous centuries. 

Russia’s Peter the Great admired World Time clocks and 
had one made by Jacques Cartier, a clockmaker in Lon-
don during the 17th century. Interestingly, later one of 
the famous Cartier brothers, the king’s jewelers, was also 
named Jacques and moved to London to head their English 
branch. 

The Russian Czars’ enjoyment of World Time timepieces 
was not restricted to just Peter the Great. According to 
the London Annual Register for 1821, a Mr. Kuchajewski 
of Warsaw, Poland constructed “an astronomical watch, 
which indicated the time differences in the principal places 
in various parts of the globe.” The watch was presented to 
the Emperor Alexander I (1777-1825), who “assigned him a 
sum to enable him to continue his important scientific la-
bor.”

While World Time clocks were exceptionally rare in the 
seventeenth century, the eighteenth century saw them in 
larger numbers. They were still rare, with only a few ambi-
tious clockmakers attempting the task of making them. 
The Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon has a very inter-
esting clock by Andreas Gartner of Dresden, made circa 
1730, with a large disk having 360 small divisions and re-
volving once every 24 hours together with the hand. The 
divisions—matching 360 longitudinal lines—are attached 
at one-degree intervals, and have short hands that swing 
downward, showing the time everywhere in the world rela-
tive to Dresden. 

The Swiss did not lag behind. They did not do much with 
World Time clocks but did make some magnificent World 
Time watches. We remember a spectacular watch made for 
the Chinese market circa 1775 which I attributed to Pierre 
Morand, in a magnificent gold and enamel large double 
face, with four-bell carillon, triple automaton and six differ-
ent time zones of unusual construction.

View of the dial, one of the earliest to show world time

The less ambitious clockmakers restricted themselves to 
simply printing a world time table inside their clocks, as did 
Gerrit Knip of Amsterdam in a clock currently at the Zaan-
dam Museum.

One degree of difference in physical distance equates to 
four minutes difference in time. A lord owning a vast estate 
or a few castles had to keep track of several different times, 
and for that he needed a clock like this one, where he could 
set the small minute subdials for the different times at each 
of his estates.

All of these early World Time clocks were experimental and 
most were of different constructions. A good example is a 
clock by Pierre Fardoil, made around 1710, now in the Con-
servatoire Nationale des Arts et Metiers having the vertical 
display. He called the clock “Horloge Universalle”, a name 
that was adapted later for World Time clocks in the French 
speaking countries.
It should be mentioned that the Conservatoire took part in 
the development of the World Time pieces. When Louis 
Cottier designed, around 1950, the modern form of the 
World Time system, the Conservatoire was there to give 
him information about the systems of past eras. 

In the last quarter of the 19th century, a number of patents 
related to the multiple time zones were registered. The first 
were based on a single rotating dial with the names of cit-
ies painted radially, with an inner 12-hour reference dial; the 
first one was patent No. 1820 registered on  December 12, 
1889 by “Dr. Philosophy” Tinney of Berlin; next was patent 
No. 2523 on August 22, 1890 by Louis-Philippe Wuillemin 
of Soutz. The patents that followed were focused on means 
by which to set the correct time for a given city.

During the 19th century the British were shy about the 
World Time watches; it appears that only Benson, McCabe, 
and maybe few others attempted to make some.

The twentieth century, as far as the World Time clocks 
and watches goes, belonged to Louis Cottier who, between 
1950 and 1952, patented three of his World Time ideas, 
which became tremendous successes and were employed 
by such companies as Patek Philippe, Rolex, Cartier, and a 
few others.



View of the movement under the dial with motion train transmissionView of the back plate with signature and count wheel

View of sphere with moon phase and ageView of the movement under the dial 
with motion train transmission



LOT 21 Probably Germany, circa 1560-70

Important early gilt bronze tower-form,
hour striking table clock, with alarm and 
single hand steel foliot movement. 

The clock has early construction details: the case is of 
single piece – the movement is removed by lifting the 
dome along with the movement; the alarm hammer 

is held by a small plate pinned to a fi xed post; the arbors are 
tapered and polygonal in cross-section; the dial is fi xed via 
a fi xed foot screwed to the plate; the hour wheel is driven by 
a two-pin lantern pinion fi led at the extension of the second 
wheel, versus the later four-pin; the friction arrangement 
for the hand setting is early; and the dome base is held by 
a bayonet system.

Dimensions
Height 18 cm, base 10 x 10 cm, body 6.2 x 6.2 cm . 

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, night reading.

Case
One-part, rectangular, gilt, overall engraved fl oral patterns 
and engraved columns, squat fi nial with four leaves on top 
of bell, four gilt brass straps curve over bell and terminate 
with “drums” in corners of case top, base engraved with 
acanthus pattern, back with striking correction pin hole.

Dial
Gilded bronze with applied gilt ring with Roman hours and 
star hour divisions, inner quarter track, and Arabic 24-hour 
scale from 13 to 24 with Zs for the 2s, center with alarm 
disk with Arabic hours and engraved with wild strawberries 
carrying steel hour pointer.

Hand 
Steel tulip pointer for the hours mounted on the alarm disk; 
alarm setting steel poker with counterbalance for easy 
holding while setting.

Movement 
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, all steel except barrel 
walls, square (in cross-section) posts, fusee and gut on 
both trains, verge escapement, foliot with circular weights, 
two-wheel verge-type alarm with going barrel set in the 
middle of the tiers.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good
 
Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Front view of the movement with dial

View of the caseView of the front View of the left side



View under the dial 
Notice two-pin lantern pinion 

and hand setting friction mechanism

View of foliot and hammer from above

View of the left side of the dialView of the back of the movement

View of the right side of the dialView of the back

View of the alarm mechanism



LOT 22 Stamped with unidentified initial “C”, 
Germany (probably Nuremberg), 
circa 1550

Important and rare miniature gilt brass 
fusee table clock with a single hand iron 
bridge movement.These small clocks were made from the 1520s until 

the end of the 16th century. They were as small as 
their contemporary watches, but the watches had a 

hinged cover over the dial and a stackfreed power equalizer, 
decreasing thickness, as opposed to the fusee used in the 
clocks. Kings and princes took pride in being shown with 
them in their portraits. Some of them had attachable alarm 
mechanisms whose feet snapped over the edge of the case. 
Although there is no hard evidence to support it, it is very 
likely that they were the fi rst coach, or travelling, clocks. 

An almost identical watch punched with the same maker’s 
mark is in the Museum of the Worshipful Company of 
Clockmakers. The Museum dates it as “second quarter 16th 
century.” It is strikingly similar, with the same type of brack-
et wire bridges and the same skeletonized back plate. 

The Paul-Dupuy Museum in Toulouse, in its vast horologi-
cal collection, has an almost identical clock, although unfor-
tunately missing its movement. The form, size, decoration, 
and cartouches are very similar, no doubt from the same 
hand.

Among the few small clocks that have survived, regardless 
of the different maker’s marks, we see striking similarities. 
Either it reveals a uniformity to the German makers’ pro-
duction (rather doubtful), or it shows the extent of coop-
eration between German watchmakers. It also inspires one 
to refl ect on the question of attributing unsigned pieces 
to particular watchmakers just on the basis of movement 
similarities. 

Another clock of the same type, but with a stackfreed, is in 
the British Museum, while yet another, of French origin, was 
in the Time Museum. 

Our clock is a miniature version of the table clocks of the 
period and resembles the work of Jakob Marquart of Augs-
burg, as seen in a clock at the Adler Planetarium in Chicago. 
The pillars are in the style of those of the earliest surviv-
ing clocks, and of one in particular, signed “Jacob Zech, 
Prag, 1527”, in the collection of Dresden’s Mathematisch-
Physikalischen Salon, inv. D IV b 153. For the record, in the 
Schweizerisches Landesmuseum in Zürich, there is an alarm 
clock of similar construction, with the train set in the other 
direction, attributed to a Bern clockmaker (inv LM 24637). 
The Copenhagen National Museum has two clocks very 
similar in shape and construction, but larger, 10.6 and 12.2 
cm; one is dated 1533. Another of these larger clocks (10.9 
cm), with astrolabium and in its original tooled leather case, 
is in the Beyer Museum in Zurich.

It is interesting to note that the bridges found in this clock 

Condition 
Case: very good, minimal wear to the gilding, 
mostly on the base
Dial: very good
Hand: very good
Movement: very good, with rust pits (to be expected), 
a few repairs, some replacements
 
Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Detail of the back plate with Maker’s mark

View of the clock and the movement



put the beginning of the application of bridge layout move-
ments more than 200 years before Lepine—not the way 
Lepine designed it, but the idea was there.
The dial is engraved with a wind rose, which dates back 
to the Temple of the Winds in Athens. During the Renais-
sance, the translation of the Corpus Hermeticum by Marsilio 
Ficino (1433-1499) revived a cult of the sun based on the 
ancient Egyptian mysteries. At the same time, the Cre-
ation of the World was symbolized by the depiction of God 
placing his tabernacle in the Sun, thereby illuminating and 
breathing life into the entire Cosmos, as described later in 
Robert Fludd’s Philosophia Sacra, Frankfurt, 1626. The revival 
of these mystical views of the Sun as the symbolic center of 
God’s tabernacle led to the choice of the sun as a decora-
tion for compasses and watch dials. These were mysteri-
ous and godly devices at the time (for more on that see the 
Introduction).

The type of decoration on the band, characteristic of the 
arabesque, is often found in the 16th century, whether it be 
in architecture, in embroidery, or in ironwork. Similar pat-
terns were available in different pattern books of the pe-
riod, in Germany, France, Italy and Spain. The band pattern 
closely resembles one of the plates in the Livre contenant 
passements de moresques très utile à toutes gens qui exécu-
tant ledit art (1563). The mannerism of the foliate pattern, 
shaded with parallel lines, seen on the sides of the case, 
was introduced by Alde Manuce in the 15th century. Since 
the shading depicts an azure color in heraldry, this type of 
pattern was named “azurelle”. 

The famous small sphere-shaped clock by Jacques de la 
Garde, dated 1551, the pride of the Louvre’s horological col-
lection, is fully decorated in strapwork, in keeping with the 
pattern of this clock.

Signed
Punched with maker’s mark on the back plate.

Provenance
An important Belgium Collection from Anvers. 

Exhibited
Exhibition held at the Palais des Papes in Avignon between 
May 30 and Sept 27, 1998, Cat. No. 26.

Published in
Tresors d’Horlogerie, Avignon, 1998, p. 46.

Dimensions
5.9 cm Ø, height 3.7 cm . 

Functions
Hours, night reading.

Case
Two-part tambour, fixed top forming the dial, fric-
tion-fit bottom cover; side engraved with strapwork, 
azurelle foliage, and three cartouches with busts; base 
is engraved with the figure of Cupid; top and base have 
stepped edges (see also note).

Dial
Integral with the case, sunk for two millimeters, Ro-
man hours with half-hour star markers, inner 24-hour 
scale (13-Z4) with German Zs for the 2s, night touch 
knobs on the outermost, center engraved with 12-ray 
wind rose (six straight rays separated by six wavy 
ones).

Hand 
Single steel with knob at the tip for setting the time.

Movement 
Circular (5.3 cm Ø), all steel (or iron), full pillar plate, 
skeletonized back plate, three pillars with rectangular 
bases, fusee and gut line, pinned barrel cover, verge 
escapement, two-arm balance with hog’s bristles 
(later), S-shaped cock pinned from the underneath, 
the wheels are held by bridges attached to the pillars; 
one pillar holds the bridge for the escape wheel and 
the contrate wheel, the other holds the bridge for the 
second wheel, and the third one for the lower balance 
pivot, all parts are pinned, without a single screw, 
ratchet wheel set-up.

Side view of the movement, notice the two bridgesView of the base and of the movement



LOT 23 B. Bouchas a Valence, 1558

Important and exceptionally rare, small gilt 
copper tambour clock with a single hand 
brass movement.

The clock is a French counterpart of the German minia-
ture circular horizontal table clock. The French clocks 
were taller than the German ones, and some had a 

small fusee-viewing door. Most had a sunken dial center, 
whereas the German dial centers were fl at.
The clock would have been valued very highly – the French 
king, Henri II, in an offi cial portrait attributed to Le Primati-
ce, was portrayed with his right hand placed on this type of 
a clock.

Signed
On the base.

References
De Horologiis in Arte by Alfred Chapuis, Lausanne, 1954, 
page 47. 

Dimensions
7.3 cm Ø, height 5.7 cm. 

Functions
Hours might reading.

Case
Two-part tambour, smooth sides, friction-fi t base, bezel en-
graved with scrolls, bottom molding engraved with egg and 
dart pattern .

Dial
Gilt brass, Roman hours with half-hour divisions, inner night 
touch knobs, center engraved with wind rose.

Hand 
Gilt brass arrowhead.

Movement 
Circular (5.95 cm Ø), gilt brass full plate, square column 
pillars, fusee and gut, four-wheel train with nicely turned 
arbors, verge escapement, steel two-arm balance, simple 
gilt brass pinned cock.

Condition 
Case: very good, minimal wear to the gilding
Dial: very good, small repair
Hand: very good
Movement: very good
 
Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Detail of the movement, notice the hub under the wheel

Henry II, by Le Primatrice

View of the dial, detachable base and movement with steel balance Detail of the signature and date on the base



LOT 24 Actaeon Clock 
CK (Conrad Kreizer I), Germany, 
decorations after Virgil Solis, circa 1570

Very important and equally rare gilt brass 
circular horizontal table clock embossed 
with the Story of Actaeon, in the style 
of the Orpheus Clocks, with 24-hour striking 
and an early single hand stackfreed brass 
movement.

In the second and third quarters of the 16th century, a 
small group of extraordinary horizontal table clocks were 
created. Today they are called the Orpheus Clocks, af-

ter the decorations around their sides. There are eleven of 
them known, not all complete, not all entirely original, but 
all are spectacular. Two are square, nine are circular. A book 
devoted just to them was published in 1972. 

Our clock is a smaller version of the Orpheus clocks. The 
decoration is similar, using the same technique and the 
same mythological motif taken from Ovid’s Metamorpho-
ses. Elements of the composition, in this and the Orpheus 
clocks, are taken from the same Virgil Solis sixteenth-cen-
tury illustrations to Metamorphoses. 

There are eleven known Orpheus clocks but only one Act-
aeon: this one!

In ancient Greek myth, Actaeon wandered away from his 
hunting party and stumbled onto a sacred grotto with a 
bubbling spring in which the chaste, virginal goddess of the 
hunt, Artemis, was bathing with her handmaiden nymphs. 
Artemis was outraged to have been seen naked by a mortal 
man. 

In punishment for his violation, the goddess turned him into 
a stag, splashing water on him as she spoke the words of 
her curse. Actaeon fi rst sprouted horns from his forehead 
before Artemis completed his transformation into a deer 
and placed a panicked fear in his heart. Actaeon fl ed and 
soon encountered his hunting party, who could not see him 
as anything but a deer. The dogs chased him until he was 
too tired to run any further; as he fell to his knees, he was 
killed by the dogs, with his companions cheering them on. 

Condition 
Case:very good, gilding very good, minimal wear, 
a few (original) stress cracks in the cast
Dial: very good
Hand: very good, possibly later, re-blued
Movement: very good
  
Estimate 
EUR 80.000 - 120.000

Detail of the Maker’s mark on the back plate



Signed
Maker’s punch mark “CK” within a shield on the back 
plate.

Provenance
1. Private Milwaukee Collection
2. Time Museum (inv. 1166)
3. Important European Collection. 

Published in
Klaus Maurice, Die Deutsche Räderuhr, Munich, 1976, 
pages 68 and 515.

Maker’s Biography
Both Maurice and the Time Museum attributed the clock to 
Conrad Kreitzer of Augsburg. 

The CK punch mark is associated with the clockmakers Con-
rad Kreizer and Hans Christoph Kreitzer (there are many 
variations of the spelling of the family name) of Augsburg. 
There were, in fact, several Augsburg clockmakers named 
Conrad Kreizer during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies.

1. Conrad Kreizer I (probably died in 1586)

2. Conrad Kreizer II, son of Conrad I, married Catharina Bal-
tas on October 26, 1586 and took over his deceased father’s 
workshop that same year; his wife remarried on May 26, 
1620 to Michael Debetshauser—presumably Conrad II had 
died before that date.

3. Conrad Kreizer III, the son of Conrad II, was born in 1587 
and took over his father’s workshop in 1614 after marrying 
Barbara Stegler on Jan. 21, 1614. Seven years later, on July 
20, 1621, he married Catherina Spix, widow of one Sigmund 
Eckhart.

4. Hans Christoph Kreutzerer, believed to be a younger son 
of Conrad II, inherited his father’s workshop in 1622, mar-
rying Catharina Haym that same year; he married again, on 
November 27, 1651, to Susanna Hilsenbeck, widow of Jo-
hann Jakob Rehlin.

5. Conrad Kreyzerer, whose relationship to the other Con-
rads is unclear, married Barbara Steglerin on January 21, 
1614 and Catharina Spix, widow of Sigmund Eckhart, on July 
20, 1621.

A Conrad Kreizer is also known to have worked in 
Straßburg and was buried in Amsterdam in 1658—it 
is not clear which Conrad this might have been, prob-
ably the one from above (5).

Baillie lists a Kreizer watch, in cross form with a crys-
tal case, dials of silver and gold, and engraved with the 
instruments of the Passion, dating from about 1600 
in the Vienna Treasury, and an octagonal watch from 
about 1600 in the Victoria & Albert Museum, while 
Abeler mentions clocks at Vienna, La Chaux-de-Fonds 
and Moscow. The collection of Prince Pierre Sotlykoff 
included an oval bombé rock crystal watch by Conrad 
Kreizer. 
 
Dimensions
14.5 cm ∅, height 7.6 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours.

Case
Two-part gilt tambour, side decorated in relief with 
hunting scenes depicting the story of Actaeon and tha 
Calydonian boar hunt, and with “sand dollar” opening 
for sound; detachable base cover with skeletonized 
opening for the sound, three pomegranate feet.

Dial
Gilt brass, Roman hours repeated twice, half-hour T 
marks, inner 24-hour Arabic scale with German Zs for 
the 2s, center with revolving alarm disk with repeated 
twice Arabic numerals from 11 to 12 and decorated in 
the center with wind rose.

Hand 
Single blued steel ranseur.

Movement 
Circular (13.3 cm ∅), full brass plates with gilded back 
plate skeletonized over the bell, all parts between the 
plates steel except the striking train brass fly, square 
pillars, open springs and C-shaped stackfreed on the 
going train, open springs for the striking and alarm, 
verge escapement, two-arm steel balance controlled 
by hog’s bristle regulator, C-shaped brass cock, steel 
count wheel on the back plate, two-wheel verge-type 
alarm mechanism enclosed within the bell mounted 
between the plates, with vertical release mechanism.

Actaeon hunting party

Atremis turning Actaeon into a deer

The death of Actaeon 

Meleager and Atalanta slaying the Calydonian boar



View of the back plate with steel count wheel, opening for sound and steel balanceView of the movement

View of the movement



“Hodie Mihi, Cras Tibi”, engraved on the dial, is a Latin 
Memento Mori motto, “Today Me, Tomorrow You”, remind-
ing the viewer that eventually Death comes for us all. 

Signed
Dial plate.

Dimensions
Height 20 cm, base 12 x 12 cm, body 7 x 7 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, striking indication dial.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass with ornate attached corner columns, 
overall decorative engravings include reclining male fi gure 
on front, regal woman on one side, regal man on other side, 
fl oral and leafy engravings on back; bell surmounted by fl ut-
ed bulb fi nial and four long draping leaves, with gilt brass 
straps curving over bell and terminating in tight coils at 
the corners of the case top; standing on a dark wood base, 
alarm side panel with striking correction aperture, with four 
gilt brass bun feet, left panel with striking correction pin-
hole with protruding pin.

Dial
Applied gilt brass, Roman hours, star half-hour divisions, in-
ner quarter hour divisions, center with gilt brass revolving 
alarm disk with Arabic hours with German Zs for the 2s; 
reverse with striking dial directly on the plate, with Arabic 
hours.

Hand
Blued steel beetle.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (9.7 x 5.4 x 5.4 cm), all steel 
except for newer barrels, fusees, and alarm train, square (in 
cross-section) posts, fusee and guts on both trains, verge 
escapement, two-arm balance with hog’s bristle regulator 
protruding to the left side of the case, two-wheel verge-
type alarm set in the going train tier.

Southern Germany, 1575

Important early gilt brass Memento Mori 
tower-form table clock striking hours, 
with alarm and a single hand steel movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, possibly later
Movement: very good, back to balance
and hog’s bristle regulator, restorations

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

LOT 25

View of the striking dial



A remarkable clock, both for its size and its early age, as 
well as its execution. 

Dimensions
Height 11 cm, width 24 cm, depth 24 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, two striking modes, alarm, hours night reading.

Case
Square, gilt brass, two-part, sides embossed with foliate 
and interlace arabesque pattern, fl at columns in corners, 
circular opening for sound with laurel leaf framing and in-
terlace lattice, laurel leaf border on bezel; detachable base 
with large skeletonized aperture for sound and three small 
ones for winding, cherub head feet.

Dial
Gilt brass, twice from I to XII, star half hours, inner 24-hour 
Arabic hours with German Zs for the 2s with quarter hour 
divisions, outermost night touch knobs, center with revolv-
ing alarm dial with Roman hours repeated twice from I to 
XII with arabesque center.

Hand
Varied thickness forming a decorated pattern.

Movement
Square (21.5 x 21.5 cm), full plate, back plate etched with 
arabesque pattern, skeletonized aperture for the sound, 
all steel except the 12-hour count wheel and barrel walls, 
square column pillars, fusee and gut on both trains, verge 
escapement, steel foliot with circular ends, hog’s bristle 
regulator, S-shaped pinned cock, four-wheel train, very 
clever provision for striking in a 12-hour mode or in a 24-
hour mode: 
 
By default it is in the 24-hour mode. The locking lever is 
spring-loaded. Both sides are fi tted with locking levers; 
the 24-hour count wheel is mounted under the dial and is 
driven from a four-leaf (lantern) extension of the second 
striking wheel. In this mode the other locking levers misses 
the 12-hour count wheel, which is on the back plate. When 
the lift lever is pushed in the 12-hour mode via a lever fi t-
ted on the back plate with its end pointing to “12” or “24”, 
the 24-hour locking lever is pushed off the 24-hour count 
wheel and the other one engages the 12-hour count wheel. 
Going barrel, two-wheel alarm train with contrate wheel on 
the barrel, vertical release lever, the 12-hour count wheel 
is driven from the other side of the same second striking 
wheel but with a pinion of eight leaves.

Unsigned, Germany, circa 1560

An important, large, gilt copper square horizon-
tal table clock striking hours, with alarm and 
single hand steel movement with foliot.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good 
Hand: very good
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 100.000 - 140.000

LOT 26

Detail of back plate with aperture for sound 
and 12-hour count wheel







View of the movement

View of the movementView of the back plate



The great astronomers of the Renaissance, in particu-
lar Tycho Brache, needed precise methods of mea-
suring time. Kepler, with astronomical data gathered 

by Brahe, was able to discover the rules governing the mo-
tions of the planets. Brahe, being wealthy, was able to afford 
the best instruments of the day. In his observatory, erected 
in 1576, there were numerous new types of instruments, 
including at least four clocks. They were for the most part 
made in Kassel, the capital of Hesse. The four clocks dif-
fered from others in that they had minute and second 
hands. These were not the standard clocks of the period. 
They were vastly superior, built by the most skilled crafts-
men of the time. 

This statement calls for a note of explanation. During the 
Renaissance, the clockmakers were associated in guilds 
– a legal body which had the rights to impose rules and 
standards on the clockmakers’ production. These rules 
governed most of the clockmakers, but not all. There was 
a small group of the best who worked outside the guilds 
for local sovereigns. It was due to the talent of these few 
makers that Tycho Brache, as well as Kepler, were able to 
achieve their successes, so much in advance of their times. 
William IV, in a letter to Tycho Brache in 1586, stated that 
these clocks, while used to measure the latitude of Orion, 
varied less than a minute between culminations.

The best known was Jobst Bürgi (1552-1632), who, in 1579, 
was appointed as a clockmaker for Landgrave William IV 
of Hesse and worked in Kassel. The other, we believe, was 
the maker of this clock, who signed it only by his initials 
H.E./W., where “W” indicates the city, most likely Wien 
(Vienna), the capital at the time of the Holy Roman Empire 
and a center for arts and sciences. Bürgi became so famous 
that in 1603 the Emperor Rudolf II asked Landgrave Moritz, 
the successor of Wilhelm IV, to allow Bürgi to move to the 
imperial court, which until 1620 was based in Prague. 
The emperor deemed Bürgi’s contributions so important 
that he ennobled him in 1611.

Signed H.E./W., probably H. Emmoser, 
Vienna (Wien), circa 1620

Recently discovered, extraordinary, highly im-
portant and impressive, one of the earliest 
known precision clocks with 15-minute remon-
toir, cross-beat escapement, Grande et Petite 
Sonnerie, annual perpetual calendar, early min-
ute hand, diagram of aspects, Zodiac, position 
of the sun in the Zodiac, and phases and age of 
the moon, in the form of a gilt brass and ebony 
revolving monstrance. Condition 

Case: very good, small repair
Dials: very good 
Hands: very good
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 250.000 - 350.000

LOT 27

The emperor, in his early years, had a clockmaker 
named Gerhard Emmoser (died November 1584 in 
Vienna), who without doubt must have been familiar 
with Bürgi’s remarkable clocks. We believe that this 
clock was made by Emmoser’s son, who might even 
have had an opportunity to be Bürgi’s apprentice. It 
was only natural that a son of an Imperial clockmaker 
would study under the best. 

Among the cross-beat escapement clocks with re-
montoir which are known to us (aside from this one), 
all but one were made by Bürgi. That one was not 
signed and has been attributed to Hans Buschmann. 
However, it would not be much of a surprise to fi nd 
that, in fact, it was made by the same maker as this 
clock.
Furthermore, our clock is the most spectacular among 
this group of the eight clocks. Its form is the most 
magnifi cent and its remontoir is the most advanced, 
with a small winding period of fi fteen minutes, the 
same as the Bürgi masterpiece, his famous rock crys-
tal clock made for Prince Carl I of Liechtenstein, be-
tween 1604-1610.

View of the Maker’s initials





View of the back plate

View under the dial Side view of the escapement

There are only a few clocks from this period with such 
accuracy, technical advancement, and importance for the 
history of horology:

1.   Jobst Bürgi, Prague, 1604, movement with weight  
 driven remontoir and cross beat escapement. 
 Now in the Dresden  Staatlich Mathematisch-
 Physikalischer Salon.
2.  Jobst Bürgi, Prague, 1604, movement with remontoir  
 and cross-beat escapement. Now in the Kassel 
 Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, 
 Astronomisch-Physikalisches Kabinett.
3.  Jobst Bürgi, Prague, 1622 - 1627, Rock crystal clock,    
     movement with remontoir driven by the quarter 
 striking, two balances, made for Prince Carl I of 
 Liechtenstein. Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum.
4.  Jobst Bürgi, planetary clock, weight driven remontoir  
 and cross-beat escapement. 
 Now in the Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum.
5.   Signed Jobst Bürgi, circa 1610, movement with 
 remontoir and cross-beat escapement. 
 Private collection.
6.  Signed Jobst Bürgi, circa 1620, movement with 
 remontoir and cross-beat escapement. 
 Private collection.
7.   Attributed to Hans Buschmann, Augsburg, circa 1650. 
      Movement with remontoir and originally cross-beat es
      capement (now missing). British Museum.
8. This clock
They all have two things in common: remontoir and 
cross-beat escapement.

Remontoir
As we have stated before, the verge escapement, the only 
one known at the time, is very sensitive to the variations 
of the motive power. When the mainspring is wound up 
and the momentum exerted on the escapement is large, 
the clock will run faster, and slower when the momentum 
is smaller with the mainspring wound down. The fusee, 
which in theory could equalize these variations, in practice 
does so only to a certain extent due to the setting of the 
spring and the practical difficulties in perfect forming of 
the cone.

With the weight driven clocks, the power variations are 
less drastic, but still exist due to the increased weight of 
the cord with the drop of the weight (as noted already by 
Tycho Brahe). 

To solve the problem, Bürgi invented an ingenious mecha-
nism which utilizes only the small center part of the main-
spring to supply the power to the escapement. The center 
of a mainspring delivers a fairly uniform momentum. In his 
first remontoirs, which had a frequency of several hours, 
Bürgi practically eliminated only the extremes of the main-
spring. 
Within a few years he refined the design, and the clock we 
can compare ours to – his masterpiece made for Prince 
Carl I of Lichtenstein, already had a fifteen minute remon-
toir, assuring that the power variations were very small. 

After Bürgi, to our knowledge, only five other Renaissance 
clockmakers ever attempted to build one: Michael Wag-
ner of Breslau (Wroclaw), Christoph Margraf of Prague, 
Johann Sayller of Ulm, Hans Buschmann of Augsburg, and 
the maker of our clock “H.E.” most likely of Vienna (Wien). 
The invention of remontoir revolutionized clockmaking. It 
made clocks a reliable and accurate instrument allowing 
for accurate timing of astronomical observations.

Cross-beat escapement
The largest problem for a verge escapement is its recoil; 
that is, moving the train slightly back with each beat. 
When a verge pallet drops on the escape wheel tooth, the 
opposite tooth falls on the other pallet. This pallet keeps 
pushing it back (recoiling) until the balance’s (or foliot’s) 
inertia goes to zero. Only then does the escape tooth begin 
giving impulse to the balance. All this backwards move-
ment is a waste of the escapement’s energy. 

On top of that, the verge escapement is difficult to adjust. 
Once made, there is not much that can be done to adjust 
it, aside from a clumsy way of controlling its depth. To 
minimize these faults Bürgi invented (possibly based on 
an already-known device for water pumping) a system 
in which the adjustment to the escapement is easy and 
in which it is possible to minimize its inherent faults. The 
angle between the pallets is adjustable by turning the 
friction-fit arbor pinions, and the depth of the engage-
ment is adjustable by bending the lower C-shaped balance 
bridge. 

The invention of the cross-beat escapement was a serious 
improvement in the accuracy of mechanical timepieces. It 
had far-reaching scientific consequences. After Bürgi, no 
more than ten other clockmakers used the escapement: in 
Augsburg Hans Buschmann, Matthäus Hallaicher, Niko-
laus Planckh, and Hans Christoph Kreitzer; in Munich only 
Georg Mayr; in Schleswig Nikolaus Radeloff; in Arnstadt 
probably Hager; at Brussels Franziskus Schwarz; and our 
“H.E.” probably in Vienna.

The number of clockmakers who combined cross-beat 
with remontoir is restricted to maybe three, possibly 
just two: Bürgi, and the maker of our clock. Clocks fitted 
with cross-beat escapements became known as “Prague 
clocks”, as the imperial court was in Prague before moving 
to Vienna in 1620. Extremely rare, such clocks are almost 
unheard of on the market. They remained so extraordinary 
and rare that as late as 1734, Jean-Baptiste Dutertre of 
Paris presented a double pendulum clock based on the 
cross-beat escapement to the French Academy of Sci-
ences. 



View of top of clock housing the alarm mechanism

Signed
“HE/W” engraved on the back plate. 

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 110. 

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, p. 421.

Dimensions
Height 64 cm, base 32 (corner to corner), upper revolving 
base 22 cm (corner to corner). 

Functions
Annual perpetual calendar, grande sonnerie, petite sonnerie, 
alarm, planetary aspects, Zodiac, position of sun in Zodiac, 
phases of the moon and its age, hours, minutes.

Case
Gilt brass, monstrance form, personifications of art and 
astronomy standing on winged caryatids above grotesque 
faces on either side of dials; upper dial framed by Tuscan 
columns, sides with pierced floral pattern, tall urn finials 
at corners surrounding tower-shaped dome with pierced 
flat colonnade on lower level and a second on the upper 
level; winged caryatids on either side below main dial and 
attached to turned stem, which stands on ball feet; glazed 
hinged door on back; octagonal dark wood base, curved 
sides with gilt brass floral escutcheons, gilt brass ball finials 
at corners, gilt brass underside with drop finials in centers 
and legged disk feet at corners. 

Dial
Silver, (from outside going inside): Roman hours, annual 
perpetual track with 365 divisions with Arabic numerals 
(Zs for 2s), months with indications of the number of days, 
360-division Zodiac track with Arabic 5° Arabic markers, 
Zodiac signs with corresponding symbols, ring with Zodiac 
names, bronze gilded disk with a pointer indicating date 
(dies mensis), silver phases of the moon disk with Arabic 
moon age scale (with numeric 2s) and with gilt brass hour 
hand, gilt brass planetary aspect disk. Above, silver disk 
with Roman hours and inner gilt brass alarm disk with Ara-
bic hours having Zs for the 2s.

Hand
Steel poker, ranseur.

Movement
Circular (14.6 cm Ø), gilt brass full plate, baluster pillars, 
15-minute remontoir with going barrel and chain wound by 
the quarter striking train, remontoire lever with very strong 
spring back (possibly bronze) riveted to the plate, fixed bar-
rels for the hour and quarter striking, vertical shift lever for 
the grande et petite sonnerie (striking) with switch cam on 
the back plate controlled by a steel hand, cross-beat es-
capement with two foliots terminated with adjustable silver 
disks with gilt brass cock pierced and engraved with wild 
strawberries matching the decoration of the applied move-
ment securing plates. The top of the clock with verge-type 
alarm mechanism with fixed barrel, alarm disconnected by 
a hand on the back.

Cross-beat foliot with staff

Underside view of the cross-beat

Drawing of the cross-beat escapement



Detail of back plate with cock and cross-beat foliots

Detail of remontoir mechanism remontoir assembly

Side view of the remontoir mechanism

Center/remontoir ratchet wheel and winding chain
notice one missing tooth (safety feature)



LOT 28 Attributed to Hans Gasteiger, 
Munich, circa 1560 

Important, early, gilt brass square 
horizontal table clock striking hours, with 
alarm and a single hand steel movement.There was only one Munich master with the initials 

“HG”. Therefore, the attribution of this clock is easy. 
There are a few German timepieces from the same 

period, including one watch in the Louvre, with the “HG” 
punch mark. It has been attributed to Gasteiger; however, 
none is accompanied by a town punch, as is our clock mak-
ing such attribution risky and highly questionable. It is pos-
sible, though, that the other mark might be also Gasteiger’s, 
used while he was working in Vienna. 

Signed
Punched with maker’s mark and town mark on the back 
plate.

Maker’s Biography
Hans Gasteiger (Gastinger) is listed by Abeler in Munich 
and Vienna, 1545-1578, with a square astronomical table 
clock, dated 1562, at one time in the collection of Prof. Al-
fred Pringsheim (father-in-law of Thomas Mann).

Dimensions
Height 7 cm, width 12 cm, depth 12 cm . 

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours night reading.

Case
Two-part square, gilt brass, sides engraved with scrolling 
plants, profi le portrait of bearded man, opening for sound 
with delicate six-petal pattern, detachable base engraved 
with leaf patterns, with three winding apertures and skel-
etonized opening for the sound below the bell, four small 
bun feet.

Dial
Silver disk with Roman hours, star half-hour and inner quar-
ter hour divisions, center with gilt brass revolving alarm disk 
with Arabic hours, gilt brass dial plate engraved with scroll-
ing.

Hand
Single gilt brass fl eur-de-lis. 

Movement 
Square (11.25 x 11.25 cm), all steel, full plate with turned 
baluster pillars, back plate with skeletonized opening for 
the sound over the bell, two-wheel alarm with going barrel, 
fusee and gut on both trains, all parts steel except brass 
barrel covers and set-up wheels, verge escapement with 
two-arm balance and hog’s bristle regulator, single bell for 
striking and alarm, both hammers inside the bell.

Condition 
Case: very good, expected wear to the gilt, some 
repairs
Dial: very good, alarm disk possibly later
Hand: very good
Movement: very good, guts should be replaced
 
Estimate 
EUR 40.000 - 60.000

View of the left side



Maker’s mark on back plate Town mark on back plate

View of back plate with opening for sound, balance and hog’s bristle regulator View of movement with bell

Steel fusee core formed for a gut



LOT 29 Mathieu Bachelet, Paris, 
decorations after Étienne Delaune, 
circa 1580 

An important and exceptionally rare gilt brass 
circular horizontal table clock with six-hour 
striking, alarm, and single hand.French timepieces from the 16th century are very rare. 

The French developed their own counterpart to the 
German horizontal table clock in a form exemplifi ed 

in this clock: a round horizontal case with a pierced dome 
housing the bell. Although there are at least two similar 
clocks known that were signed by English makers, and a 
few by German makers, the rest of these types of clocks 
are always signed by French makers. In fact, the two English 
signed clocks can safely be assumed to have been imported 
from France (either the entire clocks or just the cases). 

The case is decorated very much in the French style, includ-
ing a strapwork form, very typical for Parisian makers, on 
the base. It can be found in numerous French clocks from 
the period. For example, the museum in La Chaux-de-Fonds 
has a tambour case signed by Parisian maker Fleurent Val-
eran, circa 1550, with virtually the same strapwork decora-
tion.

This clock differs from the others in its class in its striking 
system. It strikes with a six-hour mode: the clock strikes the 
fi rst six hours in the usual way, then at 7 o’clock it reverts 
to one blow, through to six blows at 12 o’clock. The system 
saves power and allows for longer duration. It raises the 
hammer 84 times during a day, versus 156 in the normal 
12-hour striking system.

The six-hour striking system has been known since 500 
A.D. in water clocks such as the famous, complicated Her-
cules Clock of Gaza; however, during the Renaissance, it 
was most often used in Italy, which suggests that the clock 
might have been ordered by a wealthy Italian client. Bache-
let’s clientele, judging by one of the most important French 
clocks at the Louvre, was impressive. The clock at the Lou-
vre belonged to Henri III, the king of France and Poland.

There is only one similar clock by Bachelet known, having 
the same shape and same functions but with the more usu-
al 12-hour striking plan and with a smaller diameter of 10.7 
cm. It was in the Dr. Antoine-Feill Collection, formed at the 
turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, and later, up to 1981, in 
the Dutch Boon Collection, bought by The Time Museum 
and sold in 2004.

Signed
Punched with maker’s mark on the back plate, signed in full 
inside the base.

Provenance
L’Art de l’Horlogerie en France, Antiquorum, Geneva, 
November 14, 1993, Lot 3

Condition 
Case: very good, tight base, 
expected some wear to the gilt
Dials: very good, alarm disk possibily later
Hand: very good, possibily later
Movement: very good, possibily later 
Estimate 
EUR 50.000 - 80.000

Maker’s mark on back plate
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Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 92.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, pages 404-405.

Maker’s Biography
Mathieu Bachelet was a 16th century French clockmak-
er in Paris, who established his shop in l’Île de la Cité in 
1580. The French National Archives contains a document 
dated July 17, 1584 which records that clockmaker Mathieu 
Bachelet transferred his lease for a space in the court of 
the Palace, against the wall, in front of the grand room, fifth 
down from the Concierge, to Jacques Jourdain, Master Illu-
minator. The records of the church of Saint-Severin in Paris 
mention Bachelet as being married to Catherine Langelier, 
with whom he had daughter, who was baptized at Saint-
Severin in 1577.

Related Biography
Étienne Delaune (ab. 1519 – 1583) was a master goldsmith 
who worked for France’s Henry II during the 1550s and later 
published engraved ornamental designs influenced by the 
Italian artists of the Fontainebleau School that became one 
of the most popular among contemporary craftsmen for 
patterns for decorations. Delaune, a Protestant, fled Paris 
following the 1572 Saint Bartholomew’s Day Massacre, 
taking refuge in Strasbourg until returning to Paris in 1580. 
Delaune was highly influential, not only during his time 
working for Henry II, but also for many decades and even 
centuries afterwards. His engravings were copied and imi-
tated throughout northern and eastern Europe, and his style 
was revived in France by Jean Berain in the 17th century and 
Antoine Vechte in the 19th century.

Dimensions
13.8 cm Ø, height 10.8 cm . 

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours.

Case
Two-part, the side with eight vignettes engraved with 
scenes of the Four Seasons alternating with the Four 
Elements, after Étienne Delaune, all within continuous 
intertwining strap work with grotesque pattern within 
the corner loops, hinged door for checking fusee and 
gut (earliest power-reserve indicator), pierced and 
engraved dome, friction-fit base engraved with gro-
tesque arabesque pattern.

Dial
Gilt brass, integral part of the case with Roman hours 
and star half-hour marks, revolving center alarm disk 
(possibly later) with Arabic hours, engraved with 
zephyr and cornucopias.

Hand
Single steel arrowhead. 

Movement 
Circular (12 cm Ø), full gilt brass plates, gilt brass round 
column pillars, fusee and gut on going and striking 
trains, two-wheel going-barrel verge-type alarm with 
steel contrate wheel set on the barrel, four-wheel-
train verge escapement, two-arm steel balance con-
trolled now by ¾-coil straight spring with linear screw 
type regulator used later in France by Gloria of Rouen, 
S-shaped blued steel pinned cock, the back plate with 
four bun feet to prevent damage to the balance.

Fusee window to view the state of the winding
 and to examine the condition of the gut.

View of bell under dial, and movement

View of the side and the backcase



LOT 30 Samuel Haug, Augsburg and Dresden, 
property of King Augustus II 
the  Strong, circa 1630 

An important, gilt brass and silver horizontal 
square table clock with King Augustus II 
the Strong provenance, striking hours 
and quarters, with alarm.

Frederick Augustus (Dresden 1670-1733) was Prince-
Elector of Saxony and, as Augustus II the Strong, King 
of Poland and Grand Duke of Lithuania. He earned his 

nickname through his physical strength, but he was also 
a great patron of the arts. Augustus developed his native 
city of Dresden, capital of Saxony, as a cultural center and 
constructed palaces at Dresden and Warsaw. The Zwinger 
Palace, in Dresden, is home to the specialist art collections 
created there by Augustus beginning in 1720. He was also 
responsible for the establishment of the famed porcelain 
factories at Meissen and Dresden, using his personal col-
lection of Chinese porcelain to help unlock the secrets of its 
manufacture. 

Augustus II’s coat of arms, as seen on this clock, combines 
the coat of arms of Poland surrounding the shield of the 
Elector of Saxony (which, in turn, combines the crossed 
swords of the Arch-Marshal of the Holy Roman Empire and 
the coat of arms of Saxony).
 
The clock comes from the period of Augustus’ great-grand-
father, Johann Georg I (1585 - 1656), who was Elector of 
Saxony from 1611 to 1656, and who was also born in Dres-
den. The clock apparently descended through Frederick Au-
gustus’s family – when the King inherited it, he had his coat 
of arms put on it.

It is interesting to fi nd the initials “SA:HA” along with Dres-
den. Haug was an Augsburg clockmaker who, apparently, 
at one point, moved to Dresden, either on his own, or at the 
request of the Elector of Saxony, the great-grandfather of 
King Augustus II. The latter is more likely, due to the fact 
that this clock became the property of the Elector, which 
suggests his sponsorship of Haug. 

The occurrence of clock making collaborations and/or 
clockmakers travelling between Dresden and Augsburg is 
well documented. For example, Martin Feyhel, in the 16th 
century, is known to have worked in Dresden and Ausburg

Signed
On the back plate in form “SA:HA”,
on the bezel: “Sa:Ha in Dresden”.

Provenance
King Augustus II the Strong, by inheritance.

Condition 
Case: very good 
Dial: very good, some expected wear 
to the gilt on the alarm disk
Hands: very good
Movement: very good
 
Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

King Augustus II

King’s Coat of Arm King’s Coat of Arm

Maker’s mark and signature

View of the side



Maker’s Biography
Abeler lists the mark “SA:HA” as belonging to Samuel 
Haugg (circa 1580-1637), an Augsburg Master clockmaker 
who became an independent Master on September 9, 1612, 
making table clocks, figural clocks, and astronomical clocks, 
some of which Abeler identifies in the collections of the 
Poldi Pezzoli Museum in Milan, the Maximilian Museum in 
Augsburg, and the Victoria & Albert Museum in London. 

Dimensions
Height 8.5 cm, width 13 cm, depth 13 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, quarter striking, alarm, hours, minutes.

Case
Square two-part, side panels with applied silver decoration, 
each panel centered with the coat of arms of Augustus II 
the Strong and his initials “FA” under a crown, hinged base 
housing two bells with four lion-paw feet .

Dial
Silver ring with Roman numerals and half-hour markers, 
outer Arabic five-minute markers with Roman quarters, 
center with alarm ring with Arabic numerals and the center 
engraved with wild strawberry motif.

Hand 
Blued steel fleur-de-lis.

Movement 
Square (10.2 x 10.2 cm), gilt brass plates, baluster pil-
lars, fusee and chain for the going train, fixed barrels 
for the striking and the alarm, verge escapement, two-
arm steel balance, hog’s bristle regulator, irregular gilt 
brass screwed cock pierced and engraved with wild 
strawberries motif and a sea monster, matching ratch-
et wheel click, quarter check dial, alarm hammer cock, 
and striking gates, three-wheel alarm train with verti-
cal release mechanism acting on a pin set up directly 
on the hammer, count wheel on the back along with 
quarter-check dial, gilt brass hammer heads formed 
and engraved with exotic fish.

View of the back plate

View of the movement View of the movement

Monogram of King Augustus II



The side panels are designed as a Renaissance Gate-
way: for comparison, we show the Gateway to the 
Abattoir, which was built in Nuremburg in 1571 and 

has been described as “perfectly Renaissance in style.”

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 105.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 416.

Dimensions
Height 24 cm, base 12 x 12 cm, body 7.5 x 7.5 cm. 

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hoursstriking indication dial.

Case
Rectangular, smooth polished ebonized wood, Tuscan cor-
ner columns on rectangular bases, framing gilt brass pan-
els; arched glazing in side panels, open decorative grill at 
bottom of front and back panels; ornate gilt escutcheons 
centered on each side of the base, winding/setting holes in 
back panel; bell on top, on fl at smooth panel, with tall fi nial, 
four draping leaves and four metal straps; gilt scrolling feet 
with seashell motif.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours, inner 24-hour Arabic 
scale from 13 to 24 with Zs for 2s, quarter hour track, center 
with silver revolving alarm disk with Arabic hours; opposite 
side with silver and champlevé enamel striking dial with 
Arabic hours, center decorated with champlevé stylized fo-
liate pattern.

Hand
Steel beetle.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (9 x 5 x 5 cm), square steel 
corner posts, all parts steel except the barrels and fusee 
cones, fusee and gut on both trains, pinned barrel covers, 
verge escapement with double-anchor foliot, hog’s bristle 
regulator with arm protruding to the left side, verge-type 
alarm mechanism with open spring and one wheel set in 
the going train tier.

Southern Germany, 
last quarter of the 16th century

Important and extremely rare gilt brass and 
ebonized wood tower-form clock striking hours, 
with alarm and a single hand steel movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, possibly later
Movement: very good, back to balance 
and hog’s bristle regulator, restorations

Estimate 
EUR 10.000 - 15.000

LOT 31

View of the striking dial View of the frontGateway to the Abattoir, Nuremburg, 1571 

View of the left side of the movement



The automaton fi gure depicts the winged Lion of Saint 
Mark the Evangelist which is the national emblem and 
landmark of Venice, the inscription on the pages of 

the book held by the Lion (Pax – Evan, Tibi – Geli, Mar – Sta, 
Ce – Meus) is the traditional shortened version of the Latin 
phrase “Pax tibi, Marce, Evangelista meus. Hic requiescet 
corpus tuum,” which translates to “Peace to you, Mark, my 
Evangelist. Here your body shall rest.” According to Vene-
tian tradition, the blessing was spoken by an angel to Saint 
Mark during his visit to Venice and justifi ed the Venetian 
theft of the Saint’s body from Alexandria. The image of the 
Lion with the inscribed book has appeared in countless lo-
cations throughout Venice over the past millennium.
The beast moves its eyes to and fro, and when the hour 
strikes it snaps its jaws. The concept of a mechanical lion 
fascinated men from the very early days of history. Leon-
ardo da Vinci was the fi rst to build a lion automaton. After 
him only a few tried to do so, and fewer succeeded.
Lion of Saint Mark automata are extremely rare. Only four are 
known:
1.  Beyer Museum in Zürich
2.  This one
3. Private collection in USA
4.   One we have heard of in Vienna, but have not seen

Signed
According to the Time Museum, the base is punched with 
Augsburg’s “EBEN” for ebony, as well as with Augsburg’s 
pine cone. 

Provenance
The Flagg Collection, Milwaukee, then The Time Museum
(inv. 1168).

Exhibited
1.   Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, April 15 to 
     September 30, 1980
2.  Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, November 7,  
     1980 to February 15, 1981
3.  L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al  
 XVIII secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – Novem 
 ber 6,  2005, Cat. N° 124

Published in
1.    Klaus Maurice, Die Deutsche Räderuhr, Munich, 1976, 
       p. 51 and Fig. 327
2.   Maurice, Klaus & Otto Mayr, eds., The Clockwork 
 Universe, German Clocks and Automata, 1550-1650,  
 Washington, DC, 1980, fi g. 83

Lion of St. Mark, 
Augsburg, circa 1630

An important and exceptionally rare Lion 
of St. Mark automaton clock striking hours, 
in gilt brass on wood, 
from the Time Museum Collection.

LOT 32

3.    Maurice, Klaus & Otto Mayr, eds., Die Welt Als   
 Uhr, Deutsche Uhren und Automaten, 1550-1650, 
 Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, 1980, fi g. 83
4.  La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, p. 434

Dimensions
Height 30 cm, width 31 cm, depth 19 cm (base)

Functions
Eye and mouth movement, hour striking, hours. 

Case
Automaton winged lion with one paw on an inscribed 
book, standing on gilt brass tile pattern fl oor in an 
oblong octagon shape, ebony base with recessed 
paneling and ribbed edges, on gilt brass feet, 
regulating slot with regulating pin.

Dial
Gilt brass, Roman hours with half-hour markers, in-
ner quarter hour track, innermost Arabic (Zs) 24-hour 
scale from 13 to 24, center engraved in foliate pat-
tern.

Hand
Single steel ranseur.

Movement
Rectangular (13.9 x 7.2 cm), solid brass, four steel 
square pillars, fusee and gut for the four-wheel go-
ing train, fi xed barrel for the count wheel striking 
(fi ve-wheel) with correcting lever in the base, verge 
escapement, three-arm steel balance, now with bal-
ance spring and Bosley type regulator extending to the 
bottom plate with the scale, count wheel on the back 
plate without numerals, striking with stop work, hour 
set from a square lever protruding to the base at the 
front left foot. The eye movement connects through 
two levers to a pin on the balance wheel, and the lower 
jaw connects to the hammer arbor.

Condition 
Case: very good, some repairs
Dial: very good 
Hand: very good
Movement: very good, now direct with winding

Estimate 
EUR 40.000 - 60.000 View of the movement





The clock has certain unusual construction details dis-
tinguishing it from the South German production. The 
2s are numeric, the dials are fastened by screws and 

nuts, the regulating dial is very rarely found in Renaissance 
clocks, the bayonet mounting of the movement both to the 
base as well as the dome is not typical southern German 
procedure, neither are the open slots for the movement 
posts. 

A very similar clock was painted sometime around 1617 
by Rubens and Jan Brueghel the Elder in their Allegory of 
Sound, now in the collection of the Prado Museum (see 
photo).

Tribute to the Ottoman Sultan
Probably Vienna, attributed as part of 
the Holy Roman Emperor’s tribute gift to 
the Ottoman Sultan, circa 1580

Important and extremely rare, gilt bronze tower-
form table clock striking hours with early minute 
hand, regulating dial, three-train steel move-
ment, date, and alarm.

LOT 33 In 1548 the Holy Roman Emperor began paying annual 
tribute to the Ottoman Sultan to avoid Turkish invasion. 
The Turkish bust on this clock indicates its destination. 
The tribute was given in the form of gold, money and 
luxury goods, including automata and clocks, which be-
came one of the favorites of the rich Ottoman custom-
ers, with whom many of them ended up. Most of the 
clocks came from Augsburg. 

During the sixteenth century, the Ottoman Empire, led 
by Sultan Suleiman the Magnifi cent, sought to expand 
into Europe, laying siege to Vienna and occupying por-
tions of Hungary, including the capital city, Buda. In 1547, 
Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, and his brother Fer-
dinand, Archduke of Austria, negotiated a truce which 
ceded Transylvania and central and southern Hungary 
to the Ottoman Empire, and allowed Ferdinand to retain 
a portion of Hungary in exchange for an annual tribute 
to the sultan’s court (the “Sublime Porte”) in Istanbul.

The annual tribute, referred to as the “Türkenvereh-
rung” (Turkish gift), consisted of gold coins, rich tex-
tiles, spices, mechanical organs, clocks and automata. 
The tribute continued until 1606, with German clocks 
and automata proving to be greatly admired and 
sought-after by the Ottomans. 

The Turkish interest in clocks and watches dates to at 
least 1531, when Suleiman the Magnifi cent is record-
ed to have purchased a gold ring containing a watch 
from Venice. The Grand Vizier, Sokollu Mehmed Pasha, 
made specifi c requests for clocks and watches in 1567, 
1573, and 1576.

Allegory of Sound, circa 1617, by  Rubens  and   Jan Brueghel the Elder (Prado Museum) View of the front with tower 30-day dial View of the striking dial and lower regulating dial



The Ottomans had developed a taste for European luxury 
goods during the 1400s, when they had good trade rela-
tions with Venice. Italian artists worked in Istanbul: Leon-
ardo da Vinci was commissioned to design a bridge for the 
Golden Horn, and the Venetians sent frequent shipments of 
Murano glass to the Ottoman Empire.

An indication as to what extent clocks played a role in the 
tribute can be seen in a letter from Caspar Minkwitz, who 
brought the honorarium to Constantinople in 1571, and who 
mentioned that every time, along with the tribute, a clock-
maker was sent to Turkey. From his letter, it also follows that 
the clocks were made in Augsburg. 

In 1567 the tribute consisted of clocks by Daniel Loner, a 
quarter-striking mechanism from Caspar Buschmann, and 
the masterpiece from Hans Connat. 

In an order from 1576 we learn more about the Turkish 
tastes: the clocks were to have 12 or 24 hours, the bells 
had to have a clear tone, the case was to be decorated with 
pierced foliage work having no figural representations, etc.

Dimensions
Height 22 cm, base 12 x 12 cm, body 7.7 x 7.7 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, minutes, date striking indica-
tion dial, regulating dial, night reading.

Case
Rectangular gilt brass, dome engraved with draping acan-
thus leaves and weave pattern, topped with bust of a Turk-
ish man, bell housed in dome with supporting side pierced 
decoratively for sound; overall engraved tendril and weave 
pattern, sliding side panels with attached Doric corner col-
umns on square bases, engraved with flourished tendrils 
emerging from central flower, finials at rounded corners of 
case top; base on four ball feet.

Dial
Gilt bronze with applied gilt ring with Roman hours and half-
hour divisions, outer five-minute scale, outermost night 
touch knobs, center with gilt bronze revolving alarm disk 
with Arabic hours, all with numeric 2s, below 30-day gilt 
bronze date dial with Arabic numerals, also with numeric 
2s, opposite side engraved with striking dial with Arabic 
hours and outer night touch knobs, below regulating dial 
calibrated from 1 to 10.

Hand
Blued steel arrow.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (10.1 x 6.4 x 6.5 cm), 
square steel corner posts, all parts steel except the bar-
rels (steel pinned covers) and fusee cones, fusee and gut 
on both trains, verge escapement with two-arm steel bal-
ance, hog’s bristle regulator, verge-type alarm mechanism 
with open spring and one wheel set in the going train tier, 
minute wheel set on the extension of the fusee, calendar 
driven from a single-pin lantern pinion set on an intermedi-
ate wheel between the minute wheel pinion and the calen-
dar wheel.

Condition 
Case: very good, small repairs to the front molding
Dials: very good 
Hands: very good, possibily later
Movement: very good, escapement back to balance 
and hog’s bristle

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

View of the right side of the movement

View of the left side of the movement

Detail of Allegory of Sound, circa 1617, by Rubens 
and Jan Brueghel the Elder (Prado Museum)

View of the engravings of the two sides



LOT 34 Jacob Erhart, Thorn (Torun), Poland, 
circa 1650 

Exceedingly rare, one of only two works 
known by Erhart, gilt brass, hour striking, 
square horizontal table clock, with single 
hand.

Thorn’s clock making dates back to the 16th century. In 
1636 the guild introduced the following conditions for 
qualifi cation as a masterpiece (a timepiece proving 

that the candidate was worthy of the title of Master): “large 
and tall clock with fi ve mechanisms consisting of hour strik-
ing, quarter striking, quarter repeating, alarm, phases of the 
moon, days of the week, planets, Zodiac, and alarm with 
setting accuracy to one minute.” On top of that, a candidate 
had to make a “watch hung around the neck striking hours.” 
What we call “pocket watches” today, were worn around 
the neck in the 16th and 17th centuries.

From the above it is clear that Torun masters must have 
been at the top in their profession.

Signed
On the back plate

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 117.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 428.

Maker’s Biography
We do not know much about Jakob Erhart. We know that 
he was granted Torun resident status in 1639. We do not 
know where he came from. It is possible that his parents 
moved to Torun while he was still a child. He lived in the 
“New Town” area of Torun. Thorn (Torun), Poland, was a 
vibrant city, birthplace of Copernicus (1473-1543), and one 
of only a small number of Protestant cities in Poland.
 
Works by Erhart are rare: one example from a private col-
lection is currently on loan to the Gewerbemuseum in Win-
terthur, and is presumably the same clock listed by Abeler 
as being in a private Winterthur collection.

Erhart’s horizontal hexagonal clock with quarter repeater 
and alarm, ca. 1660, was sold by Ineichen, Zurich, May 10, 
2007, lot 117.

Dimensions
Height 8 cm, width 10 cm, depth 10 cm . 

Functions
Hour striking, hours.

Case
Square gilt brass, smooth sides, overhanging bezel, on four 
silver paw feet, detachable base holding the bell.

Condition 
Case: very good 
Dial: very good
Hand: very good, later 
Movement: very good, upgraded to accommodate 
balance spring
 
Estimate 
EUR 8.000 - 12.000

Dial
Applied solid silver ring with Roman hours and half-
hour markers, inner quarter track, set on a gilt brass 
plate engraved with village in center, winged cherub 
heads in corners.

Hand
Blued steel skeletonized ranseur.

Movement
Square (8 x 8 cm), gilt brass full plates, steel square 
columns, fusee and chain on the going train, fi xed bar-
rel for the striking, verge escapement now with two-
arm brass balance with balance spring and pierced 
and engraved cock matching decoration on the count 
wheel.

View of the movement

View of the maker’s signature
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Georg IV, the Graf von Ortenburg (Count of Ortenburg) 
was a Protestant who had converted to Catholicism in 
1602, although his children were still raised as Protes-

tants. In 1624, Georg’s sons, Counts Georg Reinhard (1607-
1666) and Christian (1616-1684), also converted to Catholi-
cism, possibly for political reasons, as it made them more likely 
to be appointed to certain high offi ces. 

Their conversion was marked with celebrations by the Order of 
Jesuits, but the Ortenburgs maintained some ties with Protes-
tantism, most famously by permitting 200 Protestant refugees 
from Upper Austria to settle in Ortenburg in 1624, the same 
year the two young Counts converted to Catholicism.

The fi gure of Saint Barbara on the top of the clock suggests 
that this was made as part of the celebrations of the conver-
sion of Georg Reinhard and Christian to Catholicism. St. Bar-
bara, a martyr, was the patron saint of artillerymen and of 
miners. In the Philipp Hainhofer Album Amicorum, one page 
is luxuriously painted with the coat of arms of Georg, Count of 
Ortenburg overlaying a mountainous landscape being mined. 

The House of Ortenburg had established the rights to iron 
mines in Slovenia in 1381 and continued those operations for 
centuries. The coat of arms in the Album Amicorum closely 
matches the coat of arms on this clock and was painted a few 
months after the death of Georg IV; it is presumably the coat 
of arms of Georg Reinhard.

Signed
Dated on the side panel in the coat of arms.

Provenance
Georg, Count of Ortenburg.

Dimensions
Height 30 cm, base 15 x 15 cm, body 8 x 8 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, phases of the moon and its age, days of the 
week, alarm, hours, striking indication dial.

Southern Germany, made for the 
Graf von Ortenburg, dated 1624

An important gilt bronze astronomical table clock 
with a noble provenance, striking hours, with phas-
es of the moon and its age, days of the week, alarm, 
dead-beat verge escapement, and single hand.

Condition 
Case: very good, probably re-gilded
Dial: very good
Hands: very good, possibily later
Movement: very good, upgraded to pendulum

Estimate 
EUR 25.000 - 35.000

LOT 35

Saint Barbara holding a palm leaf 
and a tower

View of the striking dial and days of the week



Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, overall arabesque and foliate pat-
terns, tall ranseur finials, two-stepped square cupola hous-
ing the bell in the lower part pierced and engraved in foliate 
pattern, upper part engraved with foliate pattern, supporting 
square dome engraved with tile pattern, top finial depicting 
Saint Barbara holding a palm frond and the tower, symbols 
of her martyrdom, sliding side panels with attached corner 
columns, with decoration matching that of the dial plate, 
one with center engraved with coat of arms with letters 
“R.G.Z.” and “Z.G.V.O.”, the other with flower bouquet and 
striking correction pin hole, ogee base chiseled with styl-
ized foliate pattern and wild strawberries, ball feet.

Dial
Gilt bronze plate with applied silvered pewter ring with Ro-
man hours, quarter-hour track and 24-hour scale from 13 
to 24 with Zs for the 2s, inner revolving gilt bronze alarm 
disk with Arabic hours with center engraved with stylized 
foliate; below, phases of the moon and Arabic moon’s age, 
also with Zs, the reverse with silvered pewter striking dial 
with Arabic hours and, below, pewter days of the week dial 
with French day names.

Hand
Blued steel elaborate ranseur.

Movement
Two-tier, vertical gilt brass cage with four square posts (13 
x 6 x 6 cm), all wheels gilt brass, fusee and gut for going 
as well as the striking trains, verge-type alarm with open 
spring, set in the going train tier, dead-beat verge-type es-
capement with short pendulum.

View of the right side of the movement

View of the left side of the movementCoat of Arms on clock and the original Coat of Arm View of the engraving of the two sides



The historical importance of this clock can not be over-
estimated – it is the oldest known French clock with a 
French Royal provenance. There is one clock which is 

very similar, the pride of the Louvre (Inv. OA 3997), which 
was made for Henri III, the successor of Charles IX. Our 
clock precedes it by at least a decade.

An identical clock by Martinot is in the Paul-Dupuy Mu-
seum in Toulouse, with eight pages (40-47) devoted to it 
in their catalog.  

The coat of arms depicted on the underside of the clock 
bears the crown and shield of the King of France, encircled 
by the collar and badge of the chivalric Order of the Golden 
Fleece. In June of 1565, the month in which France’s King 
Charles IX turned 15, the court of France traveled to the 
court of Spain at Bayonne, where the youthful king was in-
ducted into the Order of the Golden Fleece. This clock was 
created to commemorate that occasion.

Signed
Inside base. 

Provenance
Charles IX, King of France.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 98

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, pages 409-410

Maker’s Biography
Gilbert Martinot, whose illustrious career began in 1549, 
was clockmaker to kings Charles IX and Henri III and was 
succeeded in that position by several generations of Mar-
tinot clockmakers. In addition to being Valet de Chambre, 
Clockmaker to the King, Martinot was also Clockmaker to 
the City of Paris—he was succeeded in the latter position 
by his son, Denis Martinot, in 1581. Gilbert was also “Gou-
verneur du Gros Horloge” of the Palace. 

Works known by Martinot include a table clock with alarm 
and striking in the Paul-Dupuy Museum, and a second table 
clock in the Dupuy museum engraved with symbols of the 
Zodiac. A gilt bronze table clock attributed to Martinot, 

G. Martinot, Paris, made for Charles IX, 
King of France, dated 1565

An important and exceptionally rare, 
oldest known French table clock with Royal
provenance,  gilt brass table clock striking hours, 
with alarm, single hand gilt brass movement, 
and decorations after Etienne Delaune.

LOT 36 engraved with landscapes, Roman gods and the four 
elements was in the Genebra Hof. Collection and the 
Perez Olaguer-Feliu Collection (illustrated in Tardy, 
French Clocks the World Over, Vol. I, 1985).

Dimensions
Height 19 cm, width 9 cm, depth 9 cm (base).

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, two-part, dome integral part 
of the case, bell housed in dome which is pierced and 
engraved with grotesques and fi gures blowing trum-
pets as well as an overall arabesque pattern, bulbous 
fi nials at four corners and on top of dome, three sides 
engraved with representations of the Labors of the 
Months for July, November, and December after Eti-
enne Delaune (see photos), friction fi t base, four half-
spherical feet. 

Dial
Gilt brass tilted ring with Roman hours and star half-
hour markers, center with gilt brass revolving alarm 
disk with Arabic numbers (although the two is marked 
“II”) with fl eur-de-lis steel pointer indicating the time, 
engraved center.

Hand
Steel fl eur-de-lis pointer for hours, steel arrowhead for 
the alarm.

Movement
Two-tier horizontal with solid brass full plates (7.2 x 
7.2 cm), gilt brass round column pillars in the lower 
striking tier and tapered square baluster pillars for the 
going train tier, fusee and gut for both trains, pinned 
barrel covers, verge escapement now with three-arm 
bronze balance and 1½ coil spring, original S-shaped 
gilt brass cock fi xed to an extension block to accom-
modate for the balance spring, nice steel pinned cock 
for the alarm hammer; verge-type alarm with two-
wheel brass train and contrate wheel on the going bar-
rel, count wheel with Arabic hours on the back plate; 
striking hammer lifted by pins mounted on the fusee 
wheel; hour wheel driven from a pinion mounted un-
derneath the fusee wheel via a small contrate wheel 
fi xed to an arbor having a pinion on the other side 
meshing with the hour wheel.

Condition 
Case: very good; the case, for its age, is in very good 
condition; there is an expected wear to the gilt but 
rather small, all is tight, the dome with missing part of 
the decoration over the vase 
Dial: very good 
Hand: very good
Movement: very good, expected wear to the gilt, 
balance upgraded with a balance spring, some parts 
repaired, generally much better than most we have 
seen of this type 

Estimate 
EUR 70.000 - 90.000

Maker’s mark



Charles IX (1550-1574) was the second son of Henry II and Cath-
erine de’ Medici. He became king in 1560 following the death 
of his elder brother, Francis II. Because Charles was only ten 

years old when he took the throne, his mother, Catherine de’ Medici, 
was appointed regent and remained a powerful force throughout her 
son’s reign. This was a turbulent time for France, marked by a con-
tinuous struggle between Protestants and Catholics. 

The royal family were Catholic and were allied with Catholic Spain, 
where Charles’ sister was Queen, but they also had close ties to Prot-
estants. Gaspard de Coligny, the political leader of the Huguenots 
(the French Protestants), arrived at the court at Blois in 1571 and 
quickly won the affections of the young king, who called him “mon 
père” (my father) and appointed him as Admiral of France. Coligny 
encouraged the king to join with the Netherlands in a war against 
Spain, and posed a serious threat to Catherine de’ Medici’s power. 
Tensions grew rapidly worse in August of 1572, until finally Catherine 
and her councilors convinced Charles to order the assassination of 
Coligny and other Huguenots. Coligny was slain first, on August 22, 
1572. For three days, the king’s French and Swiss Guards and ordinary 
Catholic citizens hunted down and killed thousands of Protestants in 
a slaughter known as the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre. Estimates 
of the death toll range between 5,000 and 30,000 Huguenots.

Charles IX was driven insane by his complicity in the massacre. At 
times he gloated about his actions; at other times, he was crippled 
by his guilt, unable to sleep, hearing the screams of his victims in 
his head. He turned against his mother, who accused him of insanity. 
Charles grew increasingly frail, developed severe tuberculosis, and 
died in May of 1574, begging God to forgive him for the murders. 

The Order of the Golden Fleece was created in 1430 by Duke Philip 
III of Burgundy to honor his marriage to Portugal’s princess Isabel 
of Aviz. The sovereignty of the Order passed to the kings of Spain 
when Burgundy was absorbed by the Habsburgs, but membership 
in the Order has remained international. Modern-day Knights of the 
Order include Emperor Akihito of Japan, Queen Elizabeth II of the 
United Kingdom, King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, and King Juan Carlos 
of Spain, the Sovereign of the Order.

Side panel with engraving

Side panel with engraving

Etienne Delaune

Etienne Delaune

Charles IX, circa 1565, 
by Francois Clouet



View of front with movement

View of movement with going train fusée View of movement with striking fuséeKing’s Coat of Arm

Side panel 
with engraving

Etienne Delaune



The decoration on the case tells, perhaps, the story 
of the clock’s owner, who on one panel is leaving his 
castle in full armor for a battle, on the next he turns 

around for a fi nal farewell, and on the third panel he heads to 
his destination while a dove catches up with him to bring him 
an olive branch in its beak, which symbolizes a good news.

The construction of the clock is of an early type in which the 
panels are fi xed, except for one which is hinged like a door, 
allowing a glimpse of the movement. The mounting of the 
fusee stop levers is also of an early type, as are a number 
of other details. The coat of arms appears to be that of the 
Arch-Marshal of the Holy Roman Empire.

Dimensions
Height 20 cm (with fi nial), base 9.5 x 9.5 cm, body 6.5 x 
6.5 cm. 

Functions
Hour striking, hours, striking indication dial.

Case
Rectangular, gilt copper, braided corner columns, front en-
graved with brick wall, trefoil and lion’s head design, sides 
with image of knight on armored horse looking with sad-
ness towards distant castle, fi nial and four draping leaves 
on top of bell, splayed base decorated with wild strawberry 
pattern.

Dial
Gilt copper with applied silvered ring with Roman hours 
and half-hour dot markers, raised outer ring, opposite side 
with striking dial engraved directly on the plate with Arabic 
hours with Zs for the 2s, center engraved with a forget-me-
not fl ower.

Hand
Blued steel arrow.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, all steel except (now) con-
trate and escape wheels, square (in cross-section) posts, 
fusee and gut on both trains, verge escapement now with 
short pendulum.

Germany, probably made for an Arch-
Marshal of the Holy Roman Empire, circa 
1560-70

Important and extremely rare gilt copper tower-
form table clock striking hours, with single hand 
steel movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dial: good, later 
Hand: good, later
Movement: very good, escapement upgraded to pen-
dulum, striking release wheel possibly later

Estimate 
EUR 3.000 - 5.000

LOT 37

View of right side of movement

Engraving on a side panel



LOT 38 HR/ZH, Germany, last quarter of 1500s

Important and extremely rare gilt bronze 
tower-form table clock striking hours, with 
alarm and single hand steel movement.

The winged globe, found on the fi nial, was a symbol of 
immortality, originating in ancient Egypt; it was also 
a Rosicrucian symbol representing the “perfect Soul” 

or even the Supreme Soul returning to the heavens after its 
time on earth.

Signed
Engraved on the alarm post.

Dimensions
Height 27 cm (with fi nial), base 12 x 12 cm, body 7.5 x 7.5 cm. 

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass; dome spire surmounted by child 
dancing on a winged globe after Dominicus Campagno-
la; balustrade at top running between obelisk fi nials, bell 
housed in fl attened onion dome decoratively pierced for 
sound, sliding side panels with arched glazing and with at-
tached square corner columns; stepped base.

Dial
Applied silvered ring with Roman hours; inner silvered 
alarm disk with Arabic hours with German Zs for the 2s; 
outermost raised gilt ring with night touch knobs; back with 
silvered striking disk and Roman hours, center engraved 
with wind rose, outermost raised gilt ring with night touch 
knobs.

Hand
Blued steel spade.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (11 x 6.4 x 6.5 cm), square 
steel corner posts, all parts steel except the barrels and fu-
see cones, fusee and guts on both trains, verge escapement 
with two-arm steel balance, verge-type alarm mechanism 
with open spring and one wheel set in the going train tier, 
minute wheel set on the extension of the fusee.

Condition 
Case: very good, the fi nial has been repaired
Dials: good, one possibly later
Hands: very good,, possibily later, re-blued
Movement: very good, lacks hog’s bristle lever
 
Estimate 
EUR 12.000 - 16.000

View of striking dialDancing Children, by Dominicus Campagnola



View of right side of movement with Maker’s mark on alarm post

View of the two sides



LOT 39 Signed “I. E/W”, 
probably Johan Eichstedt, 
Gdansk (Danzig), circa 1680

An exceptional, magnifi cent, gilt brass and 
silver astronomical Grande Sonnerie hori-
zontal table clock with three striking trains, 
annual perpetual calendar, Zodiac, phases 
of the moon and its age, the position of the 
sun and moon in the Zodiac, indications for 
the lengths of day and night, sunset and 
sunrise, and diagram of planetary aspects.

This type of horizontal clock is the most complicated 
model ever made. There are notable, more compli-
cated exceptions, sometimes with dials also on the 

sides, but they were made mostly for special orders. This 
model was made in southern Germany, starting at the 
end of the 16th century, and became especially popular in 
Gdansk (Danzig), usually in hexagonal cases. We believe 
that most of them were masterpieces.

This clock displays Danzig features, such as a very charac-
teristic hand with semi-spherical decorated hub, shapes of 
the hammers, numeric 2s (although Zs are known in Danzig 
clocks, the majority were numeric). There are seven Dan-
zig clocks with exactly the same indications known, one by 
Eichstedt, now in a private collection. 

The clock features an aspect diagram – the small disk in the 
center of the dial. It was used by astrologers to determine if 
the relative positions of different planets (including the Sun 
and the Moon) were favorable. It has been believed for mil-
lennia that the planet confi gurations play a role in the affairs 
of people on Earth. 

Aspect is measured by the angle along the ecliptic. The most 
powerful aspect is Conjunction (a circle with a short bar to 
the upper right), then Opposition (two circles connected by 
a short bar), Trine (triangle) responsible for harmony, Sex-
tile (a star), and Square. It is an elaborate theory according 
to which couples planned when to conceive a child, kings 
decided when to have a battle, etc.

Signed
Engraved on the back plate.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded 
Dial: very good
Hand: very good
Movement: very good
 
Estimate 
EUR 30.000 - 40.000

Detail of the HandView of the right side

View of the left side



Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII secolo, 
Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. N° 
114.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, pages 424-425.

Maker’s Biography
Johan Eichstedt, sometimes Eichstädt, Eichstett, or Eysted 
(ca. 1630-ca. 1700), was born in Elblag, south of Gdansk. 
Both cities are located on the Wisła river. Johan was a son 
of a well established Elblag clockmaker, Hans Eichstead. 
He came to Gdansk around 1665 and became a resident in 
1666. He quickly gained an excellent reputation, which led 
to his being put in charge of the tower clock of St. John’s 
Church between 1671 and 1677, and in charge of the City 
Hall carillon clock from 1678 to 1679. He worked for the 
royal household, in the 1680s restoring a Copernican orrery 
in the Royal library. There are about ten known clocks by 
Eichstead, all of high quality.

Dimensions
Height 9 cm, width 15 cm, depth 15 cm   

Functions
Grande Sonnerie striking (striking hours after each quarter), 
hour striking, phases of the moon, moon date, aspect, an-
nual calendar, days, months, Zodiac, Zodiac date, 24-hour 
dial, solstice and equinox, hours, minutes.

Case
Square gilt brass, two-part, sides with raised arabesque pat-
tern and framed, glazed oval windows; hinged silver base 
housing three bells; on silver paw feet.

Views of all four sides of the movement 
each with decorated striking gate



Dial
From inside going outside:
1.   Aspect disk in gilt brass with brass hour pointer, 
 fixed on 60-tooth hour wheel;

2.  Phases of the moon gilt brass disk partially under the  
 as pect’s with moon’s age scale protruding over; 
 rotates along with the aspect but 1/60 of a revolution  
 slower; mounted on a 59-tooth wheel driven by the  
 same minute wheel pinion; 

3. Gilt brass hour scale with Roman numerals, the outside  
 with six pointers indicating different values 
 on the next ring:

4. Silver revolving ring with the scales described below,  
 driven from the minute wheel via an intermediate wheel  
 and double worm gear; from inside going to the outside:

 a. Quarter hour track for the next ring:
     b. Time of the sunrise and sunset (ortus Solis and occa 
  sus Solis), in Roman numerals from IIII to VIII.
 c. Quarter hour track for the next ring:
 d. Lengths of days and nights (quantitas diei and 
  quantitas noctis) in Roman numerals 
  from VIII to XVI
     e.  Thin empty divider disk
     f.    Zodiac names and their symbols
     g.   Zodiac Arabic scale divided by 30s for the next ring: 
     h.   Zodiac 360° track
     i.    Names of months
     j.   Thin empty divider disk
     k.   Arabic date and number of days in given month
     l.    365-day annual divisions

5. Gilt brass minute track

6. Five-minute Arabic scale along with Roman quarters

Hand
Gilt brass elaborate pointer for the hours, blued steel index 
for minutes with decorated hub.

Movement
Square (13 x 13 cm), gilt brass full plate, blued steel square 
pillars, fusee and chain for the going train, fixed barrels 
for the three striking trains, verge escapement, three-arm 
steel balance with 1½-coil copper hairspring, Tompion-type 
regulator, symmetrical gilt brass cock pierced and engraved 
with foliate pattern and exotic bird with asymmetrical foot, 
movement with applied decorative plates serving also 
as case mounting pieces, pierced and engraved with wild 
strawberry motifs, count wheel on the back plate with blued 
steel hour hand, quarter check dial also on the back plate 
with German Zs for the 2s, large blued steel Grande Sonnerie 
count wheel, worm-gear and wheel set-up with calibrated 
gilt plate, minute wheel set on the extension of the fusee.

Final link to planetary indication transmission

View under the dial

View of back plate



LOT 40 HK, Germany, last quarter of 1500s

Exceptionally rare gilt bronze tower-form 
table clock striking hours, with alarm and a 
single hand direct-driven steel movement.

Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria (1589–1631) 
chose this type of clock to accompany her in an of-
fi cial portrait by Giusto Sustaermans, circa 1625.

Direct driven movements from this period are very rare, this 
clock is one of only two like that in the collection.

Signed
Maker’s punch mark HK within a shield on the alarm brack-
et plate.

Dimensions
Height 20 cm, base 11.4 x 11.4 cm, body 7 x 7 cm.   

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Rectangular gilt bronze, fi nials at corners securing gilt brass 
straps with mid-point moldings curving over bell from 
central large fi nial, plain sliding side panels with attached 
square corner columns, fl at base.

Dial
Gilt brass, outer Roman hours with half-hour star mark-
ers and outermost night touch knobs, inner rotating alarm 
disk with outer night touch knobs, and Arabic hours with 
German Zs for the 2s, striking dial on the back with Arabic 
hours and German Zs for the 2s.

Hand
Blued steel ranseur.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (11 x 5.8 x 5.8 cm), square 
steel corner posts, all parts steel except the barrels which 
are of bronze, fi xed barrel on both trains, verge escapement 
with two-arm steel balance, verge-type alarm mechanism 
with open spring and one wheel set in the going train tier.

Condition 
Case: very good 
Dial: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good
 
Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Archduchess 
Maria Magdalena  
(and detail) , circa 1625, 
by Giusto Sustaermans View of striking dial

Maker’s mark Maker’s mark



View of left side of movement with Maker’s mark on alarm bracket plate View of right side of movement



Carillon clocks are generally rare, and those from the 
Renaissance are extremely rare. The only other table 
carillon clock we know of from the 16th and 17th cen-

turies is an automaton carillon clock from the Textor Col-
lection (Bamberg). The present clock has two bells in the 
cupola and two hammers in addition to a large bell placed 
in the base.

The same type of clock was chosen to represent attributes 
of vanity in a painting by Antonio de Pereda, Allegory of 
Vanity, from about 1640 (now at the Kunstmuseum in Vi-
enna). 

The side panels are designed as a Renaissance Gateway; for 
comparison, we show the Gateway to the Abattoir, which 
was built in Nuremburg in 1571 and has been described as 
“perfectly Renaissance in style” (see Lot 45).

Dimensions
Height 42 cm (with fi nial), base 21 x 21 cm, body 10 x 10 
cm. 

Functions
Carillon striking, hour and quarter striking, alarm, hours, 
quarters.

Case
Rectangular gilt brass, bells housed in four-story, octagonal, 
colonnaded tower with small fi nials at each corner, squat 
fi nial in center of third story above bell; the fourth story con-
sists of engraved obelisk fi nial; ornamented balustrade with 
fi nials on bases in corners and small fi nials at balustrade 
midpoints; sliding sides with attached Tuscan columns, 
with arched glazed windows in the style of Renaissance 
gateway, overall chiseled curling tendril pattern, on ornate 
square bases, ogee base embossed with curling tendril pat-
tern and banded border, four legged bun feet.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours and half-hour markers 
with quarter-hour track, inner revolving alarm gilt disk with 
Arabic hours with Zs for the 2s, below minute silver disk 
with Roman quarter marks. Reverse with hour and quarter 
striking dials with Arabic numerals and Zs for 2s.

Hand
Gilt brass.

Southern Germany, circa 1600

Important and extremely rare, gilt copper 
elaborate tower-form carillon table clock 
striking hours and quarters, with alarm, 
and early minute indications.

LOT 41

Condition 
Case: very good, two small fi nials possibly later
Dials: very good 
Hands: very good
Movement: very good

Estimate EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post brass cage (12 x 8 x 8 cm), 
square brass corner posts, fusee and gut on the going 
train, fi xed barrels for the striking trains, verge escape-
ment with two-arm balance and hog’s bristle regulator 
with the arm protruding to the left side panel, verge-
type alarm mechanism set in the going train tier.

Musical notes for 
the quarter striking carillon

Allegory of Vanity (detail), circa 1640, 
by Antonio de Pereda, Kunstmuseum, Vienna

View of left side of movement

View of the front View of the striking dials on the back



The automaton is in the style of monuments and paint-
ings portraying victorious fi eld marshals on horses, 
holding their command batons in their right hand. 

We are including one example of contemporary paintings 
to illustrate the analogy.

The marshal moves his head from side to side as if to in-
spect his troops on both sides of the fi ghting fi eld. He does 
this every hour while the clock is striking.

This is one of only two European horseman rider automata 
known to exist from this time period, although, from archi-
val sources, we know that at least two others used to exist:
1.   In Spitzer Collection, current whereabouts known
2.    Bayerisches Nationalmuseum either had or was offered   
 one, only a photograph has survived
3.  One used to be in the Palais des Ungarischen 
 Ministers in Vienna, circa 1900

There are also three Turkish Pasha riders known to exist:
1.     Kremlin Museum
2.    Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
3.    Dresden Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon

The Pasha Riders were destined for the Ottoman Empire. 
The custom started in 1548 with the annual “Tribute to the 
Sublime Gate” by the Holy Roman Emperor to avoid Turkish 
invasion. The tribute was in the form of gold, money and 
luxury goods, including clocks and automata, which be-
came one of the favorites of the rich Ottoman customers, 
with whom many of them ended up.

There is an interesting detail to the clock, relatively rare, that 
goes along with the knight’s armor: the base cover is made of 
steel and decorated in the same manner as the 16th century 
high quality armor pieces, especially shields, with inhabited 
foliage, often including grotesques, using the etching tech-
nique.

Field Marshal on a Horse
Nikolaus Schmidt the elder, Augsburg, 
circa 1590

Important, one of only two known to exist, 
Field Marshal on a Horse automaton fi gure clock 
in gilt copper and bronze, striking hours, with 
single hand, formerly in The Time Museum.

LOT 42 Signed
Punched with maker’s mark “NS” within a shield on 
the back plate.

Provenance
The Time Museum, Inventory no. 557.

Exhibited
1. Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, April 15 to 
September 30, 1980.
2. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, Novem-
ber 7, 1980 to February 15, 1981.
3. L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al 
XVIII secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – Novem-
ber 6, 2005, Cat. N° 125.

Published in
1. Maurice, Klaus & Otto Mayr, eds., The Clockwork 
Universe, German Clocks and Automata, 1550-1650, 
Washington, DC, 1980, fi g. 73. 
2. Maurice, Klaus & Otto Mayr, eds., Die Welt Als Uhr, 
Deutsche Uhren und Automaten, 1550-1650, Bayerisch-
es Nationalmuseum, 1980, fi g. 73. 
3. La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 435

Maker’s Biography 
Nikolaus Schmidt the elder was born around 1550 at 
Wiltz in Luxembourg, and later moved to Augsburg 
where he became a master on March 3, 1576, having 
married Katharina, a daughter of an established Augs-
burg’s clockmaker Hans Fronmüller, on February 12 of 
that year. She died three years later. Schmidt remar-
ried to Susanne Gloninger, with whom he had three 
sons, all clockmakers: 
1.   Georg (1580-1630), became a master in 1608 and, 
interestingly, the same year, married the widow of 
his father’s fi rst brother-in-law, Hans Fronmiller, the 
younger;
2.   Nikolaus the younger (ab. 1582 - ab. 1637) became 
a master on May 17, 1620. His son, Hans Ulrich (ab. 
1622 - ab. 1680) continued the family tradition. He be-
came a master clockmaker in 1648;
3.   Carl (ab. 1586-ab. 1635) became a master in 1614, 
six years before his older brother.
In 1586 a Nikolaus Smith became foreman of the 
Augsburg Smiths’ Guild. He died circa 1625. 

Clocks made by Nikolaus Schmidt the elder include an 
elephant automaton clock, on loan to the Bayerisches 
Nationalmuseum, Munich; a table clock in the Histo-
risches Museum, Basel; an octagonal table clock in the 
Beyer Clock & Watch Museum, Zurich; a tower-form 
table clock in the Philadelphia Museum of Art; and a 
table clock and a Madonna and Child fi gure clock in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. 

Clocks made by Nikolaus the younger include a Cru-
cifi x clock at the Musée d’horlogerie, Le Locle; a mon-
strance clock in the Musée National de la Renaissance, 
Chateau d’Ecouen; an automaton skull and crossbones 
table clock, in a private collection; and a ring watch in 
the Schlossmuseum, Gotha.



King Philip II of Spain, 1628, by Rubens (Prado Museum)



Dimensions
Height 27.9 cm, width 19 cm, depth 16 cm (base).  

Functions
Head movement, hour striking, hours.

Case
A field marshal wearing a hat, cape and ruff, holding a baton 
(missing) in his right hand riding a horse, on an oval pedes-
tal chased and engraved with grotesque inhabited foliage, 
sides with arabesque pattern, oval base with steel cover 
etched with stylized inhabited foliage, including buildings 
and a large snail; bun feet attached to the cover, ogee skirt.

Dial
In front of the right rear horse leg, Roman hours with half 
hour markers; in front of the left rear leg, striking checking 
dial protruding over the count wheel with Arabic hours and 
no Z; striking correction pin-hole at 9 on the striking check-
ing dial.

Hand
Steel fleur-de-lis.

Movement
Oval (12.3 x 9.3 cm), brass full plate, round steel pillars, 
fusee and chain on both trains, pinned barrel covers, four-
wheel going train, verge escapement, now with three-arm 
brass balance, steel balance spring and brass cock, side-
ways rider’s head movement via a lever fitted to the other 
side of the hammer arbor which pushes a spring-loaded le-
ver fixed to the rod going up to the head, count wheel on the 
top plate with an arbor extending over to the case.

Condition 
Case: very good, missing baton
Dials: very good 
Hands: very good, possibly later
Movement: very good, now with balance spring

Estimate 
EUR 80.000 - 120.000

View of the movement in the base

Steel base cover plate etched in the manner of Reinassance armor

Detail of the field marshal head

Detail of the head of the field marshal horse



There is only one other Rampant Lion Automaton 
Clock by Casbar Pfaff known, now the pride of the 
Maximilian Museum, Augsburg. The beast moves its 

eyes to and fro, and when the hour strikes it snaps its jaws.

The fascination with artifi cial life goes back to antiquity. 
Homer, in the 8th century BC, mentioned mechanically 
driven creatures. His story of Icarus fl ying with artifi cial 
wings has survived to the present day. The advancement 
of mechanics, in particular of the mechanical clock during 
the Renaissance, brought the creativity in simulating life to 
a new level. 

Beginning in 1548, automata gained a new group of wealthy 
admirers from the Ottoman Empire. This was the fi rst year 
of the annual “Tribute to the Sublime Gate” by the Holy Ro-
man Emperor to avoid Turkish invasion. The tribute was 
given in the form of gold, money and luxury goods, includ-
ing clocks and automata, which became one of the favorites 
of the rich Ottoman customers, with whom many of them 
ended up.

The Germans were masters of the art of automata. Peter 
Ramus (1515-1572) wrote a poetical story about a fl ying 
wooden eagle and an iron fl y constructed in the laboratories 
of Nuremberg by the famous mathematician Regiomonta-
nus to greet the Emperor. 

The automated dogs, doves, lions, and horse riders in this 
collection are built in the same spirit, to impress emperors, 
princes and a few wealthy elite. They are the beginnings of 
modern mechanization, the fi rst steps on our way to creat-
ing a perfect robot. They are very rare, with no more than 
perhaps a hundred of them still in existence, mostly in mu-
seums.

The concept of a mechanical lion fascinated men from the 
very early days of history. Leonardo da Vinci was the fi rst to 
build a lion automaton. After him a few others tried to do 
so, even fewer succeeded.

Rampant Lion
Casbar Pfaff, Augsburg, circa 1630

Magnifi cent and important Rampant Lion au-
tomaton table clock striking hours and quarters, 
with single hand gilt brass movement.

Rampant Lion automata are extremely rare. Only ten 
are known:
1.   Nikolaus Schmidt in New York private collection
2.  Christoph Müller in New York, private collection
3.  Michael  Kraz in Yves Saint Laurent Collection  
     (sold for 133,000 Euros in February 2009 by 
     Christie’s Paris)
4.  Johann Ott Halaicher in Badiskhes 
      Landesmuseum, Karlsruhe
5.   Caspar Pfaff in Maximilian Museum, Augsburg
6.   Caspar Pfaff (this one)
7.   Unsigned in Munich private collection, illustrated  
      by Klaus Maurice
8.   Unsigned in Flagg Collection, Milwaukee
9.   Unsigned, Christie’s London June 1996, Lot 274A
10. Cologne, private collection

Signed
Under the dial.

Provenance
Christie’s London, 12 June 1996, lot 274.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 
2005, Cat. N° 122.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 432

Maker’s Biography 
Caspar (also Kaspar, Gaspar or Casbar, as on this 
clock) Pfaff (ab 1564 – after 1635) was an Augsburg 
clockmaker who became an independent master on 
December 5, 1599. Abeler lists two lion automata by 
Pfaff at auctions, a Turkish Automaton Figure clock in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, a Cru-
cifi x clock also at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
table clocks in the Bayerisches National Museum and 
a private collection in Milwaukee, and watches hung 
around the neck at the Staatliche Museum in Kassel 
and the Kestner Museum in Hannover.

LOT 43



Dimensions
Height 34 cm, width 34 cm, depth 15.5 cm (base). 

Functions
Eye and mouth movement, hour striking, quarter strik-
ing, hours.

Case
Automaton lion wearing crown, standing on rear paws 
on gilt brass tile pattern floor, holding scepter in front 
right paw and touching vertical clock dial with front left 
paw, red highlighting ears, nostrils and mouth, white 
and black eyes; on oblong octagon dark wood base, with 
glazed panels on each side in gilt frames, and eight gilt 
brass bun feet.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours and half-hour 
markers, inner quarter hour track, setting dial in front of 
the left foot with Roman quarter divisions.

Movement
Rectangular with canted corners (17.5 x 10 cm), brass 
full plate, round steel pillars, four-wheel going train, 
verge escapement, three-arm steel balance, no hog’s 
bristle, S-shaped gilt brass cock, four steel square pil-
lars, fusee and gut for the four-wheel going train, fixed 
barrel for the count wheel striking (five-wheel) with 
correcting lever in the base, verge escapement, count 
wheel on the back plate without numerals, striking cor-
rection pin-hole to the front right of the lion’s right foot, 
eyes move via rod with flexible lever fitted between two 
pins set on the balance, mouth moves via cord from a 
lever set on the other side of the hammer arbor. 

Condition 
Case: very good, lion’s crown repaired
Dial: very good, possibly lacking a decorative plate 
from the center 
Hands: very good
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 40.000 - 60.000

View of the movement in the base



View of the back faces

200

This type of clock developed in response to the Augs-
burg masterpiece requirements. They were the most 
complicated clocks of the period, outside of a small 

group of clocks made for special order or purpose. Not all 
of them were masterpieces, some were made by already 
established masters, such as Metzger, whose very similar 
clock is now in the Beyer Museum in Zurich, but they were 
all exceptional.

In Augsburg, the main center of clock making at the time, 
the right to sell clocks prior to 1578 was granted exclusively 
to clockmakers. In 1578 it changed, and since then we some-
times see very complicated clocks punched only with the 
Augsburg town mark and, sometimes, not even that. These 
clocks were ordered by the new group that was granted 
the right to sell them. Although the rules were complicated 
with different restrictions, the exclusive right of clockmak-
ers to trade clocks was taken away from them. Sometimes 
complete clocks were ordered from them, sometimes just 
movements to be cased and sold by, for instance, a gold-
smith. They were often ordered from the best Augsburg 
makers and often sold by the best Augsburg goldsmiths. 

This clock is clearly either one of those clocks or a master-
piece.

Southern Germany, circa 1570

Important and extremely rare gilt brass compli-
cated astronomical revolving table clock with 
steel movement and dials on each side featur-
ing:
1. Perpetual annual calendar
2. Days of the month with their appropriate  
 Saints
3. Days of the week with governing planets
4. Signs of the Zodiac
5. Position of the sun in the Zodiac
6. Lengths of day and night
7. Latitude adjustment
8. Phases and age of the moon
9. Diagram of planetary aspects
10. Dominical letters for years 1568-1595
11. Alarm
12. Early minute hand
13. Striking hours and quarters
14. 12-hour or 24-hour striking modes
15. Regulating dial

As far as the complicated clocks of the time go, this 
was the most complicated model offered. The few 
more complicated that exist were made for a special 
order, and usually outside of the guild. 

The few clocks of this type that still exist today are 
similar in construction and in appearance. The move-
ment is based on a triple-tier vertical cage, usually 
of crosswise design (the center tier housing the go-
ing train is perpendicular to the striking trains); they 
were made usually of gilt brass, but steel ones are also 
known. The complications usually ran directly from 
the motion train, however, as in this clock, one can see 
sometimes the transferring of the motion from one 
side of the movement to the other. For large transmis-
sions, endless gears were employed. 

The lengths of days and nights mechanism was solved 
by transmitting the motion of the position of the sun 
via a single off-center pin moving a lever to and fro 
which moves the day and the night disks. Sometimes 
this movement was via two gears and a tilted lever (as 
in this clock), sometimes via two pins. The problem 
with latitude adjustment was elegantly and simply 
solved by making the off-center pin, mentioned above, 
adjustable via hand calibration, usually with latitude 
hours (the same as longitude but up and down).

They were always equipped with 12-hour and 24-
hour striking modes. This was done by placing the 
two count wheels against each other and making the 
spring-loaded locking lever sliding vertically if pushed 
by a lifting cam fi tted with the selection hand. 

The annual calendar was made in parts: sometimes 
six sets of two months, sometimes four sets of three 
months, and sometimes two sets of six months (as 
in this clock). In the fi rst two sets the clock was sold 
with three and two rings, respectively, engraved on 
both sides; in the case of the six-month rings, just one 
ring was engraved on both sides.

The alarm mechanism was incorporated in the move-
ment, although, as in this case, sometimes it was 
moved inside the dome, same as in the monstrance-
form clocks.

Noteworthy, and clearly distinguishing this clock from 
the others of its small class, is the mechanism allow-
ing the body of the clock to revolve over the base. In 
most of them, in order to look at the dial on the other 
side, one had to either walk over to the other side or 
turn the entire clock around.

LOT 44



View of the movement with planetary indication motion transmission View of the movement with length of days and nights and the latitude



Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 104.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 414.

References
Klaus Maurice, Die Deutsche Räderuhr, Munich, 1976.

Dimensions
Height 50 cm (with fi nial), base 31 x 24 cm, body 19 x 12 
cm. 

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, quarter striking, phases of the moon, 
age of the moon, Zodiac, position of the sun in the Zodiac, 
diagram of the planetary aspects, annual perpetual cal-
endar, latitude adjustment, dominical letters, name days, 
length of day and night, hours, minutes.

Case
Gilt brass, all engravings are under the gilding; bells housed 
in two-story dome engraved with fl owers and storks, top-
most obelisk fi nial standing on colonnaded base, balustrade 
with obelisk fi nials around upper story of dome and a larger 
version of the same around lower story of dome, base of 
dome with pierced colonnade for sound; attached square 
Corinthian columns engraved with vine pattern; sliding side 
panels with young nude male fi gure holding branches on the 
quarter striking side and a child holding a skull on the hour 
striking side, fruits, and fl owers; stepped base engraved 
with fl owers; on a dark wood base with bun feet. The body 
revolves around the base. 

Dial Front
Center dial with Roman hours I to XII repeated twice, inner 
Arabic 24-hour scale with Zs for the 2s, outer minute track 
with Arabic 1 to 60; inner silver length of days segment and 
silvered blue steel segment with lengths of nights with Ara-
bic 24-hour scale (attached to the night ring), center with 
the silver cover plate engraved with fl oral design.
 
Below to the left, silver alarm dial with Roman hours and 
inner Arabic 13 to 24 (this dial indicates the time) and inner 
revolving silver setting disk with Arabic hours. 

Below to the right, silver and champlevé enamel Zodiac signs 
with inner revolving silver disk with a pointer indicating the 
position of the sun in the Zodiac. This disk is engraved with 
Arabic scale 12 to 20 indicating the latitude of the clock’s 
location. The scale is in the hours (same as longitude but 
vertical). The second half is engraved “Der Dagleng Stun-
den” (in modern German: “Der Tag Lang Stunden,” the 
length of the day in hours). The latitude is set by a hand set 
in the center.

Dial Reverse
The central annual silver ring shows (from outside going in-
side) the date in Arabic, dominical letter of each day, names 
of corresponding saints. It is in two parts, with six months 
engraved on one side, the other six engraved on the reverse, 
with the dial needing to be changed every six months. The 
center with Phases of the moon and its age and diagram of 

planetary aspects. 
The top left, silver regulating dial calibrated from 1 to 
8. Top right, silver striking mode dial for 12-hour or 
24-hour striking. Lower left, silver dial for Dominical 
letters for 1568-1595. Lower right, Golden Numbers 
silver dial. 

Hand
Steel ranseur.

Movement
Rectangular, three-tier steel cage with crosswise ar-
rangement, all steel except barrels and fusee cones 
which are of brass, four square (in cross-section) 
posts, each train between rectangular plates, fusee and 
chain on all three trains, center tier for the going train, 
verge escapement now with short pendulum, count-
wheel striking with two concentric count wheels with 
locking lever shifting from one to the other via rack 
controlled by a 12/24 striking mode hand. 

Dominical letters driven from the other side through 
the same shaft that drives the position of the sun in 
the Zodiac, the moon, on the same side, driven also 
from the other side via large wheel going to the alarm 
(alarm wheel, then small intermediate, then large 
wheel), lengths of the days and nights work in such a 
way that the night and day sectors are mounted each 
on their own disk with a slot in the center, the rectan-
gular rack bracket is tilted so one wheel runs under 
one arm and the other wheel over the second arm; the 
bracket is driven by a wheel concentric to the sun po-
sition hand with off-center pin, the further the pin is 
from the center, the higher the latitude; the wheel is 
pivoted in the dial (like later fl ying tourbillions) and 
is held by a pin securing the hand which shows the 
latitudes, a small alarm mechanism with open spring 
is set separately between the bells under the dome 
behind the gallery, alarm lever between the baluster 
on the hour dial side between 10 and 11.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dials: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good,
escapement upgraded 
to pendulum
 
Estimate 
EUR 150.000 - 250.000

View of quarter striking dial
204204

View of the front faces



LOT 45 Germany, circa 1600

Important ebonized wood and gilt bronze 
tower-form table clock striking hours, with 
alarm and a single hand steel movement.

The side panels are designed as a Renaissance Gate-
way; for comparison we show the Gateway to the 
Abattoir, which was built in Nuremburg in 1571 and 

has been described as “perfectly Renaissance in style.” 

Dimensions
Height 24 cm, base 17 x 17 cm, body 9.3 x 9.3 cm. 

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours.

Case
Rectangular, gilt bronze cupola with fl at colonnaded side 
and obelisk fi nial on a fl at gilt bronze top with corner fi nials; 
ebonized wood with fl uted Tuscan corner columns and gilt 
inset panels with engraved foliate pattern; scrolling orna-
ment gilt feet.

Dial
Applied silvered ring with Roman hours and half-hour mark-
ers, inner quarter hour track and 24-hour Arabic scale with 
Zs for 2s, innermost revolving gilt alarm disk, striking cor-
rection pin-hole between VIII and IX; back with champlevé 
silver striking dial with Arabic hours, and foliate pattern.

Hand
Brass winged. 

Movement 
Two-tier vertical steel cage (11 x 7 x 7 cm), square posts, all 
steel except barrels, fusee cones, alarm bracket and (now) 
contrate and escape wheels; fusee and gut on going and 
striking trains, verge escapement now with short pendulum, 
two-wheel verge-type alarm train with steel fi xed barrel, set 
in the going train tier, hour wheel driven from 16-leaf pinion 
set on the extension of the fusee arbor. 

Condition 
Case: very good, some repairs
Dials: very good
Hands: good, later
Movement: very good, escapement at one point was 
upgraded to pendulum, some repairs
 
Estimate 
EUR 10.000 - 15.000

Gateway to the Abattoir, Nuremburg, 1571 

View of left side of movement

View of the striking dial View of the front



LOT 46 Germany, last quarter of the 1500s

Important and extremely rare gilt bronze 
tower-form table clock striking hours, with 
alarm and a single hand steel movement.

Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria (1589–1631) 
chose this type of clock to accompany her in an of-
fi cial portrait by Giusto Sustaermans, circa 1625.

The case depicts Judith with the head of Holofernes. The 
Book of Judith tells the story of a wealthy widow whose city 
was under siege by the Assyrian general Holofernes. Judith 
entered the enemy camp, won the trust of Holofernes, wait-
ed until he passed out from drinking too much wine, and be-
headed him with his own sword. With the help of her maid, 
she returned home in triumph with the head of Holofernes, 
and the invading army left the next day.

Dimensions
Height 19 cm, base 9 x 9 cm, body 5.8 x 5.8 cm.    

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Rectangular, gilt bronze, side panels engraved with Judith 
with the head of Holofernes, and Justice carrying her sword 
and scales, detachable side panels fi xed with square cor-
ner columns with overall leafy patterning; bell surmounted 
by fi nial with four draping leaves and four gilt brass straps 
terminating in small coils at case corners with its base with 
bayonet mounting; small base with acanthus ornamenta-
tion, underside with engraved coat of arms; four fl attened 
bun feet.

Dial
Gilt bronze with applied gilt ring with Roman hours and half-
hour markers, outer night touch knobs, inner gilt bronze 
revolving alarm disk with Arabic hours with Zs for the 2s, 
center foliate engraving, winding aperture at 5:30; striking 
dial on back with Arabic hours with German Zs for 2s, strik-
ing correction pin-hole at 11, outermost night touch knobs, 
winding aperture below dial at 5; circular medallions below 
each dial with fi gures matching those on case sides.

Hand
Blued steel arrow.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, all steel except barrel walls 
and fusee cones, square (in cross-section) posts, fusee and 
gut on both trains, verge escapement, two-arm steel bal-
ance with hog’s bristle regulator with its lever protruding 
to the right, two-wheel verge-type alarm with open spring 
set in the going train tier, top of the alarm hammer loosely 
in the dome base, hour wheel driven by three-pin lantern 
pinion fi led from the extension of the fusee arbor.

Condition 
Case: very good 
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, , possibily later
Movement: very good, small repairs to the alarm lever
 
Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

View of left side of movement 

Archduchess Maria Magdalena
 (and detail), circa 1625, by Giusto Sustaermans

View of the right side View of the front View of the striking dial



LOT 47 Christoff Müller, Augsburg 
(Augusta), circa 1660

Very rare gilt brass horizontal, hexagonal 
table clock striking hours, with single hand.

This type of a clock was chosen by Danzig’s Mayor, Con-
stantin Freder, as an accessory for his offi cial portrait.

Signed
On back plate.

Maker’s Biography
Christoff Müller (circa 1620-after 1651) was an Augsburg 
clockmaker who became an independent Master on No-
vember 8, 1643 and married that same year. Abeler lists a 
variety of table clocks made by Müller that have appeared 
at auction, including astronomical and Turkish, and a lion 
automaton clock at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Mül-
ler is believed to have worked as late as 1680.

Dimensions
Height 9 cm, width 12 cm, depth 12 cm (from corner to cor-
ner).    

Functions
Hour striking, hours.

Case
Hexagonal, gilt brass, sides with glazed paneling, curved 
bezel with fl oral motif in corners, hinged base with bell on 
four cupped feet.

Dial
Applied silvered disk with Roman hours and star half-hours, 
center engraved with wild strawberries, striking correction 
pin-hole between IX and X.

Hand
Blued steel skeletonized.

Movement
Hexagonal, brass full plate, baluster pillars, fusee and chain 
for the going train, fi xed barrel for the striking, verge es-
capement now with three-arm brass balance, fl at balance 
spring and Tompion-type regulator, gilt brass cock pierced 
and engraved with wild strawberries motif matching the 
set-up click and the striking gate.

Condition 
Case: very good, gilding worn 
Dial: very good
Hand: very good, possibily later
Movement: very good, balance upgraded to spring
 
Estimate 
EUR 8.000 - 10.000

View of the back plate with signature

Constantin Freder, Mayor of DanzigSide view of movemente



A similar clock was painted sometime around 1617 by 
Rubens and Jan Brueghel the Elder in their Allegory 
of Sound, now in the collection of the Prado Museum 

(see Lot 33).

Signed
Punched “CD” with a sword in the middle of the initials.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 108.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 419.

Dimensions
Height 21.5 cm, width 9.5 cm, depth 9.5 cm (base).

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, minutes, striking indication 
dial.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, bell housed in dome with fl at colon-
nade on sides, fi sh-scale pattern on dome surrounded by 
four fi nials at midpoints and surmounted by broad spire, 
balustrade running between obelisk fi nials; sliding side pan-
els engraved with attached columns with foliate pattern, 
fl uted corner columns on square bases, ogee base engraved 
with fl oral pattern and egg & dart border, four bun feet, bell 
in the base.

Dial
Silver ring, Roman hours; gilt bezel with Arabic fi ve-minute 
markers, with Zs for the 2s; center silver revolving alarm 
disk with champlevé enamel alarm disk with Arabic hours; 
reverse with hour striking dial in champlevé silver with Ara-
bic hours.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (61 x 44 x 44 cm), all steel 
except top and bottom plates and barrels and fusee cones, 
barrel covers pinned, two-arm steel balance with hog’s bris-
tle regulator protruding to the left, alarm bell on top, strik-
ing bell in base, pin-hole in left panel.

CD, Germany, last quarter of 1500s

Extremely rare and important miniature gilt brass 
tower-form clock striking hours, with alarm and 
an early minute hand iron movement.

LOT 48

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dial: very good 
Hands: very good, possibily later
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Maker’s mark on alarm post

View of right side View of left side



View of left side of movement with striking locking arrangement View of right side of movement with gilt brass alarm post



LOT 49 G. Johan Caspar Görnt, 
South Germany, circa 1630

Very rare, square gilt brass horizontal table 
clock striking hours, with alarm 
and a partial steel movement.

The clock is unusual, having a back plate of gilt brass 
and a pillar plate of steel.

Signed
On back plate.

Maker’s Biography
G. Johan Caspar Görnt is listed by Abeler as a maker of 
table clocks during the 17th century, noting a square hori-
zontal table clock in the Triebold Collection, Hannover.

Dimensions
Height 8 cm, width 11.5 cm, depth 11.5 cm.    

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, minutes, night reading.

Case
Square gilt brass, two-part, sides engraved with a dog, rab-
bit, horse and deer on arabesque patterns, bezel engraved 
with laurel leaf pattern, detachable silvered base with bell 
and winding apertures, silver feet shaped like winged gro-
tesques.

Dial
Directly on the plate, Roman hours with half-hour marks, 
outer applied ring with Arabic minute track and fi ve-minute 
markers, inner Arabic 24-hour scale with German Zs for the 
2s; center with gilt brass revolving alarm ring with Arabic 
hours engraved with fl oral pattern, alarm stop lever at 11, 
striking correction pin-hole at 3.

Hand
Steel fl eur-de-lis and poker.

Movement
Square (9.8 x 9.8 cm), full plate with steel pillar plate, 
gilt brass back plate, fusee and chain for the going train, 
fi xed barrel for the striking, verge escapement, now with 
four-arm brass balance and steel balance spring, irregular 
gilt brass cock pierced and engraved with wild strawberry 
pattern matching with the alarm hammer cock, steel two-
train verge-type alarm with going barrel cut with contrate 
wheel.

Condition 
Case: very good, good gilding, feet in good condition, 
two side panels with indentation marks 
Dial: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good, good gilding, balance spring 
applied

Estimate
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

View of the movement

View of the back plate

Maker’s signature on the back plate



LOT 50 Probably Polish 
for the Italian market, circa 1650

Rare and important gilt brass horizontal 
square table clock with six-hour dial, 
striking hours within six-hour system.Dimensions

Height 8 cm, width 10.5 x depth 10.5 cm (base).    

Functions
Hours striking, hours, night reading.

Case
Square, gilt brass, sides with oval glazing in shaped and en-
graved frames, bezel with repeated pattern matching glaz-
ing frames, hinged base chiseled on both sides with fl oral 
motifs housing the bell with four disk feet with legs.

Dial
Silver six-hour disk, Roman hours, half-hour markers with 
night touch knobs, outer half-quarters divisions and night 
touch knobs, on gilt plate with fl oral engravings.

Hand
Steel heart.

Movement
Square (8.4 x 8.4 cm), full plate gilt brass, fusee and chain 
for the going train, fi xed barrel for the striking, verge es-
capement now with three-arm balance and balance spring, 
asymmetrical gilt cock pierced and engraved with wild 
strawberry motifs, count wheel (three times six hours) on 
the back plate.

Condition 
Case: very good, worn gilding 
Dial: very good, dial plate gilding is worn
Hand: good, possibily later, old rust
Movement: very good, escapement upgraded to 
spring, plates with worn gilt

Estimate
EUR 7..000 - 10.000
 

View of the back plate

View of the movement
with the fusee and chain



Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria (1589–1631) 
chose this type of clock to accompany her in an of-
fi cial portrait by Giusto Sustaermans, circa 1625. 

Direct driven movements from this period are very rare, this 
clock is one of only two like that in the collection.

Dimensions
Height 21.5 cm, width 11.5 cm, depth 11.5 cm (base).

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, statuette of soldier for fi nial, bell with 
gilt brass straps terminating in “drums” at case corners, 
overall curling tendril and arabesque engravings, sliding side 
panels with attached columns with profi le portrait in laurel 
wreath frame on lower part, full length portrait of Mars, god 
of war, in the upper half, on splayed shaped base decorated 
with curling tendril engravings.

Dial
Applied gilt ring with Roman hours, inner Arabic 24-hour 
scale from 13 to 24 with Zs for the 2s, outermost night 
touch knobs; innermost revolving gilt alarm disk with Ara-
bic hours with German Zs for 2s; gilt striking dial on back 
with Roman hours and inner arabesque engraving, striking 
correction pin-hole at 12, outermost night touch knobs.

Hand
Blued steel tulip.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (10.9 x 6 x 6 cm), all steel, 
nicely profi led baluster pillars, fi xed barrels, verge escape-
ment, two-arm balance with hog’s bristle regulator protrud-
ing to the right, verge-type alarm mechanism in the going 
train tier.

A tribute to Mars
Southern Germany, circa 1570

Important and rare, gilt bronze tower-form clock 
striking hours, with single hand direct-driven 
steel movement.

LOT 51

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dials: very good, one possibly later, re-gilded 
Hands: very good, possibily later, re-blued
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Archduchess Maria Magdalena  
(and detail) , circa 1625, by Giusto Sustaermans

Detail of Mars

View of the front View of the striking dial
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View of the right side of the movement 

View of the left side of the movement 

View of the engraving of the right side View of the engraving of the left side



The original, which is one of the best known Renais-
sance clocks, is in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vi-
enna and has appeared in many publications. 

Signed
On case below the dial.

Dimensions
Height 30 cm, width 18 cm, depth 11 cm (base).

Functions
Hour striking, hours.

Case
Silver, square dome with fi ligree arabesque pattern and 
hunting scene, surmounted by central statuette of draped 
fi gure standing on an orb, raised fi gures and foliate patterns 
on sides, ornate corner columns, on base ornamented with 
raised fi gural images.

Dial
Front with astrolabe, tympanum for 51° latitude, sun and 
moon hands; outer Roman hours twice repeated; below, 
days of the week dial.

Reverse: Central upper dial with Roman hours I to XII re-
peated twice, inner Arabic 24-hours scale with Zs for 2s, 
outer minutes, segments for the lengths of day and night, 
and innermost alarm-setting dial.

Top right small regulating dial. Lower left is annual cal-
endar dial (in original three disks engraved on both sides 
were changed every two months) with Dominical letters 
and names of the corresponding saints, innermost Zodiac 
signs.

Lower right with Zodiac dial and position of the Sun in the 
Zodiac with inner latitude setting dial; below, dominical let-
ters dial.

On one side quarter striking dial with inner dominical let-
ters for 1564-1599, the other side with hour striking dial 
and below dial for setting the striking either to 12-hour or 
24-hour mode

Hand
Part of cast.

Modern copy of Ieremias Metzger, Augs-
burg, 1564 

Interesting silver copy of a highly important ta-
ble clock with astrolabe, annual perpetual calen-
dar, days of the week, position of the sun in the 
Zodiac, lengths of days and nights with adjust-
ment for the latitude, 12-hour and 24-hour strik-
ing, dominical letters, alarm.

LOT 52

Condition 
Case: good, 
Dial: good 
Hands: missing
Movement: missing

Estimate 
EUR 3.000 - 4.000

Detail of the back dial

Detail of the base
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Southern Germany, made for 
Ian Getrzich the Younger of Bohemia 
(now the Czech Republic), engraving 
after Hans Sebald Beham, dated 1583 

Important and rare gilt copper and gilt brass 
tower-form table clock striking hours, with alarm 
and single hand stackfreed iron movement.

LOT 53
Condition 
Case: very good 
Dials: very good 
Hands: very good, possibily later
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 10.000 - 15.000

night touch knobs, innermost revolving gilt alarm disk 
with Arabic hours with Zs for 2s, gilt striking dial on 
back with Arabic hours with German Zs for 2s, pin-
hole between 10 and 11.

Hand
Blued steel ranseur.

Movement
Two-tier vertical cage (9 x 5.3 x 5.3 cm), with square 
posts, all steel, fi xed barrels on both trains, verge-type 
open spring alarm set in the going train tier, verge es-
capement, two-arm balance with hog’s bristle regula-
tor protruding to the left.

View of the left side of the movement 

View of the striking dial View of the front

š
š

š š

The side  is engraved “IAN GETRZICH MLADSSI Z 
ZEROTINA ANA STRAZNICY 1583” (Ian Getrzich 
the Younger from Zerotin at the Guard House). It is a 

good example of a clock made in Southern Germany spe-
cifi cally for, or directly sold to, a noble client from a different 
country, in this case Bohemia, now the Czech Republic. Ian 
Getrzich, who lived on border of Bohemia and Poland, was 
probably responsible for guarding the northern border of 
Moravia. He was a knight under the Margrave of Moravia.

Related Biographyference
Hans Sebald Beham (1500-1550) was a Nuremburg print-
maker known as one of the German “Little Masters” and is 
believed to have studied with Albrecht Dürer. He was ex-
pelled from Nuremburg for heresy, later working in Munich, 
Frankfurt and Ingolstadt. Beham created close to 2,000 
prints, including patterns for other artists.

Reference
Soupis pecetí ve Státním okresním archivu v Prerove by Dušan 
Kütner, Prerov, 2003.

Dimensions
Height 20 cm, width 12 x depth 12 cm (base).

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Gilt brass, fi nials at corners and surmounting bell, sliding 
side panels with attached ornate corner columns; engrav-
ing of Venus and Taurus, after The Seven Planets by Sebald 
Beham, on one side, opposite side engraved with cherub 
heads, inscription and coat of arms; pomegranates en-
graved below striking dial; curving base engraved with ara-
besque interlace pattern.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours and half-hour mark-
ers, quarter-hour track, inner Arabic 24-hour scale from 
13 to 24 with Zs for the 2s, outermost raised gilt ring with 



View of side engraved with coat of arms

View of right side of movementVenus, monogrammed Hans Sebald Beham

Detail of coat of armView of side engraved with Venus, after Beham View of the stackfreed



LOT 54 Hans Gruber, Nuremburg, 
made for Count Wilhelm 
of Schwarzburg-Blankenburg, 
dated 1571

Important and impressive, heavy, gilt brass 
tower-form table clock of noble provenance 
striking hours and quarters, with alarm, 
sundial, compass, three-tier steel move-
ment, micrometric rate adjustment, and 
hour and quarter dials.

The same type of clock in a similar case and with a 
movement characteristic for Gruber, with square dec-
orative baluster pillars, dated 1568, was part of the 

Time Museum Collection (inv 1185).

The clock is remarkable on a number of accounts. The most 
striking, almost ridiculous, of which is the micrometric 
regulator. To employ a micrometric adjustment for a hog’s 
bristle regulator seems silly now, but it shows the depth of 
the attention to details that Gruber employed in this clock. 
Another remarkable discovery in the clock is a heart cam, 
the same type that is now used in modern chronographs. 
Gruber employed the cam for lifting and stopping the quar-
ter striking. The next time we see it is almost three centuries 
later, when Breguet employed it in his Sympathetic clocks. 
The use of chains, although known at this time, was limited, 
Gruber decided on chains (and fusees) for all three trains. 
The extra care is seen in other details, such as the etched 
alarm plate and the tapered and fi led movement posts, to 
say nothing of the hinged lifters on both striking trains. We 
could go further.

The iconography of the clock’s decoration revolves around 
the division of the lands of Schwarzburg. In 1571, the four 
sons of Count Günther XL (also known as “Günther with 
the heavy jaw” and Günther the Rich) of Schwarzburg-Blan-
kenburg (1499-1552), divided amongst themselves, after 
many years of bitter quarreling over their inheritance, the 
lands their father had united. One of the four sons, Count 
Wilhelm I (1534-1597), commissioned this clock to com-
memorate the event. Wilhelm had gained the family lands 
in Frankenhausen, including the castle, which is today a mu-
seum. The clock bears the Schwarzburg coat of arms and 
the coat of arms of Wilhelm’s wife, Elisabeth von Schlick in 
Passaun (1522-1590). The Schwarzburgs were one of the 
oldest noble families of Thuringia until the death of the last 
family member in 1971. 

The iconography draws from the story of Jacob’s Ladder, 
which is taken from the Book of Genesis (28:11-19) and de-
scribes Jacob, who while traveling, laid down to sleep on the 
ground and dreamed of a vision in which a ladder stretched 
from the Earth to Heaven, with angels ascending and de-
scending the ladder, with God above. In the dream, God 
spoke to Jacob and said “the land on which you lie I will give 
to you and to your descendents.”

Signed
On the case below the quarter dial as well as in the left 
panel.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII 
secolo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 101.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 412.

Condition 
Case: very good, small repairs to 
the front molding, top fi nial later
Dials: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good, returned 
to balance and hog’s bristle regulator

Estimate
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Maker’s mark, signature and date

von Schlick in Passaun coat of arm
View of the front View of the sricking dial



Maker’s Biography 
Hans Gruber (1530 - Jan 8, 1597) became a Master of the 
Nuremberg Locksmith’s Guild in 1552. He was one of the 
best known Nuremberg clockmakers, and also engaged in 
artillery instrument making. 

His mark changed at least five times, as noted by Maurice; 
Abeler adds that his crossed-spades mark continued to be 
used during the 1600s by his successors. Of these he had 
two: Hans the younger and Michael. As a curiosity, it might 
be pointed out that his punch mark, consisting of crossed 
spades, hints at its owner’s name: “grüber” means digger 
in German. 

King Frederick II of Denmark ordered a table clock from 
Gruber in 1583. 

One of his workers, possibly a journeyman, was Leonhard 
Danner. Judging by this clock, Gruber was clearly at the top 
of his profession. The online catalogue of the Museum of 
the History of Science, Oxford notes that Gruber produced 
sundials, clocks, watches, astronomical compendia and 
gunnery instruments. Their collection includes a Sun and 
Moon Dial by Gruber.

His work is in the collections of numerous other museums, 
including the British Museum, the Württemberg Landesmu-
seum in Stuttgart, and Sweden’s Skoklosters Slott castle. A 
brass Gruber clock bequeathed to the Society of Antiquar-
ies of Scotland was thoroughly described and illustrated in 
their March 12, 1906 Proceedings publication.

Dimensions
Height 26 cm, base 13 x 13 cm, body 10 x 10 cm.    

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, quarters, compass, sun hours, 
striking indication dial.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, bell with diamond-shape openings 
and surmounted by ornate leaves and finial, four small fini-
als surrounding bell, sliding side panels engraved on both 
sides; the right one engraved on outside with coat of arms 
with letters above “WG3S” and below “ICHSC CK” over an 
engraved scene of a hound running alongside a horse, in-
side sundial and compass, left panel engraved on outside 
with different coat of arms and letters “ES G3S”, the inside 
with Jacob’s Ladder, both panels with attached fluted Tus-
can corner columns on square bases with engraved curling 
tendril pattern, the base engraved in stylized foliage is sup-
ported on four shaggy paw feet.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours and half-hour star 
markers, outer quarter-hour track, inner revolving gilt alarm 
disk with Arabic hours and numeric 2s, center foliate en-
gravings; lower silver disk with Roman quarters and star 
half-quarter markers; silver striking dial on reverse with 
Arabic hours and numeric 2s, center engraved with foliate 
pattern.

Hand
Steel ranseur.

Movement
Three-tier vertical steel cage on four steel corner col-
umns, all steel except the barrels, fusee and chain 
on all three trains, verge escapement, two-arm steel 
balance with hog’s bristle regulator with micrometric 
adjustment, verge-type open spring alarm set in the 
going train tier with the plate etched with a scene de-
picting Jacob’s Ladder, large bell with rarely-seen four 
openings.

Right side engraved with Schwarzburg coat of arm

Sun dial and compass on inside right panel

Jacob’s Ladder, on inside left panel Left side engraved with von Schlick in Passaun coat of arm

View of right side of movement

View of left side of movement 



LOT 55 Marked “PP”, Southern Germany, 
circa 1570

An important and exceedingly rare small 
early gilt brass table clock striking hours, 
with alarm and single hand steel movement.Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria (1589–

1631) chose this type of clock to accompany her 
in an offi cial portrait by Giusto Sustaermans, circa 

1625.

This is the earliest type of spring driven small vertical table 
clock. It originated at the end of 1400s and lasted, with dif-
ferent improvements, through the 1500s. It is characterized 
by two-tier vertical movement almost always of steel, the 
bell on the top.

Signed
On the alarm’s plate extension “PP” in oval, almost identical 
to the Patek Philippe punch mark created nearly 300 years 
later. An almost identical clock by the same maker, punched 
in the same manner, with the same punch, is in the Arts and 
Crafts Museum in Hamburg.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 91.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 404.

Dimensions
Height 18 cm, width 8 cm, depth 8 cm (base).    

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, bell surmounted by fi nial, four drap-
ing leaves and four gilt brass straps terminating in tight coils 
at case corners, detachable side panels with Astronomy 
and Geometry personifi cation in medallions surrounded by 
curling tendril pattern and attached corner pilasters with 
leafy decorative pattern, bear and foliate engravings on 
back, sliding panels, small splayed base with leafy decora-
tive pattern, on four bun feet.

Dial
Applied gilt brass ring with Roman hours and T-shape half 
hour markers, inner Arabic 24-hour scale from 13 to 24 with 
Zs for the 2s, outermost night touch knobs, center with sil-
vered revolving alarm ring with Arabic hours and engraved 
with foliage, reverse with striking check dial with Roman 
hours and outer night touch knobs, striking correction pin-
hole between 10 and 11, below regulator dial calibrated in 
Arabic from 1 to 7 .

Hand
Single early spade, blued steel poker for striking.

Condition 
Case: very good, base plate possibly replaced, 
as well as the decorations over the bell, 
small repair to the base corner
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, possibly later, re-blued
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Movement
Two-tier vertical steel cage with three brass plates (9.8 
x 5 x 5 cm), train all steel except the barrel walls, fusee 
and gut on both trains, verge escapement, steel/brass 
two-arm balance with hog’s bristle regulator extend-
ing to the dial via rack-and-pinion, C-shape screwed 
steel cock, two-wheel alarm train with open spring.

Maker’s mark on alarm’s plate extension

View of the front View of the striking dial



View of left side of movement with alarm’s plate extension

View of right side of movement

View of side panel with engraving of Astrology

View of side panel with engraving of Geometry



LOT 56 Germany, circa 1620

An important and extremely rare gilt brass 
and blackened fruitwood tower-form Petite 
Sonnerie clock striking hours and quarters, 
re-striking hours, with alarm.Renaissance clocks with re-striking of the hours at the 

full hour, emphasizing that it is the full hour, are very 
rare.

Dimensions
Height 27 cm, base 13 x 13 cm, body 9 x 9 cm.    

Functions
Alarm, hour and quarter striking, hours, minutes.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass high relief caryatids at corners, sides 
with oval glazing set in ornate scrolling frames, squat fi nials 
at corners, bells for alarm and quarter striking housed in 
open tower terminating in skeletal obelisk fi nial with cres-
cent moon at point; on dark wood base housing the hour 
striking bell with applied gilt brass ornamental escutcheons 
and silk-covered openings for the sound.

Dial
Applied silvered disk with Roman hours, half-hour trefoil 
markers, inner half-hour track, outermost sloped gilt bezel 
with Roman quarter hours, innermost revolving gilt brass 
alarm disk with Arabic hours, back with silvered hour and 
quarter striking dials with Zs for 2s, striking correction pin-
holes on both sides on the dial plate.

Hand
Blued steel tulip-and-poker.

Movement
Vertical two-tier gilt brass cage with square posts over 
horizontal two-tier; vertical cage for going, hour and quar-
ter striking trains, and alarm; fusee and chain for the going 
train, fi xed single barrel for the hour and quarter striking 
with two wheels, verge escapement with two-arm steel bal-
ance and hog bristle regulator, C-shaped brass cock, verge-
type alarm with fi xed brass barrel and single steel wheel set 
in the going train tier; horizontal tiers for the re-striking the 
hours train with fi xed barrel and below tier for the count 
wheel and re-striking winding transmission.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dial: very good, possibly re-silvered
Hands: very good, later, re-blued
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

View of movement



View of the left side View of the right side



The clock features unusually elaborate decoration of 
the details of the movement, in particular the fan-
cy turning of some of the arbors, the unusual, for 

Królewiec, frets (the top four panels) with intertwined sea 
creatures which we see mostly in Dutch clocks, and to the 
less extend in the English lantern clock. 
 
The side panels are designed as a Renaissance Gateway; for 
comparison we show the Gateway to the Abattoir, which 
was built in Nuremburg in 1571 and has been described as 
“perfectly Renaissance in style” (see Lot 33).
 
Królewiec (Königsberg) was an important silversmith and 
clock making center in the 17th and the 18th centuries. Its 
importance can be seen in the fact that, as a gift for the 
visiting Admiral Nelson, the Prussians asked a Królewiec 
craftsman, Abraham Tousend, to make a travelling clock; 
Tousend, with the cooperation of a Warsaw clockmaker, 
Gugemnus, fi nished the clock just in time to present it to 
the Admiral before his departure (for a photo of the clock 
see Crott, Nov. 15, 2008, lot 232).
 
It should be noted that during the 16th and 17th centuries, 
Königsberg had a strong ties with the Netherlands, sub-
stantial colony of Dutch traders, as well as Dutch Menno-
nites. This could explain the Dutch character of this clock.

Signed
Christianus Caroll, K*B” [Königs * Berg] on base below the 
dial.

Provenance
An important European private collection.

Maker’s Biography 
Christianus Caroll is listed by Abeler as a clockmaker born 
in 1647 and working in Königsberg.

Dutch, retailed by Christianus Caroll, 
Königsberg
(Królewiec, later Kaliningrad), 
circa 1670

An important and unusual, early gilt brass tow-
er-form table clock striking hours and quarters, 
with alarm and a pre-balance spring movement.

LOT 57

Condition 
Case: very good, small plug in one of the moldings 
Dial: very good 
Hands: very good, although later
Movement: very good, back to balance 
and hog’s bristle regulator

Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Christianus Caroll (Carolli, sometimes Caroli, or Car-
oly), was a watchmaker in Königsberg (a stronghold 
of the Teutonic Knights from 1255, part of Poland from 
1525, Eastern Prussia from 1657, Russia from 1945) 
working in the second half of the seventeenth century. 
He specialized in table clocks. Interestingly, fi ve of the 
six Caroll clocks known to us have silver winged feet. 

Caroll closely followed the German/Polish tradition in 
clock making. During the seventeenth century, square 
and hexagonal table clocks were the most popular 
horological product east of Dresden. Both Poles and 
Eastern Prussians favored them because of the ease 
in moving them from one place to another and be-
cause of their relatively robust construction. Since 
they originally were always made with fi tted leather 
boxes, they were easily transported. In fact, they were 
the fi rst travel clocks. While some were very compli-
cated, most were equipped with striking and repeat-
ing, and alarm was also often incorporated. 

It appears Christianus Caroll came from a Polish clock 
making family from Wroclaw (Breslau). A Christopher 
Caroll, sometimes spelled Carll, was responsible for 
the city’s carillon public clock, which he built in 1580.
 
Królewiec (Königsberg), which became a Polish fi ef in 
1525 following secularization of the Teutonic Knights, 
experienced strong Polish immigration, especially 
among Polish Protestants. During the Polish-Swedish 
wars, Königsberg became dependent on Brandenburg 
and in 1657 became completely independent from 
Poland. 
This triggered the emigration of the Polish population, 
and we fi nd G. Caroll, most likely Christianus’s son, in 
neighboring Danzig, working also as a clockmaker. 

In another neighboring city, Riga, we fi nd Israel Caroli, 
a silversmith, working at the end of 17th century.

Since Caroli is not a name typical for the region, it is 
quite likely that this one also comes from the same 
family.

During the 16th and 17th centuries, Königsberg had a 
substantial colony of Dutch traders, as well as Dutch 
Mennonites. This explains the Dutch character of this 
clock. 

Maker’s signature



The clocks known to have been made by Christianus Caroll:
1.   Magnificent horizontal table clock, signed Caroll,  
 formerly in the Bloch-Pimentel Collection 
 (now in an American collection)
2.   Hexagonal horizontal table clock (signed Coroli), 
 dial center engraved with Jacob’s dream and three  
 winged feet with female heads, sold by Sotheby’s,  
 Amsterdam (April 2, 1981, lot 255)
3. This one
4. Lot 57
5.  Horizontal table clock (signed Caroly) which appeared    
   on the German antiquarian market in 1963. 
 It is possibly the same as one sold by Antiquorum  
 (April 12, 2003, lot 1)
6.   In the same sale, there was another hexagonal table  
 clock (Lot 292), signed Caroly.

Dimensions
Height 26 cm, width 16 cm, depth 16 cm (base).

Functions
Hour striking, quarter striking, alarm, hours, minutes, strik-
ing indication dials.

Case
Rectangular, ornate solid silver corner columns with 
raised vine pattern and figures at bases, surmounted 
by silver caryatid finials flanking four flat gilt brass 
pierced and engraved frets with hippocamps (sea 
horses) and colonnade design hiding bell; gilt brass 
sides with engraved floral pattern and arched glazing, 
gilt brass ogee base with engraved pattern, on four 
solid silver winged hippocamp (sea horse) feet.

Dial
Applied silver ring with Roman hours and star half-
hour divisions, outer minute track with five-minute 
Arabic markers and Roman quarters, engraved winged 
cherubs in upper quadrants, center with revolving gilt 
brass alarm disk with Arabic hours with Zs for the 2s; 
back with applied gilt brass disks for hour and quarter 
striking dials with Arabic numerals.

Hand
Gilt brass tulip-and-poker, gilt brass poker for striking 
dial. 

Movement
Vertical two-tier gilt brass based on frame with four square-
section columns (12 x 8.1 x 8.1 cm), fusee and gut for the 
going train, fixed barrels for the striking, verge escapement, 
gilt brass two-arm balance with hog’s bristle regulator with 
the lever extending to the left panel, C-shaped gilt brass 
cock, movement very profusely engraved and decorated, 
striking gates, columns of the frame, barrels, alarm plate 
pierced/engraved with wild strawberry motif, two-wheel 
alarm train.

View of left side of movement

View of right side of movement

View of right sideView of left side

Detail of exceptional movement decoration



The Memento Mori inscription, “vigilate quia nescitis 
diem neque horam,” translates to “Watch, for you 
know neither the day nor the hour,” and is taken from 

the Matthew 25:13. The inscription “pulchra ut luna, electa 
ut sol” (“fair as the moon, bright as the sun”) is taken from 
the Song of Songs 4:7 and refers to the Virgin Mary.

Signed
On case below the dial.

Provenance
Panicali Collection.

Published in
Tardy, French Clocks the World Over, Vol. 4, 1985, page 181.

Dimensions
Height 21.5 cm, width 10.5 cm, depth 10.5 cm (base).

Functions
Hour striking, hours, night reading.

Case
Rectangular one piece, gilt brass, engraved images on sides 
and back including Crucifi xion, a Memento Mori inscription 
with skull and crossbones, and the Virgin Mary (as Queen 
of Heaven) from Revelation 12:1, as she appears to Saint 
John, and Christ Child with inscription, balustrade along 
top with fi nials at corners and taller fi nial surmounting bell, 
small base with impressed repeated pattern.

Dial
Gilt copper, Roman hours, half-hour markers, outermost 
night touch knobs, center with engraved fl eurs-de-lis pat-
tern.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (12.2 x 7.5 x 7.5 cm), all 
steel, fusee and chain on both trains, verge escapement 
with two-arm balance and hog’s bristle regulator protrud-
ing to the left.

SB, dated 1624 

Important gilt copper tower-form table clock 
striking hours, with single hand steel 
movement.

LOT 58

Condition 
Case: very good 
Dial: very good 
Hand: very good re-blued, later
Movement: very good, put back
to the original escapement

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

View of balance wheel

Detail of Maker’s initials 
and date on front of case



View of the movement with the dial View of the case View of the engravings of the left and the right sides



View of left side of movement View of right side of movement

View of backView of the back of the movement with the count wheel



Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
N° 107.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 418.

Dimensions
Height 29 cm, base 15.5 x 15.5 cm.    

Functions
Hour striking, minutes, hours.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, gilt brass urn fi nials with painted 
fl owers at corners, dome housing bell with colonnaded side 
and fi sh-scale pattern on dome, surmounted by gilt brass 
fi nial with copper fl oral bouquet, sliding side panels with at-
tached ornate acanthus corner columns on square bases, 
sides with interlace pattern, large base embossed with in-
terlace pattern.

Dial
Silver ring, Roman hours, outermost Arabic fi ve minutes, 
minute track between minutes and hours, innermost quar-
ter-hour track.

Hand
Blued steel ranseur-and-poker

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (11 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm), all steel 
except barrels, fusees, contrate and escape wheels, verge 
escapement now with short pendulum. 

Attributed to Prague, 
last quarter of the 1500s 

Important and rare gilt copper tower-form table 
clock striking hours with early minute hand and 
single hand steel movement.

LOT 59

Condition 
Case: good, back with spots fi lled in after removal 
of striking dial
Dial: very good, later 1750 ca. 
Hands: very good, later
Movement: good, escapement upgraded 
to pendulum, alarm removed

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Detail of finial

View of the front View of the left side



View of right side

View of left side of movement

View of right side of movement



Dimensions
Height 20 cm, base 12 x 12 cm, body 7 x 7 cm.    

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night 
reading.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, bell surmounted by engraved ball 
fi nial, with four draping leaves and gilt brass straps termi-
nating in loops at case corners, corner pilasters with repeat-
ed diamond pattern, overall interlace and foliate pattern on 
sides, base with curling tendril pattern.

Dial
Applied gilt ring with Roman hours, inner Arabic 24-hour 
scale from 13 to 24, with German Zs for the 2s, outermost 
night touch knobs, innermost revolving alarm disk with Ara-
bic hours, center foliate pattern; striking dial on back with 
Arabic hours with Zs for the 2s, striking correction pin-hole 
between 4 and 5, center wind rose engraving.

Hand
Blued steel fl eur-de-lis.

Movement
Two-tier, vertical four-post cage, all steel, square column 
posts, fusee and chain on both going and striking trains, 
pinned barrel covers, verge escapement, two-arm balance 
with hog’s bristle regulator with lever protruding to the 
left, C-shaped screwed cock, verge-type alarm with open 
spring.

Southern Germany, probably Nuremberg, 
circa 1580

Important, very rare, gilt bronze tower-form 
table clock striking hours, with alarm and single 
hand steel movement.

LOT 60

Condition 
Case: very good
Dials: very good 
Hands: very good, later
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

View of striking dial



View of the arabesque engraving on the left side
View of left side of movement

View of right side of movement



Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria (1589–1631) 
chose this type of clock to accompany her in an of-
fi cial portrait by Giusto Sustaermans, circa 1625.

Related Biography
Hans Sebald Beham (1500-1550) was a Nuremburg print-
maker known as one of the German “Little Masters” and is 
believed to have studied with Albrecht Dürer. He was ex-
pelled from Nuremburg for heresy, later working in Munich, 
Frankfurt and Ingolstadt. Beham created close to 2,000 
prints, including patterns for other artists.

Dimensions
Height 18 cm, width 8.5 cm, depth 8.5 cm (base).    

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, striking indication dial, night read-
ing.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, engravings on front, back and sides in-
cluding Adam and Eve tempted by the Serpent, Jupiter and Ve-
nus (after Beham’s The Seven Planets), and a medallion with a 
profi le portrait of a soldier with scepter, sliding side panels with 
attached corner pilasters with fl oral pattern; bell surmounted 
by fi nial with four draping leaves and gilt brass engraved straps 
terminating in small “drums” at case corners, patterned sloped 
base.

Dial
Gilt, Roman hours, inner Arabic 24-hour scale from 13 to 
24, with German Zs for the 2s, innermost revolving alarm 
disk with Arabic hours, wind rose engraving in center, out-
ermost night touch knobs; striking dial on back with Arabic 
hours with Zs for the 2s, center wind rose engraving, strik-
ing correction pin hole between 9 and 10.

Hand
Blued steel arrow.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (10.2 x 6 x 6 cm), all steel 
except barrel walls, fusee cones and (now) contrate and 
escape wheels, fusee and chain on both trains, verge es-
capement now with short pendulum, verge-type alarm with 
open spring set in the going train tier. 

Southern Germany, 
engravings after Hans Sebald Beham, 
last quarter of 1500s

Interesting and rare gilt brass tower-form table 
clock striking hours, with alarm and single hand 
steel movement.

LOT 61
Condition 
Case: very good, possibly re-gilded
Dials: very good, possibly re-gilded
Hands: very good
Movement: very good, upgraded to pendulum

Estimate 
EUR 10.000 - 15.000

Archduchess Maria Magdalena  
(and detail) , circa 1625, by Giusto Sustaermans

View of the front View of the striking dial



View of left side of movement

Jupiter, by Beham

View of the right side with engraving of Jupiter after Beham
View of right side of movement



Dimensions
Height 25 cm, width 17.5 cm, depth 17.5 cm (base).    

Functions
Hour striking, alarm, hours, striking indication dial.

Case
Rectangular gilt brass, dome with pierced interlace, the 
same berries and fl oral pattern, fi nials at four corners and 
top of dome; all four sides decorated with elaborate ara-
besque strapwork pattern, geometric patterns on sides, 
sliding side panels with attached Corinthian columns on 
square bases; pleated base repoussé and chiseled with ber-
ries and scrolling tendrils, four bun feet.

Dial
Applied silvered ring with Roman hours and arrowhead 
half-hour divisions, inner quarter hour divisions, center with 
revolving silvered alarm disk with Arabic hours, all on gilt 
brass dial plate decorated with strapwork, back with strik-
ing check dial with dot hour markers directly on the plate in 
matching decoration.

Hand
Single steel fl eur-de-lis.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (12.6 x 6.6 x 6.1 cm), square 
steel corner posts, all parts steel except the barrel walls and 
fusee cones, fusee and chain on both trains, pinned barrel 
covers, verge escapement with two-arm steel balance, two-
wheel, fi xed barrel, verge-type alarm mechanism set in the 
going train tier.

Northern Europe, possibly Danish, 
circa 1580

Important gilt brass, hour striking, tower-form 
table clock with alarm and a single hand steel 
movement.

Condition 
Case: very good, possibly later dome
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, later, re blued
Movement: very good, back to balance 
and hog’s bristle regulator

Estimate 
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

LOT 62

View of right side 



View of right side of movement

View of left side of movement

View of striking dial



The clock bears the coat of arms of Blessed Pope Pius 
IX (1846-1878), the longest reigning pope in the his-
tory of the Catholic Church and Sovereign Ruler of 

the Papal States until 1870. Pius convened the First Vati-
can Council, which decreed Papal infallibility, and defi ned 
the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin 
Mary. He was beatifi ed in 2000. The clock has descended 
through his immediate family since the 19th century.

Signed
On back plate.

Provenance
Pope Pius IX.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 119.

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 429.

Maker’s Biography
Christoff Streibell (also spelled Steibel and Streibl) an 
Augsburg clockmaker who became an independent Master 
on February 27, 1608, created masterful table clocks un-
til his death in 1628. Abeler lists one of his clocks in the 
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, while Baillie records 
a watch in the Vienna Treasury.

Dimensions
18 cm Ø (base), height 51 cm.    

Functions
Hour striking, quarter striking, hours, minutes.

Case
Gilt copper and solid silver Crucifi xion on hexagonal gilt 
base with silver statuettes of mourners on ornate gilt cop-
per stands scrolling down sides of base with cherub heads 
at top, cross with stippled wood pattern, applied silver skull 
and crossbones in middle, applied silver statuette of Christ 
on the cross, applied silver angels holding Christ’s title, six 

Christoff Streibell, Augsburg, circa 1620

An important and extremely rare gilt copper and 
paste-set Crucifi x Clock with Papal provenance, 
striking hours and quarters with provision for 
striking quarters or just hours, within six-hour 
system and with digital hours and minutes.

LOT 63 Condition 
Case: very good, tight, expected wear to the gilt, 
mostly on the foot of the cross
Dial: very good
Movement: very good, converted with the advent 
of the balance spring 

Estimate 
EUR 60.000 - 80.000

paste gems on cross, fi nial at top of cross surmount-
ing embossed ball with circumference dial; silver me-
dallion in center of base with engraved Papal coat of 
arms, pierced foliate pattern on upper section of base 
with opening for dial, embossed foliate patterns on 
lower ogee section of base; on four ornate feet. 

Dial
Silver ring for hours with Roman numerals and Arabic 
13-24 with German Zs for the 2s.

Hand
Steel ranseur

Movement
Round (9.2 cm Ø), gilt brass full plates, turned bal-
uster brass pillars, fusee and chain on the going train, 
fi xed barrels for the striking, verge escapement, now 
with three-arm brass balance and 2¼ -coil spring, gilt 
brass cock pierced and engraved with symmetrical fo-
liate pattern, quarter-hour check dial foot pierced and 
engraved with exotic bird within scrolls, silver count 
wheel on the back plate, steel lever to stop quarter 
striking at the quarter check dial.

Detail of back plate with maker’s signature



Pope PIUS IX Biography

The clock bears the coat of arms of the Blessed Pope 
Pius IX (1846-1878), the longest reigning pope in the 
history of the Catholic Church and Sovereign Ruler of 
the Papal States until 1870. 

Pope Pius IX was born Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferretti 
in 1792, the fourth son of Count Girolamo Mastai-
Ferretti. He was appointed Archbishop in 1827 and 
Cardinal in 1840. He was somewhat unexpectedly 
elected Pope in 1846, following the death of Pope 
Gregory XVI.

The pontificate of Pius IX was the longest and perhaps 
one of the most tumultuous—Italy and much of west-
ern Europe were embroiled in revolutions beginning in 
1848. Pope Pius was forced to flee Rome in Novem-
ber of that year and was unable to return until April of 
1850, under the protection of Louis-Napoleon’s French 
troops. He relocated his residence from Rome to the 
Vatican and was the last pope to rule over the Papal 
States, which were absorbed into the new country of 
Italy in 1870 against his will.

In 1854 Pius IX established as dogma the doctrine 
that the Virgin Mary was born free from Original Sin. 
He convened the First Vatican Council in 1868, which 
established the dogma of Papal Infallibility. He died in 
1878 from complications relating to his life-long epi-
lepsy.

The process for his beatification began in 1907, but 
was resisted by the Italian government. He was finally 
beatified by Pope John Paul II on September 3, 2000, 
placing him on the road to sainthood.

Pius IX was a controversial figure, largely due to the 
abduction in 1858 of a Jewish boy named Edgardo 
Mortara, who had secretly been baptized as an infant 
by a Catholic servant of his family. Under the law of 
the Papal States, anyone baptized as Catholic could 
not be raised by a Jewish family.

At the age of 6, Edgardo was taken from his family 
and became a ward of Pius IX. These actions were 
protested around the world, but Mortara remained 
with the church, eventually becoming a priest. Today, 
a descendent of one of Mortara’s sisters continues to 
plead her family’s case against Pius IX.

The clock has descended through Pius IX’s immediate 
family since the 19th century.

Pope Pius IX (1846 - 1878)

Detail of the coat of arms of Pius IX



View of back plate with silver count wheel

View of bell mountingDetails of silver hallmarks



View of the length of days and nights and the latitude dials

This type of clock developed in response to the Augs-
burg masterpiece requirements. They were the most 
complicated clocks of the period, outside of a small 

group of clocks made for special order or purpose. Not all 
of them were masterpieces, some were made by already 
established masters, such as Metzger, whose very similar 
clock is now in the Beyer Museum in Zurich, but they were 
all exceptional.

In Augsburg, the main center of clock making at the time, 
the right to sell clocks prior to 1578 was granted exclusively 
to clockmakers. In 1578 it changed, and since then we some-
times see very complicated clocks punched only with the 
Augsburg town mark and, sometimes, not even that. These 
clocks were ordered by the new group that was granted 
the right to sell them. Although the rules were complicated 
with different restrictions, the exclusive right of clockmak-
ers to trade clocks was taken away from them. Sometimes 
complete clocks were ordered from them, sometimes just 
movements to be cased and sold by, for instance, a gold-
smith. They were often ordered from the best Augsburg 
makers and often sold by the best Augsburg goldsmiths. 

This clock is clearly either one of those clocks or a masterpiece.

Attributed to Jeremias Metzger, case to 
Hans Helmbrecht, Augsburg, circa 1580

Important and extremely rare gilt brass compli-
cated astronomical table clock with brass and 
steel movement and dials on each side, featur-
ing:

1. Perpetual annual calendar
2. Days of the month with their appropriate        
   Saints
3. Days of the week with governing planets
4. Two astrolabes
5. Signs of Zodiac
6. Position of the sun in the Zodiac
7. Lengths of day and night
8. Adjustments for different latitudes
9. Diagram of planetary aspects
10. Phases and age of the moon
11. Manual dominical letters
12. Alarm
13. Striking hours and quarters
14. 12-hour or 24-hour striking modes
15. Regulating dial

LOT 64

View of right side with 12-hour and 24-hour striking dial

Hallmarks



 
View of the mechanism of the astrolabe

View of the astronomical dials and the astrolabe



The clock shows remarkable similarities to the Metzger 
clock mentioned above, both in terms of construction as 
well as the design of the case. It is of the same size, has 
some identical case elements, the same arrangement of the 
complications and the same type of movement. 

Metzger had a considerable size manufacture. For instance, 
from charges against him brought in 1565, we learn that just 
one of his journeymen made sixteen clocks for him within 
two years. Possibly, because of the size of his manufactory, 
he was known to sell clocks without his name on them. In 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, there is a 
clock signed Caspar Bohemus, Vienna, 1568 which Klaus 
Maurice, an undisputed authority on German clocks, as well 
as the museum attribute to Metzger. Furthermore, the base 
the dome of our clock is punched with unidentified “POCK”, 
which plausibly might be a mark of Metzger’s journeyman.

As far as the complicated clocks of the time go, this was 
the most complicated model offered. The few more compli-
cated that exist were made for a special order. 

The few clocks of this type that still exist today are similar in 
construction and in appearance. The movement is based on 
a triple-tier vertical cage, usually of crosswise design (the 
center tier housing the going train is perpendicular to the 
striking trains); they were made usually of gilt brass, but 
steel ones are also known. The complications usually ran 
directly from the motion train, however, as in this clock, one 
can see sometimes the transferring of the motion from one 
side of the movement to the other. For large transmissions, 
endless gears were employed. 

The lengths of days and nights mechanism was solved by 
transmitting the motion of the position of the sun via a sin-
gle off-center pin moving a lever to and fro which moves the 
day and the night disks. Sometimes this movement was via 
two gears and a tilted lever (as in this clock), sometimes via 
two pins. The problem with latitude adjustment was ele-
gantly and simply solved by making the off-center pin, men-
tioned above, adjustable via hand calibration, usually with 
latitude hours (the same as longitude but up and down).
 
They were always equipped with 12-hour and 24-hour strik-
ing modes. This was done by placing the two count wheels 
against each other and making the spring-loaded locking 
lever sliding vertically if pushed by a lifting cam fitted with 
the selection hand. 

The annual calendar was made in parts: sometimes six sets 
of two months, sometimes four sets of three months, and 
sometimes two sets of six months (as in this clock). In the 
first two sets the clock was sold with three and two rings, 
respectively, engraved on both sides; in the case of the six-
month rings, just one ring was engraved on both sides.

The alarm mechanism was incorporated usually in the 
movement.

Signed
Each side panel punched with Augsburg’s town punch mark, 
the cupola base punched “POCK”.

Maker’s Biography
Jeremias Metzger or Metzker (ab 1530- ab 1597), believed 
to be a Protestant, was an Augsburg clockmaker who be-
came an independent Master on April 28, 1555. He married 
three times, first in 1555, then again in 1581 to Sabina Betz, 
and third time in 1582 to Rosina Leinauer, the daughter of a 
Master cutler. Metzger received eligibility as a smith in 1555 
through his father. In 1564, he was an inspection master. 
The following year, Metzger was required to pay a penalty 
fine of 2 gulden for allowing one of his assistants to keep a 
stuckuhr (“piece clock”)—in times past, journeymen were 
allowed to keep or sell every sixth stuckuhr, but this practice 
was suspended due to a labor shortage. Metzger’s assistant 
had completed 16 clocks within two years.

In 1573, Metzger received permission to made modifica-
tions to his house in the Schmiedgasse. The clockmaker 
Hans Schlottheim worked as a journeyman with Metzger 
prior to 1576 (Maurice & Mayr, in The Clockwork Universe, 
state that Schlottheim worked with Metzger for four months 
in 1573 and 1574, but a recent graduate thesis states that 
Schlottheim probably started working for Metzger in 1567 
before becoming a Master in 1576). Schlottheim supplied 
movements after establishing his own workshop. Hans 
Helmbrecht, a goldsmith and embosser, is also known to 
have done work for Metzger, as well as five other clockmak-
ers, including Caspar Buschmann.
 
In 1578, Metzger made six clocks for the Türkenverehrung 
(the Tribute to the Sublime Gate). The clocks included a 
small, flat round clock for which he was paid 33 gulden; an-
other small clock for 8 gulden; a round striking neck watch 
in a gold case for 54 gulden 20 kreuzer; and an ebony and 
glass clock shaped like a small chest, with an enameled sil-
ver dial, for which Metzger charged 55 gulden for the move-
ment, 16 gulden 30 kreuzer for the dial, 8 gulden for the 
wood, 1 gulden 40 kreuzer for the glass, and 2 gulden 35 
kreuzer for the inner lining. 

Metzger is perhaps most famous for his 1564 complicated 
astronomical clock, now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum 
in Vienna. The case of that clock was duplicated in 1865 by 
the C. Haas company of Vienna for the museum—Abeler 
estimates some 300 copies were made. Metzger’s tremen-
dous skill has led to this style of clock being referred to as 
“Metzger-type” clocks.

An astronomical clock at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
signed by Caspar Bohemus, Vienna, 1568, is believed to 
have been made by Metzger. The decorations on the case 
were taken from prints by Hans Sebald Beham and Virgil 
Solis. Other clocks by Metzger include an astronomical 
table clock, dated 1573, in the Beyer Museum, Zurich; a 
monstrance-form table clock from 1564 in the Victoria & 
Albert Museum, London; a standing clock, listed by Baillie 
as being in the Arts Museum, Prague; and an astronomical 
clock from 1573 which Abeler lists as being in the Felix col-
lection until 1886. 

Back face of astrolabe for latitude

Length of days and nights mechanism 
and latitude adjustment

View of left side with quarter striking dial



A large oval watch in the Fränkel collection, monogrammed 
“JM”, is attributed to Metzger. Baillie also notes that 
Metzger made a clock for Denmark’s Frederick II.

Dimensions
Height 40 cm, base 28 x 23 cm, body 17 x 11 cm.     

Functions
Annual perpetual calendar, alarm, hour striking, quarter 
striking, astrolabe, position of sun in the Zodiac, latitude 
adjustment, dominical letters, lengths of day and night, day 
of the week with appropriate Saints, hours.

Case
Gilt brass, rectangular, large dome with tile pattern housing 
bells, curving upwards to support the obelisk finial, which 
stands on pierced flat colonnaded base with miniature fini-
als in the corners; base of dome with flat arched colonnade 
pierced for sound; obelisk finials with ball points in corners, 
sliding side panels engraved with floral, bird, and scroll 
patterns with attached fluted Corinthian corner columns; 
the front with scroll and floral pattern; base engraved with 
scroll, floral and bird pattern, outermost edge with repeated 
oval pattern.

Dial Front
Center dial with Roman hours I to XII repeated twice, in-
ner Arabic 24-hour scale with Zs for 2s, outer night touch 
knobs; inner silver length of days sector marked “tag lang” 
and blued steel one (marked “nacht tag”) with lengths of 
nights with Arabic 24-hour scale (attached to the night 
ring), center with a gilt brass cover plate engraved with flo-
ral design. 
Below to the left, silver days of the week dial with cham-
plevé enamel planet representations. 
Below to the right, silver and champlevé enamel Zodiac signs 
with inner revolving silver disk with a pointer indicating the 
position of the sun in the Zodiac. This disk is engraved with 
Arabic scale indicating the latitude of the clock’s location. 
The scale is in the hours (the same as longitude but verti-
cal). The latitude is set by a hand positioned in the center. 

Dial Reverse
Center with astrolabe (instrument to measure the coordi-
nates of celestial bodies), mater (base) with silver applied 
disk with Roman hours I to XI repeated twice, tympanum 
(the face) engraved on both sides for 48° and 51° latitude, 
gilt brass rete (rotatable skeletonized front plate with en-
graved star map) with engraved Zodiac ring on the periph-
ery and revolving in 23 hours, 56 minutes, dragon hand 
indicating the position of the lunar nodes, the head indicat-
ing the ascending node, the tail the descending node. This 
hand shows the limits within which an eclipse can occur 
(the dragon shape reflects an ancient belief that eclipses 
were caused by a dragon swallowing the sun or moon), gilt 
brass moon hand tracing the movement of the moon in the 
Zodiac with diagram of planetary aspects in the center, and 
the sun hand which traces the position of the sun across 
the Zodiac (by moving four seconds slower than the ecliptic 
band, the sun’s image progresses through the Zodiac in the 
course of a calendar year). The center of the sun hand is 
engraved with moon face and its age (the number of days 
in a synodic month). The moon hand, which has a circular 
opening aligning with the moon face engraved on the sun 
hand, revolves once every 24 hours, 48 minutes. By mov-

ing more slowly than the ecliptic band by 52 minutes per 
day, the moon hand duplicates the movement of the moon 
through the Zodiac.
The small dials in each corner, all of silver, indicate: Top left, 
12-hour or 24-hour striking selection; top right, regulating 
dial calibrated from 1 to 6; lower left, dominical letters; and 
lower right, small clock with Roman hours and inner Arabic 
24-hour scale from 13 to 24 with center revolving alarm set-
ting disk.

Hand
Steel poker.

Movement
Rectangular, three-tier four-post gilt brass cage with cross-
wise arrangement, frame, barrels and fusee cones of gilt 
brass, the rest of steel, four square (in cross-section) posts, 
each train between rectangular plates, fusee and gut on all 
three trains, center tier for the going train, verge escape-
ment with two-arm brass balance and hog’s bristle regu-
lator, fixed barrel verge-type alarm set in the hour-striking 
tier, count-wheel striking with two concentric count wheels 
with locking lever shifting from one to the other via a rack 
controlled by a 12/24 striking mode hand. 

Condition 
Case: very good
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, replaced later
Movement: very good , back to balance 
and hog’s bristle regulator

Estimate
EUR 130.000 - 160.000

View of movement from astrolabe side View of motion drive train for the Zodiac



Signed
“Hanns Buschmann, Augusta” on the movement.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, 
Cat. N° 113.

Published in
 La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, page 424.

Maker’s Biography
Hans Buschmann (1591-1662) was an accomplished Augs-
burg clockmaker, who famously constructed a clock with 
a duration of one year in the early 1650s (illustrated in 
Herbert Alan Lloyd’s Old Clocks, 1959). Buschmann’s cus-
tomers also included Archduke August von Braunschweig-
Luneburg, later Elector of Hannover. Today his clocks are 
in the collections of several museums, including the British 
Museum (whose online catalogue notes that Buschmann 
was a leading clockmaker in Augsburg during the fi rst half 
of the 17th century), the Beyer Clock & Watch Museum, 
and the National Museum of Denmark.

Dimensions
Height 44 cm, width 25 cm, depth 8.5 cm (base).    

Functions
Hour striking, hours.

Case
Dark wood, architectural design, ornamental volutes in 
varying sizes appear on sides of case and in the broken 
pediment along the top, which frames the square bell 
housing; bell housing has quatrefoil opening for sound and 
is surmounted by a square base, framed by volutes, for the 
gilt brass fi nial, paired volutes support fl uted Tuscan col-
umns on either side of the dial, bracket feet with elongated 
volute design, hinged door in the back, ebonized drawer 
with ivory knob in front for keys .

Dial
Silver, Roman hours, half-hour makers, inner quarter-hour 
track, innermost Arabic 24-hour scale from 13 to 24, with 
German Zs for the 2s; all on gilt brass plate fi nely deco-
rated with fl owers and scrolling, and rosette in the center, 
striking correction pin-hole at 9.

Hanns Buschmann, Augsburg, circa 1630

Important blackened wood table clock striking 
hours, with single hand movement.

LOT 65

Condition 
Case: very good, paint restored, missing back door 
hook
Dial: very good
Hand: very  good
Movement: very good

Estimate 
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Hand
Steel ranseur.

Movement
Rectangular (11 x 9 cm), full plate gilt brass, fusee and 
chain on the going train, fi xed barrel for the striking, 
verge escapement with two-arm steel balance and 
hog’s bristle regulator, asymmetrically pierced and 
engraved gilt brass cock with wild strawberry pattern, 
count wheel on the back plate.

View of back plate with maker’s signature



LOT 66 Johann Saÿller, Ulm (Germany), 
circa 1650

An important and extremely rare gilt brass 
Grande et Petite Sonnerie square horizontal 
table alarm clock striking, from a single 
barrel, hours and quarters, with a provision 
to switch from quarter striking (Petite Son-
nerie) to Grande Sonnerie, with an ebonized 
walnut fi tted box.

Signed
On back plate.

Maker’s Biography
Johann Saÿller (1597-1668), born in Angelberg, was a pro-
lifi c and highly accomplished clockmaker who moved to 
Ulm in 1617, where he married on July 6, 1624, becoming a 
citizen that same year, and became a Master in 1646. His 
coach watches are noted for their unusually strong cases. 
He specialized in long duration clocks and watches, creat-
ing a spring-drive table clock with a three month duration 
and an eight-day watch powerful enough to the astronomi-
cal train, including the month and day of the week, normally 
advanced by hand during this time period.

Saÿller was an early inventor of the rolling ball clock, utiliz-
ing a zig-zag path and multiple balls. Saÿller’s rolling ball 
clock was his Masterpiece, and he built more than one: the 
fi rst, constructed in 1626, is now in the Württembergisches 
Landesmuseum in Stuttgart.

Saÿller was one of only six Renaissance remontoir clock 
makers. He also produced many table clocks, which can be 
found in museum collections around the world, including 
the National Museum in Copenhagen, the Württember-
gisches Landesmuseum in Stuttgart, the Kunsthistorisches 
Museum in Vienna, and the Los Angeles County Museum 
of Art (from the William Randolph Hearst Collection).

Dimensions
Height 9.5 cm, width 13.5 cm, depth 13.5 cm.    

Functions
Hour striking, quarter striking, alarm, hours, minutes.

Case
Square, gilt brass, two-part, polished sides, beveled bezel, 
hinged base with apertures for two bells, grotesque feet.

Dial
Applied silver disk with Roman hours and half-hour mark-
ers, outer Arabic fi ve-minute intervals with Roman quar-
ters, unusual high gilt brass ring with fi ve-minute divisions, 
center with revolving alarm ring with Arabic hours with 
German Zs for the 2s.

Hand
Gilt brass hour, blued steel early spade.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good
Hands: very good, one re-blued
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Movement
Square (11.5 x 11.5 cm), solid gilt brass plates, gilt brass 
square baluster pillars, fusee and chain for the going 
train, quarter striking from going barrels, hour strik-
ing from the other wheel which rotates in the opposite 
direction, going barrel for the quarter striking with an 
additional wheel on the other side driving (in opposite 
direction) the hour striking, verge escapement, now 
with three-arm steel balance with 2 ¼ coil spring, 
asymmetrical gilt brass cock pierced and engraved 
with wild strawberry motifs, count wheel on the back 
plate with Arabic numerals with Zs for the 2s.

Detail of maker’s signature on back plate



View of back plate

Side view with escapement and alarm

Striking side - Notice two wheels on each side of the barrel



These small clocks were made from the 1520s until 
the end of the 16th century. They were as small as 
their contemporary watches, but the watches had a 

hinged cover over the dial and a stackfreed power equal-
izer, decreasing thickness, as opposed to the fusee used 
in the clocks. Kings and princes took pride in being shown 
with them in their portraits. Some of them had attachable 
alarm mechanisms whose feet snapped over the edge of 
the case. Although there is no hard evidence to support it, 
it is very likely that they were the fi rst coach, or travelling, 
clocks. 

A very similar watch punched with the same maker’s mark 
is in the Museum of the Worshipful Company of Clock-
makers. The Museum dates it as “second quarter 16th cen-
tury.” It is strikingly similar, with the same type of bracket 
wire bridges and the same skeletonized back plate. 

The Paul-Dupuy Museum in Toulouse, in its vast horologi-
cal collection, has an almost identical clock, although un-
fortunately missing its movement. The form, size, decora-
tion, and cartouches are very similar, no doubt from the 
same hand.

Among the few small clocks that have survived, regardless 
of the different maker’s marks, we see striking similarities. 
Either it reveals a uniformity to the German makers’ pro-
duction (rather doubtful), or it shows the extent of coop-
eration between German watchmakers. It also inspires one 
to refl ect on the question of attributing unsigned pieces 
to particular watchmakers just on the basis of movement 
similarities. 

Another clock of the same type, but with a stackfreed, is 
in the British Museum, while yet another, of French origin, 
was in the Time Museum. 

Our clock is a miniature version of the table clocks of 
the period and resembles the work of Jakob Marquart of 
Augsburg, as seen in a clock at the Adler Planetarium in 
Chicago. The pillars are in the style of those of the earli-
est surviving clocks, and of one in particular, signed “Jacob 
Zech, Prag, 1527”, in the collection of Dresden’s Mathema-
tisch-Physikalischen Salon, inv. D IV b 153. For the record, 
in the Schweizerisches Landesmuseum in Zürich, there is 
an alarm clock of similar construction, with the train set in 
the other direction, attributed to a Bern clockmaker (inv 
LM 24637). The Copenhagen National Museum has two 
clocks very similar in shape and construction, but larger, 
10.6 and 12.2 cm; one is dated 1533. Another of these larger 
clocks (10.9 cm), with astrolabium and in its original tooled 
leather case, is in the Beyer Museum in Zurich. 

It is interesting to note that the bridges found in this clock 
put the beginning of the application of bridge layout move-
ments more than 200 years before Lepine—not the way 
Lepine designed it, but the idea was there.
The type of decoration on the band, characteristic of the ar-

Germany (probably Nuremberg), 
circa 1550

Important and rare miniature gilt brass 
fusee table clock with a single hand iron 
movement.

LOT 67

Condition 
Case: very good, tight base, expected wear to the gilt
Dial: good, possibly later
Hand: missing
Movement: very good, no missing parts, expected 
rust spots, upgraded to balance spring

Estimate 
EUR 5.000 - 10.000

abesque, is often found in the 16th century, whether it 
be in architecture, in embroidery, or in ironwork. Simi-
lar patterns were available in different pattern books 
of the period, in Germany, France, Italy and Spain. The 
band pattern closely resembles one of the plates in 
the Livre contenant passements de moresques très utile à 
toutes gens qui exécutant ledit art (1563). The manner-
ism of the foliate pattern, shaded with parallel lines, 
seen on the sides of the case, was introduced by Aide 
Manuce in the 15th century. Since the shading depicts 
an azure color in heraldry, this type of pattern was 
named “azurelle”. 

The famous small sphere-shaped clock by Jacques de 
la Garde, dated 1551, the pride of the Louvre’s horo-
logical collection, is fully decorated in strapwork, in 
keeping with the pattern of this clock.

Dimensions
5.8 cm Ø, height 3.6 cm.    

Functions
Hours.

Case
Tambour, gilt brass, two-part, wall engraved with 
three portraits, strapwork and foliate motifs, friction-
fi t base engraved with a portrait, winding aperture in 
the base.

Hand
Missing.

Dial
Gilt brass, Roman numerals, half-hour markers.

Movement
Circular (5 cm Ø), all steel (or iron), full pillar plate, 
skeletonized back plate, three pillars with rectangular 
bases, fusee and gut line, verge escapement, three-
arm balance now with spring, the wheels are held by 
bridges attached to the pillars; one pillar holds the 
bridge for the escape wheel and the contrate wheel, 
the other holds the bridge for the second wheel, with 
the third one for the lower balance pivot, all parts are 
pinned except later cock screw.

Detail of the case back



LOT 68 Southern Germany circa 1580, 
movement circa 1700 
by Benedict Fürstenfelder

Magnifi cent gilt brass Monstrance form 
clock striking hours and quarters, 
repeating quarters with alarm.With the advent of the pendulum, some of the most 

magnifi cent clocks were upgraded by being fi t-
ted with custom-made modern movements with 

superior time-keeping ability. This is one of them. 

Signed
On the movement.

Exhibited
L’antico splendore dell’ orologeria italiana dal XV al XVIII seco-
lo, Trent (Northern Italy), June 25 – November 6, 2005, Cat. 
No. 111

Published in
La misura del tempo, Italy, 2005, p. 422

Maker’s Biography
Benedict Fürstenfelder worked in Friedberg, near Augsburg, 
producing numerous table clocks during the late 17th and 
early 18th centuries. Abeler records his clocks being in sev-
eral private collections and museums, including the Science 
Museum, London.

Dimensions
33 cm Ø (base, corner to corner), height 73 cm.    

Functions
Alarm, hour and quarter striking, hours, minutes.

Case
Monstrance form, gilt brass, shield engraved with an Eccle-
siastical coat of arms, decorative scrolling fl ourishes along 
sides of case, dial supported by column with unusual cary-
atid fi gures surmounted by lions on either side of a small 
tower with spindle corner columns, embossed foliate de-
sign around dial, balustrade along top with fi nials in corners 
surrounding cylindrical dome with shield and lion fi nial; 
hinged glazed door; hexagonal ogee base embossed with 
leafy pattern, tapering to pierced foliate dome.

Dial
Silver ring, Roman hours, outer minute track, outermost 
Arabic fi ve minutes, inner quarter-hour track, innermost 
Arabic 24-hour scale from 13 to 24, with German Zs for the 
2s, gilt center disk engraved with fl oral pattern; above, silver 
disk with Roman hours and inside gilt brass alarm disk with 
Arabic hours.

Hand
Gilt with masks.

Movement
Circular (19 cm Ø), solid gilt brass plates, fusee and chain 
for the going train, fi xed barrels for the striking, verge es-
capement with short pendulum, rack striking, verge-type 
alarm mechanism above in the cupola, quarter striking in 
the top alarm bell, hours in the large ball in the base.

Condition 
Case: very good
Dial: very good
Hands: very good
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Maker’s signature on the movement

View of the movement



Detail of Ecclesiastical coat of arm Detail of column

View of the alarm dial



LOT 69 Germany, circa 1630

Exceptionally rare “Saint George Slaying 
the Dragon” gilt brass and gilt copper 
automaton alarm table clock striking hours.

Although fi nials of different shapes are well known, 
ones with automata are rare. This animated “St. 
George Slaying the Dragon” is one of a handful 

of clocks with animated fi nials: Actaeon, by an Augsburg 
maker, from the Time Museum (dated 1630), inv. No. 3532, 
and two others. 
A similar clock appears in a 1615 portrait of Melchiori Kle-
sel, archbishop of Vienna.

Dimensions
Height 33 cm, width 17.5 cm, depth 17.5 cm (base).    

Functions
Automaton, hour striking, quarter striking, alarm, hours.

Case
Rectangular gilt brass, automaton fi nial of Saint George on 
top of canopy which rises to a point and houses the bell, 
which is surrounded by fl at colonnade surmounted by ring 
of fi nials, fi nials in corners; glazed sides with centered drop 
fi nials, fl uted corner pilasters, ogee base and molding with 
embossed arabesque patterns, four lion feet.

Dial
Silver with Roman numerals, fl eur-de-lis half-hour markers, 
center with revolving silver alarm disk with Arabic numerals 
with German Zs for the 2s, below setting dial with Roman 
quarters, back with silver hour striking dial with Arabic nu-
merals, and below quarter striking with Roman numerals, 
setting pin-hole below 10.

Hand
Blued steel fl eur-de-lis.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage (14 x 6 x 6 cm), gilt brass, 
fusee and chain for both trains, pull alarm, verge escape-
ment, two-arm steel balance with hog bristle regulator.

Condition 
Case: very good, slight wear to the gilt, mysterious dummy 
quarter dial
Dials: very good
Hands: very good, later, re-blued
Movement: very good, going train gut deteriorated

Estimate
EUR 20.000 - 30.000

Melchiori Klesel, 1615, by Aegidius Sadeler II

Detail of St. George Slying the Dragon

View of the frontView of the striking dial



View of right side View of left side
View of right side of movement

View of left side of movement



LOT 70 Southern Germany, circa 1600

Exceptionally rare gilt brass elaborate 
tower-form alarm table clock striking 
hours, with hours and quarters dials.A virtually identical clock was depicted in the 1650 

painting The Knight’s Dream by Antonio de Pereda. 

Dimensions
Height 32 cm, base 15.5 x 15.5 cm, body 7.5 x 7.5 cm.     

Functions
Alarm, hour striking, hours, quarters.

Case
Rectangular, gilt brass, bell housed in three-story colon-
naded tower, second story with central statuette depicting 
praying lady and six outer small fi nials, topmost fi nial with 
skeletal obelisk fi nial, balustrade running along top with 
fi nials at corners; sliding side panels resembling Renais-
sance gateway are embossed with curling tendril patterns 
and arched glazed windows, they have attached Doric cor-
ner columns on ornamented rectangular bases, ogee base 
is embossed with arabesque pattern and banded edge, all 
on bun feet with short legs.

Dial
Gilt brass with applied silver ring with Roman hours, quar-
ter-hour track and 24-hour scale from 13 to 24 with Zs for 
the 2s, inner revolving gilt alarm disk with Arabic hours; be-
low, silver quarter-hours disk with Roman quarters and cen-
ter engraved with fl oral motifs; back with gilt striking dial, 
Arabic hours with Zs for 2s.

Condition 
Case:very good, two small fi nials replaced
Dials: very good
Hands: good, later, re-blued
Movement: very good

Estimate
EUR 15.000 - 20.000

Hand
Blued steel ranseur.

Movement
Two-tier vertical four-post cage, all gilt brass, square 
(in cross-section) posts, fusee and chain on both 
trains, verge escapement with two-arm steel bal-
ance and hog’s bristle regulator protruding to the left, 
verge-type alarm with open spring and one wheel set 
in the going train tier.

The Knight’s dream, 1650, by Antonio da Pereda, (Real Academia de San Fernando, Madrid)
View of the frontView of the striking dial



View of left side

View of right side of movement

View of left side of movement

End of the SaleView of right side
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